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WHAT THE WINTER BROUGHT,
Oh, know

GOSSIP,

Spring bursts with song again?

came

out

But the road was
opening a shorter

route to California.

At

this

season

of

form a line to preserve order, from the
cars to the steam barge, which conveys
us a few miles up the harbor to our home

It was the winter dreary—
The winter, oh, so dreary !—
That brought my Christ to me.

for the next fortnight, on the side

Late in the darksome dullness,

froitf the city, under the shelter

The heart-unburthening gloaming—
That brought my All to me!"

great drawback to the prosperity of Pan-

Oh, know ye how in gentle climes

ama.

The summer never goes?

The city viewed

from the

harbor,

shows very many ruined and half destroyed buildings ; the sea walls and
fortifications have fallen down in many

Where never are December's rimes,
And alway blooms the rose?
I know the winter weary

places, and

Has brought thro’ days so dreary
That summer unto me!
HE
a an a
AP h ’

Panama,

three thousand inhabitants, in which

all

has

a

unhealthy,—much

more so than Panama,” on the opposite
strange

suddenly upon a bronze

the pencilof an artist.

The islands

un-

der whose shelter we are lying but add
tothe feeling of stringeness, being very
high and steep, with picturesque sides,
and wooded to the very water's edge with
a dense green. But the day had brought
so many changes that all were completely exhausted. I slept soundly as I had not
for years, and when J awoke at a late

hour the following morning, John China-

heroic mold. And a little further on was a

church

(Episcopalian),

man was flitting around in loose flowing
garments, bringing water and towels,
and making ready our breakfast. Near-

whose doors standing

invitingly open,

ly all the employees on the ‘* Montana”

statue of Columbus and his Indian Bride,

pretty

stone

we entered and founda cool retreat from
the heated atmosphere without.
Our
friends on the steamer gave us a lunch
at 11 o'clock, and at 12, M., bidding the
“Colon” good bye, we started on a three

hours ride across the Isthmus, a distance
of 47 miles.
At first the route lays
through low swamps, with stagnant pcols
of water, poisoning the air,

and

making

a home fer all miasmatic and malarious

diseases. But the train gradually climbs
the backbone of the Isthmus, following
the course of the Chagres

river,—a very

beautiful

sandy

shores,

tropical

foliage

on its banks, would resemble the

Merri-

stream,

with

and were it not for the

mack. Still upward the engine takes us
on our winding way, crossing several
iron bridges to the summit, when we begin a rapid descent to the Pecific.
From Aspinwall to Panama,

on

either

side of the track there is an unbroken
mass of vegetation, which can hardly be

characterized

as large, but is extremely

dense and close, and of every
the

feathery

fronds

of

the

variety:
palms, the

broad silken leaves of the banana, the
bread-fruit tree, the cocoa nut and the

orange, whose golden fruit is made

even

more golden in rich sunlight,
the
- strange forests of curious trees, interwoven by vines and hanging air plants;
with here and there a tall tree, like
the Northern elm, into which the creep-

ing vine had found its way, climbing
heavenward, hanging in festoons and

covering the green foliage with pink and
white blossoms; these enlivened by
flowers, birds and butterfliesof the mest
brilliant colors, together

with

the

blue

hills in the distance, attract the observ-

ing mind even to exhaustion.
In passing through this garden there is little to
be seen
other than’ tropical plants.

There are some two or three ' respectably
\ appearing houses, With broad verandas,

occupied by rail road officials, and a few
thatched-roofed huts, inhabited by ne-

groes, who sit indolently at their doors
as we pass by.

About half way

across

are Chinese. They can not speak English,and it is a marvel how well they go
through; with their wbrk. Our meals
are served in a very quiet and orderly
manner—everything - moving with the
precision of clock work. John Chinaman

single story, without windows, mud
floors, and but one room, where the men,
women and children eat,drink and sleep,

Everything grows 80 spontaneously here
that living requires but little exertion,—
living as they do on fruits mostly,—and
scarcely any clothing—the children hav.
ing not even a fig leaf to cover their na
~.kedness, Qur company is composed of la
dies and. gentlemen of above the average
England

being well

represented,~ and all enjoyed the ride

exceedingly.

of Mazatlan, a city of some twenty thousand inhabitants, and the most important
city on the Mexican

coast, the

sea-port

for the large mining and cotton country
surrounding. But until a more stable
form of government exists, this unhappy
country must suffer from a constant
change of rulers and revolutions,of which
one is now going on, Leaving Mazatlan
the steamer takes a south-westerly course,
crossing the Gulf of California to Cape

Twenty-four hours “run” brought us to

make it & most unenviable place for habitation. The first week out from Panama

overcoats

and

shawls

begin to

appear

York,

we

pass

through:

the

‘* Golden

fide
of the boat, who fell ill while on the
But there is a dark side to this picture. Isthmus, All medical treatment proved
Many of these flowering plants are pois« in vain, and one
night while we slept

| features of it, and which the very safety

the next French Chamber of Deputies.
The Bonapartist strength will amount to

between

80

and

90.

salting the pig,
make the salt.”

terial nogotiations are temporarily

paper, just startedin London,

sus-

presses regret that politicians should see

peo-

ley of Westminster,

+o

mand the confidence of the country in the
personal integrity of all its members.”——
This, that the Christian Union says, ought

to be seriously thought about: ‘Every
‘man inside of polities believes that there
BRING SOMETHING FRESH TO IT.
To see a man passing by in a coat

which you recognize as having fluttered
all summer on a
boring corn-field,
of theft or poverty
phrases in which

scare-crow in a neighis not a more sure sign
than some of the stock
we hear Christians talk

about themselves in the social meetings,

are
and
tian
ing

a proof of thriftless infirmity of faith
poverty of experience. A wise Chriswill never speak in the social meetmerely for the sake of speaking.

Talk is, to such

means.

The

a one, not an end, but

a

virtuous ends to be sought

ara many, but the confession, the exhortation, the doctrine, is always a means.

in degrees

of truth, but with

the same

darkened the commercial, religious, ju-

and anxiety into the fane'of all honest
Americans, and to make cotintless friends

of the Republic in this country silent and
sorrowful when

its

enemies rejoice over

these recurring revelations,””—~The London: Standard says: ‘Happily, the countries are few where 80 gross an abuse of
trust would be possible.”—On the whole
that is, perhaps, no more than we should
expect: the ‘English press to say. The
present social and political condition of
that country would ‘naturally clothe such

revelations of Republicanism’as Belknap

bre thousands of men who aspire to high
office who will do just as General Bel-

knap did when an opportunity offers, and
willdo it for the reason that their politieal training will have hopelessly distorted all of their’ personal principles. And

nearly every voter in the land takes a
share’ in the villainy by knowingly casting his ballot for men in whose character
he has not implicit confidence.”——In the
opinion of the Observer, ‘‘the day has
come for the union of all good men, re-

examination,

and

their young

people for

in fashionable attire, that

‘the brief dis-

‘He waived

was

held

Suez canal.

the

BELKNAP'S DOWNFALL,

Even in these degenerate days, Belknap’s -fall touches eyery fiber of the body politic,
and almost paralyzes
human thought.
Multitudes of men lose confidence ip Re- publican institutions, and every omeifeels
that the hor has arrived when the people must arise in their majesty and ery halt! :

must be committed

season® is

at

hand,

and

it.

Theidea of Lent, the Churchman says,

is ““ to call out

serious

feeling in a per-

fcetly natural, unforced way:

The atter-

tion is directed to the fasting of our blessed Lord, and to the week of his passion
and death. It has the force of the sympathyof nearly the whole Christian world

behind it.

It has the continuous memory

of the observance in all the life of the
church. It has its special literature, full

of meekness

and Christian piety.

and I recolléct what were the: sad. effects - produced upon the comparatively small’

number * of loyal people

of the

gross

earnings..

The

a wide-spread and profound sadness as now
prevails here, and that was occasioned by
the assassination of Lincoln.
But Lincoln
fell in his truth and integrity.
Belknap.
has fallen like Lucifer, to'rise no more. .
He sold himself and disgraced his high -of-fice for the paltry. bribe of $20,000:
He-

says his wife did it.

old

Thursday,

He

Iwas in the gallery of the Senate chamber on Friday when the chief clerk of the-

House came in with the report that it had

that

impeached

wept.

JUDGE

of

authoress,

lives

exhibition,

ALICE

Oskaloosa,

has been

Court.

STARKWEATHER,

of

Elgin,

Ill, has been appointed by the Woman's
Board of Missions (Congregationalist) as
a missionary to Japan, and will sail in a
few days.
:

We

DANIEL MCFARLAND,
who

will be remem-

can fancy a mere worldling, if a thought-

bered as the assassin of A. D. Richardson,

ful man,

of the N. Y. Tribune, some years ago, has
been arrested in St. Louisas a common
drunkard.
He raves continually about the
trouble upon his mind.
No better illustration of the demoralizing effects of drink
could be found than this creature.
He was
a man of intellect once.

a heathen

philosopher indeed,

being touched and moved by the thought
of it.”
O-o-O ob
> +o

THE NEW MINISTER.

Mr. Richard

H. Dana, Jr., fills the va-

cancy made by the resigmation

of Gen.

Schenck, as minister to the

court

James.

grandson

Mr.

Dana is

the

Chief Justice Dana, one of the

of St.

most

of
em-

inent of New England jurists. His father,
now 88 years of age, is a distinguished
poetand scholar. He himself was born in
1815 and graduated at Harvard in 1887.
Soon after he graduated, trouble with his
eyes induced him to take a sea voyage
to California, the description of which
trip, ‘‘ Two Years before the

Mast,” has

been universally popular. His legal
abilities, especially in international law,
are recognized on both sides of the Atlantic.
THE NEW SECRETARY.
Judge Alfonso B. Taft of Ohio has been
appointed Secretary of War, vice Belknap, resigned, and accepts the position.
Judge Taft is not a politician. He is

recognized as a man of excellent ability,
sound judgment and a man of honor,
good

old-fashioned

honor,

not

the

that

of

duelists our politicians.
ELECTIONS IN MAINE.

Municipal elections were
cities of Maine on Monday.

sent it to a printer in Albany.
was sent to him to be read,

The proof
and ‘¢ David

Dudley Field” in manuscript appeared
type as ‘‘ Tried and duly filed.”

in

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER says of the
Germans: ‘‘They are gross feeders; of
course you do not expect, in “traveling, to

see the best specimens of a nation’s breeding, but the German reputation for boorishnessis universal, notwithstanding the
acknowledffed
improvement in manners
which more travel and intercourse with
more polished nations have produced since
the war.
At. the public tables, at least,
you always see the Germans handling
their knives in the most dangerous fashion.”
Mgrs. BEARD, the mother of the two

not-

ed artists, William H. and James H. Beard,
who died recently at Painesville, Ohio,aged
ninety, was the first white woman who ever visited Chicago.
This was in the summer of 1810, when her husband’s vessel was

stores to the different fortifications on the

The returns

show considerable Republican

It is certainly plain that David Dudley
Field is not a teacher of penmanship.
Recently, he signed a legal document and

chartered by the government to transport

held in the
gains in

most of them. Portland and Rockland
which went Democratic last year have

lakes, and she accompanied him,
Fort
Dearborn, Chicago, then contained seventyeight persons in all.
WaeN Dr. Chalmers was leaving the pulpit of Glasgow for the Moral Chair of St.

Andrews, his friend Saunders

given a Republican majority. In Lewiston the election passed off quietly with | him
a republican gain of 196 from last year.
THE FRENCH ELECTIONS.

‘Over 100 more elections have been held

begged of

not to ¢ give up preaching for teaching.” “Let me
ask you a question,”
said the Doctor; ‘‘does the man who salts

a pig, or. the man who makes the salt that
will salt many pigs, do

the

were

all was like =.

of ‘the

greater

be

Democratic.
anxiety

to make

and

capital

downfall for their

effort

out

on

the-

here.

appear

of this

party.

Tuesday last, when

days

leaders

to-

~

painful.

Accordingly, on

the grand jury

of the

District summoned the committee to. testi-

HERBERT SPENCER is a bachelor and fifty-five years old, and yet he can not find
time to write his autograph for all who
ask for it, and so he sends them a printed
one. _
Miss

part

Their chief

appointed by the Governor of Iowa, to the
place made vacant by Judge Cole on the
bench of the Supreme

The over-crowded galleries

opments during the last few

the

of

Stockholm -is- “house of mourning:
1 hope never
to wit-ness the like scene again.
has become a
There have been some striking devel--

son

of the Centennial
SEEVERS,

committee

silent, and, abové and below,

SWEDENBORG’S house in
going to ruin from neglect.

opening

The

Senate that the lower branch of the gov-ernment
would present articles of impeachment as the constitution provides.
It was
a sad and impressive scene.
Every Senator bowed his head and many

assert-

PERSONAL.
BROWNING’S
painter.

Belknap.

the House soon followed and informed the-

ed that profits to the extent of over a
million dollars had been made out of the
mine.

ROBERT
landscape

How weak the ex-

cuse!

he had no connection with the mine except in a professional capacity, receiving $25,000 for his services.

here at

with one exception,—have I observed such.

board of directors were ‘again elected.
——Gen. Babcock’s resignation has been
acgepted.——Prof. Silliman. testified in
the Emma mine-scandal;

residing

that time when reverses to our arms were
reported.
But on no other occasion,—

000, and the operating
expenses not
quite $5,000,000, or: en 41 1-2 per
cent.

to their hands..

I resided in Washingtonduring the war,

Toad, it was shown ; that the actual gross
earnings last year were nearly $12,000,-

Mg. PROCTOR, the astronomer,has decidthis country until the
in
ed to remain

Lenten

eup

WasminagToN, D. C., Mar. 8, 1876.-

|

nual meeting of the Union Pacific Rail-

and her husband’s honor, and the nation’s
trust.
The shame of exposure, and the

The

is.a gold

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENOE..

an-

MARION HARLAND,
in Newark, N. J.

the Episcopal church is duly observant of

One of these

given by the Empress, worth $40,000.

an

tinction has been purchased at high cost,
for she has bartered her own good name
remorse for crime, are terrible penalties
for a few hours of fashionable gaiety.”

ones, of ‘whom they have m .

him on the occasion of the opeming: ofthe «

in $25,000

$6,587,117.88.——At

irtue of the republic.”——The Watchman

ames to the point when it says of Mrs.

up in.

Theygo about i

small regiment,
are never ill. His house
is full of royal gifts and ribbons presented«

bail to answer further.—In the $6,000,000 suit against William M. Pweed, the

gardless of politics, to restore the early

Belknap, who seems to have required the
price of her husband’s dishonor to keep her

way.

barefooted, and, although madame only ;
half likes this, he is able to boast that.’

is announced.——A

jury, Wednesday, found a verdict for the

éver its political complexion, will com-

-

Bancroft, Abbott Lawrence,Charles Francis Adams, John Lothrop Motley, being
the six who preceded him. John Adams
If there be honest men in the Republic,
was also minister under the confedera- they must now come to the front, and the| tion from. 17856 to 1789.——The death of affairsof State and the destinies of this. .
Lady Augusta: Stanley, wife of Dean Stan- great nation—in this centennial year.

of the Western metropolis by gaslight.
‘“ A city that is set on a hill can not be
hid.”
L. J. H.

one a fine view

He brings his children

the most Spartan

is called

ington on. Wednesday:

ple will be dull

was

tache, but white beard,he is a most notice *

able man.

will make a specialty of church news.

a series of ruinous investigations, and

better,”

Tae Baron de Lesseps, though 70 years old, is still young, and contemplates grand
designs. With black eyebrows and mous- -

the belief that * if the walks of ‘public lite the Express, and $250,000 (a very small
sum for such an enterprise)” has been
subscribed
to set it on foot. The paper

finally bankrupted him, ona poor pre-

sir, the

the rejoinder.

of the Republic demands should be es_ MINOR EVENTS,
pecially considered.
It is
generally to
this side of the affair that vy religious
The appropriation called for by the
papers confine their remarks. The Ez- English government for the purchase of
aminer and Chronicle
charges a
go the Suez Canal shares was granted by
deal of the official disgraceye
of Commons
e
on Moniit the British Hous
upon the country in one way and another, day.——The
new high-church daily

|%o ill-advised appointments, but expresses

11.

and now I'm going. e+
Then the soouet you .

Duc d’ Audiffert are in the salt-pans,

Pasquier will be president of the Senate.
The presiding officer of the House of Deputies is not yet decided upon. Minis-

Gate,” which guards the entrance to the ‘learn the lesson indeed, if it does not
of events,
noted city of San Francisco.
Entering itself with an administration and provide
which, whatthe harbor by night gives

lay the wreck of the steamer ‘Golden
Gate,"which was burnedin 1862,the smoke

of conveying

Phatic terms. Aside from the political
aspects of the case, which we fear are the
only ones that affect the most
of the secular journals, there are important ‘moral

NO.

ice?” ‘The man who makes the salt, tobe sure.”
¢ Well, I've all this time been.

Hampshire election, and help the Demo- republic has been proclaimed “in Servia.
of our journey only fo say that late on ratic
party ;” and eoncludes with these ——General Belknap was\formally arSaturday evening, the 26th day from New suggestive words:
raigned before the police court iti 'Wash‘‘ The American

dicial and administrative institutions of
the United States.
Some have proved
false, others true, and more await evidence ; but the general effect, beyond denial, has been to bring a blush of shame

few hours for the purpose

In our own country, every respectable
Paper condemns the transactions in em-

nothing higher in’ the matter * than the
again, while an extra blanket at night is fipprehension
that it will lose the New
a luxury. But I pass over the remainder

ugly and untoward character, have lately

to the shore the remainsof the Surgeon

has made, with a good deal of interest in in France. It is now estimated that the
its eye.
A
Republicans will command 850 votes in
.

itis hot and sultry, the thermometer ay- tense
of discovered mal-administration in
eraging 90 degrees,
but gradually it kh
e" Freedmen's bureau.” It then exgets cooler as. we go Northward; the

Manzanilo, a small town with a harbor al-

stack and wheels being visible above the
water. It will be remembered a large
amount of treasure went down, a part of
which has been recovered,
A party of
divers arenow in ;Manzanilo perfecting
plans to recover the remainder. ' The
morning following, the steamer entered
the port of San Blas, where we stopped a

Fl

1876.

St. Lucas, the extreme southern point o!
disgrace
us.” ~The Republicans of Wyoming TerLower California, 1131 miles from San ‘ose The Jltustrated
Christian Weekly is ritory favor the nomination of Secretary
Francisco. The general appearance of quite reflective
over the ‘matter, and feels Bristow for the Presidency.——Mr. Dana
the shores on the Gulf Coast is not pleas- like bowing
its head before the nation’s is the seventh gentleman in whom Mas.
ing, although there is some picturesque shame. After
picturing Belknap, it says sachusetts has been honored by an apscenery. It is very sterile,sand the drift- that
“this
is
the
man who, with virtuous pointment as minister to England ; John
ing sands. sweeping over the country indignation,
hunted Gen. Howard through Quincy Adams, Edward Everett, George

Aimless talk, talk simply because one
likes to talk, or to do one’s duty and ‘‘get
out of the way,” by saying the customary
phrases, is usually much less desirable
is quick-witted, light of foot, and, as a than silent meditation, and is the worst
servant, is far superior to any white or possible substitute for any thought of
colored, we have yet seen.
heart-felt gratitude or entreaty uttered
. From Panama to San Francisco, 8220 from love to Christ, or from care for
miles, is a most delightful trip.
The souls, in siniple words which are true to
Pacific, ever true to her name, is tranquil o What is personally felt and known.
and smooth. At times there is not a ripee
ple on the surface,and I can not keep from
EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
my mind the impression that I am on
. That the press is still teachable, may be
board the *‘ Lady of the Lake,” erpssing known from the many lessons which it
the blue
waters of Winnepesaukee. says we may learn from the fall of BelLand is in sight during most of the knap. Even the London press condejourney, occasionally only a half mile scends to say that ‘‘ we may learn” so und
away.
Along the Mexican coast -the so from it, which will be an encouraging
mountains rise up very broken and statement to a good many, seeing that it
abrupt, their white peaks often appear- professed to know so many things about
ing far above the clouds, and, when seen
American affairs before. It seems that
against the evening sky, the effect is the London Z¥mes has cherished a pregrand, buta closer view presents a very vailing ‘suspicion of us, for the cable rebarren and dreary aspect, with no sign ports it as saying that ** this event is more
of human habitation. The first port we grave, because confirmatory
of a suspicion
‘‘ make” is Acapulco, 1408 miles from which haslong prevailed among the AmerPanama, a small town on this coast, ican people.
Even we Europeans can
mainly of importance as a coaling station not but be struck with the altered tones
for the P. M. 8. 8. Co., and as a port of in which Americans speak, if not
of their
entry for the city of Mexico, 325 miles institutions, at least of the men who have
distant. The harbor of Acapuleo is shap- the present diregtion of them.”——The
ed like a horse shoe, the entrance being London News, alluding to the same suba half mile wide, with high and rocky ject, says: ‘‘ American political life seems
mountains enclosing it on all sides. The te be in anything but a healthy condition.”
city, situat ed at their base, is a, most It refers to the whiskey frauds, the Emma
insignificant looking place, and the in mine scandal, and -the downfall of Belhabitants are still more so. It will be knap, and adds: * These scandals lift the
remembered as the scene of the late mas- veil from a class of society which it was
acre
of a
small
congregation
of hitherto pretty generally supposed bad as
Protestants
while
at worship,
by a yet escaped the impurities of the social
mob of natives, influenced by their strata below, and they lead one to fear
Jesuit Priests.
The ringleaders were that some of the worst vices of municipal
either hung or shot. Life and property government may be percolating into the
are most inssecure in this locality,and it federal adminjstration.”~——The London
is a rendezvous of brigands and lawless Telegraph says: ‘Disclosures after discharacters generally.
closures, charges after charges, varying

there is a village of these rude huts, most identical in size and shape with that
where, stopping some moments for a of Acapulco. This place is noted chiefly,
train to pass us, the natives brought ust he Captain says for the quantity and qualall manner of fruits, These huts are ity ofits fleas. A few miles up the coast

intelligence, ~New

ing of the 20th ult.,we entered the harbor

old Spanish architecture of the present
city, combine to form a picture worthy of

FROM ASPINWALL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

this

of old

roofs, and vivid green foliage, with the

In my previous letter I gave a very
hurried description of Aspinwall. It has
a good harbor, and a population of some
and

the mines

‘now entirely deserted, lying a few miles
farther ‘back, show dimly against the
blue haze of the mountains, and the red

CALIFORNIA BY WATER.
SAN Francisco, Feb. 28, 1876.

nationalities are represented,

of a few

islands, whither all passengers and
| freight trains have w be *lightered”
‘from the R. R. terminus, and this is one

It was the gleamless gloaming—

side of the Isthmus.
In our rambles through

wheel

steamer “ Montana.” Owing to shallow
water all the steamers lie some miles

With three days to remain
Ere spring, at winter's fullness,
Should break his cruel reign,—

town we came

companies

we move slowly into Panama.
A regiment of the native army, men of diminutive size
most unmilitary attitude,

That after long, long lingering

of being

Other

with like results.
finally completed,

ing of the fearful sacrifice of human life,

ye how the winter king

reputation

"the seventy-and-nine found graves on the

panoramic view of the tropics, and think-

Brings summer in his train?

TO

to

-

the year it is ‘perfectly safe crossing.
You will find it as hot in January as New
England in July. Drink no water on
shore,and eat sparingly of the fruit. During the summer, it being exgegpively hot,
there is danger.
But while gazing on this wonderful

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1876.
BY JOHN

sit on the ground.

Isthmus.

strictly

The Horning Star.
hy

the Angel of Death came with noiseless
tread. Sorrowfully our ship's conipany
“Death rides on every passing breeze,
gathered on deck to listen to the last sad
And lurks among the flowers,”
#
rites, and while kind hands take him to
It is well known that during the build- his resting place on the distant hill, our
ing of the Panama R. R., every sleeper thoughts go forward to the far-off city at
laid was at the cost of a man's life. the end of our journey, where wife and
Eighty laborers went out from a New little one will watch for the return of
England village and but one returned; him who shall come not. On the mornonous, and insect life makes it: unsafe
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servy-

fy before them, they refused, and the mat-

ter came up in the House and a very pro-. \
tracted and rather an acrimonious *discussion was had over this strange refusal of
the committee,
Mr. Blaine led the debate on the Republican side with master-ly force and power. The principal witness,

Lc

Marsh, is away in Canada, and if the committee refuse to testify, what has the jury
upon which to predicate a bill?
We shall
see.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The chief

of the Bureau

of statistics has =

furnished some data respecting our trade. with the Hawaiian Islands during the year :1875, from which it appears that our-commercial relations with the Islands are not «.
an unimportant consideration.

The Democratic members of- the House
are fighting shy on the curreney question;
because there is among them a radical @ifference of opinion.
Hard and.soft momex
is the rock ahead, and the ome

they

will

There

split.

.
-

upgmn.whick.

«

isevidentiyvan ix«

-

reconcilable
difference among
their frequent concussing upon

them, and ./
these mats. -

ters does not bring harmony out of dissen=sion and

never

will,

as

appearances

now

indicate,
The leading and substantial men in the
Republican’ party here, including many
prominent Senators and Representatives,:
aré advising the President that men oft
known integrity and capacity must be ap-pointed to office. The qualifications required
for several years back have been services
rendered during the war in thé army.
Accordingly, many:.of Gen.. Grant's appointees have been mere adventurers, and
men demoralized by the war, All this wilk
now stop, and very shortly many of theseincumbents will retire and give. place to
better men.
General Belknap's successory:Judge Taft,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, is-a man of character and ability. The position was offéred to.

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
of Maine, and declined. Several other gentlemen were offered’
the Portfolio of" the war office,and declined:
it.
Mr. Randall's silver coin bill: to take
effect on its passage, which" propeses to
substitute silver instead of fractiomal cur--

rency, is still held
not pass without
is doubtful.

on the

debate,

table.

It cam:

and then its fate:

The heated«term will soon be upon us;
and still.Congress has done ‘nothing but
investigate: and prepare for still further
investigations.
The country can met look
to this Congress for any ‘relief
to. its depressed commereial and . industrial inter-ests.
PHAROS...
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aoe

Hyud bereavement no less than pleasant
experiences, are for our enrichment and
[| : oa ‘awakened “millions,
pots.
b
BY v5 cour,
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combine, and lean upon the ‘armies: Ig enlargement.
yet. % God did not put the Seibetoraifogee
girdle thems’ but the “Bayo
It is a good thing2 when the wiles|
A
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~ MISSIONARIES FOR NDIA,
(The accompanying& papefs # On the Choice
of Missionaries for India’ was-read in the Cals
cutta Baptist Missionary conference, last Nov,,
by the
Rev. R.J. Ellis, an experienced and
suecessful missionary, of the English Board,
As it answers several very important ques.
tions concerning. the work and the workers,
we insert it in the Star,
It presents some important considerations, which should never be

p. J

1a second

motherstongue.

freedom as
In order to

this, the missionary must have undergone
thé preliminary drudgery and necessary
preparation of grammatical study, and

corruption
over the
landmarks
guide the

translation of English thought into some
other

language

or languages,

and

vice

versa.

1 have

that a young man

be

a teacher in a Sun-

day school, or that God may have blessed
his labors there.
His piety should have
led him to go out into the highways and
hedges, to seek and to save the lost. He

should at

least have ‘sought

out and

brought together .his own class in the
Sunday school,and extended his influence
.to their parents at their homes; Shown an

aptitude for conversation on religious topies with the

irreligious, and

combined an

enthusiastic love of missions with an in-

man of the right

for-

up

in the gigantic whirlpool of civil commo-

tion and national dishonor,—it is a good
thing,

at

such

a

time,

to

look

back

through the centuries, and trace, if we
can, the threads which bave been woven
into the warp and woof of the woild’s
history; both to discover these’ which
have snapped when the strain. came upon
them, and to learn which: are those that
bore the tension at the crisis, and are
made to endure.

unprepared,he will be conipelled tolaunch
and

tice and injustiee; and

this, in addition to the requisite study of
the native langunage—in itself a labor of

if we

stand

cal climate—will certainly. and injuriously affect his physical constitution; ere he
can ‘enter upon his life-work in India, his
health will in all probability have been
shattered ; and so, while his’ mind is undergoing a kind of preliminary developmeant, his body is being gradually weakeén-

battle-field.
Juliug Caesar thought that

bodily health is, of course, an in-

A
MA

~.dispensable requisite. What can be more
«distressingto one whose heart isin the
vwork,and who has seemingly been directed

hither,

than

to

far

that

he

has

no

voice

for

open-air

preaching, or that the climate makes him
nervous and irritable, or that he suffers
from constant indigestion or headache ?
‘Then it is necessary that a missionary
: to India be well! furnished for his work be-

. ore being sent out.
‘He should

the consti-

tution and workings of the human mind,
and have gone through a course of logi- «cal and metaphysical stady. This,en ac- count of the people among whom he is to
jabor. The Hindus, if they be anything,
are metaphysical.
The Mahomedan system is one of deep and subtle fallacy. A
missionary, unable to grasp and grapple
with

their

arguments,

bad

better

retire

Angustus, with his magnificent tastes,
and subtle though broad system of statesmanship, prepared Rome for the part she
was to play in the redemption of the
world. Rome, as she had once led ‘the
nations by force of arms, againin the
morning of Christianity led them by the
power
of intellect. Under God, with
Rome the world again arose; and the
Popes of St. Peter succeeded the Csesars.
Napoleon's eventful career accomplished
vast results in the progress of nations.
His empire, though ephemeral, left the
most permanent traces of its existence in

But where, is it now? The great cry of
all the agents in the field is that help is
wanted.

An

increase of laborers, not of

labor, is the desideratum. Every one now
in the field has his hands so full of work
that he can not overtake all that he would.
The men and

command

the leisure, then, are not at

for the preparation of mission-

aries here.

be familiar with

eminence in arts and arms, commence
their history with the Roman invasion.

Were two or threeof the

urged in favor of our Indian machinery.

certain

tion of the arts and the Gospel. Modern
France and England, with their pre-

than there

that he cannot

a

bear the heat, or the fatigue incident to
missionary lyber, and must return home;
~or,

is in India.

at home

some in-

find, after

disease, or

training missionaries

While at home

there is the

superior climate,— enabling a man in
health to study without fatigue twelve or
fourteen hours a day,—schools and schoolmasters, colleges

rate

ure of society. It broke up the feudalism which everywhere cramped and fet-

and professors of every

of charge, and

where

tered the national mind, and loosened the
hold of every iron prejudice that retained

living is

one finds in

. early every part of India now.
The church and the heathen require that
<8 dmissionary should be well acquainted
«=ayith the system of religion of which he is
sprofessedly a teacher. He should be able
#0 expound it in all its bearings; should
. &now its history, its difficulties, the objec~

tions raised to it, and the best replies to
them. Allthis is now especially necessary.
“The gospel is no longer unknown in In-dfia, the Bible is no longer a sealed book.
. Every intelligent man now kuows something of it, In the Brahma Somajes, and
here and there among Mahomedans, men
-statedly study it. Sermons are preached

drom it.
it.

‘Lectures are delivered attacking

Learned works in opposition to it are

diligently perused. Now, the missiona-xy should be able, on stepping ashore in
. India, to grapple with all this, and to

give an intelligent reason of the faith that
. isin him. It will not do to appeal only
. 10 tbe Bible.

The argument must be bas-

2d upon some ground common to both:
. the opponents and the supporters of the
‘ «Christian system, and its advocates must
he well acquainted with the argument, or

be foiled to the shame of the Christian
«cause. The Indian church, now, perhaps
‘more than ever, requires the presence of
educated missionaries.
And

the

men

sent

out

should

have

‘given unmistakable proof of their ability
+ 40 acquire and nse a foreign tongue, How
, ds
5
oe
roof to be obtained but by the

al test of linguistic. study at home?
a pp
|)
i undoubted fact that some of the
. best. missionaries who have ever worked:
.» in India have never been ableto acquire
~-any/indian language. Men of exceptions

a

AY

«al ability have marked out for themselves
+aeareer and have pursued it with success,
notwithstanding the want of the native
tongue.

But such

men

are scarce, and

Anoveover their influence might have been
«deafold greater had they been able to reach’
the native heart through the ordinary me« diam, ‘'Wé imperatively want men Who
~wrill not only make themselves understood

«im the native tongue, but who will acquire

iit in its’ Abe and lower aia, and be

is undergoing a moral

our chaiities, but

there

is every-

Revolution has,

chooses are undoubtedly the right men.
Only make sure, as we have said, that it
is his will that a certain one should be

to’ us, be sure that

Europe,

be-

come an era which can no more be
gotten than the Deluge, because its
es are constantly before the people.
as the rise of Mohammedanism, at
midnight of Christian history, was

fortracAnd
the
fol-

lowed by the dawn

of

the

Reformation,

so the portentious meteor of the French
Revolution will prove to be the prelude to
a second Reformation, more glorious and
permanent than the first.

sent to India, and, under all the conditions of knowledge and wisdom which he
has accorded

throughout

the indi-

In the government

vidual in question should be sent to India

of the

great

dis-

poser of events, nothing is done without
a reason, and that the wisest reason. Un-

now, and we have nothing more to say.
The work will be done as he wills it. But

should the church at home be content to der a wise and beneficent Providence, the
say, We can give no better men for India ? law of existence is the law of progress.
And

should

the

directors of our

The world moves on. Society advances.
Humanity broadens and deepens, in spite
of all efforts to stay ‘its progress.
It is
not for men toslong hinder the march of

Indian

Missions be contentto hear this? Surely,
this matter calls: for minute, and diligent,
and humble consideration from the church-

diminish

It

our

ix not

noble

God's

purpose

lo

activities and cry up

of members; of the Choice of delegales
to Q, M,;4hq ghoige andi: dismission of

lesson of this hour is not retrenchment
in our religious expenditures but in those
expenses that are foclish and sinful. Let

record true and, ffl, arick; to sign,
il po.

could

not

be

pure,

Le filir and

this putridness
gather

filthy sores, ‘we may

in

‘expect,

com-

vile

and

after the

to increase both, , The

but it will assuredly

Is

be accomplished

“worth

preserving.

if

appetites go unfed,~let

The

weakness upon the Mission. And more
than that we shall bring great discredit

to the cause and pul arguments into the
heartening’ appearance. The state of so- mouths of our enemies. Many eloquent
ciety is almost appalling.
But perhaps tongues and pens are discoursing to the
our nation is worth ¢hastening.
God world upon the futility of Christian Misdoes not waste his plowing on the desert sions. Let us not furnish an illustration
times,

indeed,

present

a

well

nigh

The clerk is fn “duty borid” fo make ‘his

pers voted by the church, or resign his :
pride be less ministered to,—let wild | place to one who will,
4
wege Yo
ah : 2 MARRIAGE Cunmion: ae
speculative schemes be. abandoned, but
(Form 4omitted hare).
hid
let not our already scanty offerings to

the consuming

right’ circulation ' is restored, a much
healthier tone of ‘morals. It may take God be diminished,
Our force in, this field is even now (00
years for a nation thus to free itself, and
it may bave to pass through many an or- meager,—we can not. call home a single
deal, and suff} roany pangs and ‘woes; , man or woman without bringing fearful

dis-

—————

J (12 TLR

A wird, spokkei, Thoy ughtlessly, may in.
volve the speak tin great and lasting in.
conyeniences,o

‘life endures

but a day,

and

shall

he highly respected.

SLUMBERING OHRISTIANS.:
-Somé somnambulists’

have been able to

walk on’ places where, had’ they ' been
awake, they never would have Been’ able’

to enddre the ‘dizzy hight; and T dee some

Christians, if, iadeed, they be Christians,

running awful risks, which ‘f “think they
would
fallen
Speak
head;

néver venture upon unless they had
into a deep sleep of carnal security.
of a man ' slumbering at the mast:
it is vothiug to § professor of re-

|

it grows.

Repeated ‘trial but ‘adds

fel

to the flame; like the hydra of the classic
story, it receives mew

strength

at each’

the aanger, and avold sinful amusements
and ungodly associations, #8 ten fly from
fierce tigers or deadly cobras,— Spurgeon.

will return and sweep

creations,

There

away

their flimsy

is no hind

might

that can roll’ ‘dgain the Dead Bea wave of

so irritated as {o

speak irreverently, by which

he incurred

times there seemed a retrogression, when
the great principles were forgotten, when

dissensions and

anarchy prevailed, and

every right sentiment appeared perverted, yet there has never been the hour

when those

immutable principles have

positively ceased to progress.
Truths
never die. Principles are immortal. The

shadow goes not backward on the world's

well. ~ If our nation

through much

is

to be saved,

it is

tribulation.
The fire but
Grosser metals lose sub-

stance and purity

by

the ordeal.

A¢ in

Make

the

past, —empires,

(No. 1,
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is hard times,”

‘‘ Hard

right and.

well to ourselves, to our neighbors, or to
religion.

LICENSE.

An excellent presetvaive against hasty

Given by the Church.)

This certifies that Brother

is a wor-

words,

Given

by the church,

(Signed

itd

(Date.)

nn

ly useful

certifies that Brother
, of the
Freewill Rapist church in ——————eeee,
has stated his views and convictions on the Chris.
tian Jululstry,; before the —————ee
Quarterly
Meeting,and it is agreed that the examination is

is, ‘Be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow
to wrath.” The happiest above all, will

a preacher
to him our

be produced

the

of judgment.
For by thy words thou
shalt be justified, and by thy words thou

hy a council.
business

times,” echo

the

you

tney

are

thankful

«« Hard

times,” for furnishing them a fair-

interests of our land, men are growing
hard and unresponsive to the many.
worthy, calls: for. benevolence, and the

streams that feed our charities are drying

set

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.

apart to the work of the

I.

Christian mi
prayer and the lay
on of
banda, and is herh Awe
to
Be
peta nd administer its ordinances wherever God in
18 providence, may call him.
(Signed.)
Ordaining
REN: SRE
Council,

to

sounding excuse for their selfishness.
And s0, under the touch of this cloud
shadow that is passing over the business

ERSauea—
fi ahd
oe SO

ee,

, Stateof
» & worthy member of
Froowii Baptist church in
has

this day beenA ii

is given with that peculiar emphasis that
makes

shalt be condemned.”
Rutland, O.

ORDINATION.

This certifies hat the bearer, brother ———

of
the

Transgressions of the Divine law constitute not merely the sin and sorrow of
the individual, but the sin and sorrow of

(Date.)
II. LETTER OF DISMISSION.*

nations. . Outside of Christianity, neither
prosperity nor freedom will ever be last-

This certifies that Brothér (or Sister)

ing.

a member in
standing
Bhptist duns in ———
h— request, to unite with
; and may the new
ing to all concerned.
(Signed.)

of the =—e—+—~ Freew
"is hereby dismissed at
the
h in
relation prove a Ro
—

ee,

m—

tay

IV.

LETTER

TO WHOM

11 MAY

that

OF

, who

4 Ld 4.

a

tem-

notes,” and buying ¢‘ corner lots.” When
God thus takes hold of us kindly yet

.

N.B. If aggrieved or didafected partis call a
council, or refer: vo without
lon by. the church,

the leer Hd © lost @ thus’ By 1

1 Kgroement.

| —————

firmly aid compels us to stop and take

Ji I

OF ‘Al COUNCIL.

to us, either in sunshine or: the storm ?
Can.

we

thus

interpret

his providence,

painful or pleasant ?. Does he bring cri
ses upon men to diminish their faith and |
make them lean of soul and less fruit.
ful of good works?

Certainly not.

God's

smile and frown are both: for our encourment. . The open and hedged up way are
alike intended to

simulate

us

on.

Loss

the o ich rd
in allh

ena SE

osGaunel adir object for,
was. Sta

"ote:
bithhat the
ho oun

0}

6

tion; for we are

‘assured

of their friend-

ship to whom we are obliged.
Wecan not be

xv,
pardoned

in

‘masses or

saved in crowds.
i

V.

By the contemplation of an dll-powerfal Saviour, ‘we ‘will never fail to have
consolation in the midst of all‘ the trials
and dangers of life.
LI
|
v1.

A black cloud makes the traveler mend

his pace, and mind his home; whereas a
fair day and a pleasant way waste his
time, and that stealeth away his affections
in the prospect of the country.

However

times S0me trouples do conceal

my com-

others'may think of it, yet 1 fake it asa
mercy, that now and then some clouds
come between, me, and my sun, and many

forts; for 1 perceive if I should find too
much friendship in avy jon in my pilgrimage, 1 should Soon _forget my Fa-

ther! 5 gerdii my heylloge.rr or Lu
i

:

ia,

vir

the: lesson, that ill
From Chyistetimes

will; anger, self-worship, are only painful
blemishes upon the soul; and, that until
man cin deal. in perfect, kindness With

el Sein

| those who differ from him, he is yet far

be now
ng dissolved.
dis

i - 11 of ourgublie moti who ‘had lived a long
tern

i

(Date.)
3

fe

‘delighted to be

Liberality is the best way to gain affec-

I hereby certify

contemplates

would be

saved from hell, but are not willing
cease from sin.
HI,

Pastor,

COMMENDATION.

CONCERN:

y The

Thousands

(Date.)

..

by a frequent and solemn

recollection of our Saviour's declaration:
“ Every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day

The forin can be changed when given

HEATH.

says

An apostolic precept, de-

manding universal'and constant attention,

approbation and enc ouragement, and would commend him to the fellowship of all Christians.
By order of the Quarterly Meeting.
(Signed.)
—g—, Moderator.
ke
’

CERTIFICATE
OB

most

to become, acquainted with the

be cultivated.

By the Quarterly Meeting.)

This

II.

temper—a

It will also be high-

with whom we have to act. To prevent
much of the mischief done by hasty words,
a habit of thinking before speaking should

cee, Pastor.

| niin + CPR

satisfactory ; that jasTeed
receive license as
of the gospel, and we hereby express

of

dispositions, views, and principles of those

:

(No.2.

is calmness

valuable acquisition.

(Date.)

churches when you ask a contribution for
Missions. And occasionally the answer
feel

by hasty expressions, and the baneful effects may extend into eternity:
Some are led into this conduct through
want of reflection; some, becanse they
do not possess sufficient sagacity
or ac:
quaintance with the world; some, by a
mere propensity’ of talking. But what
ever may be the cause, we shall see the
propriety of guarding against so wicked
and mischievous a. practice, If we wish

thy Member of the
Freewill Baptist
church in
, and we would bereby express ou approval of his efforts in preaching, and
commend
him to the fellowship of all Christians.
May the loving Saviour endow him with every
needed grace, and crown his labors with
wi
success, .

man upon the street, as you plead with
him for means to carry on some benev-

olent work.

OF

It is

often in vain to remove prejudices caused

FORMULAS.

OUR FOREIGN MISSION.
“Jt

express our premature opinions upon the

subject, we do a lasting injury.

no wrying tot tarn to the Lord,

I. CERTIFICATE

institutions,

truth,

imperfect acquaintance with them, and

[Continued.]

creeds. Some of them are older than
Egypt's monuments, some newer than
the last new moon ; but under and ‘over
and through themy
all,
humanity march of

termine the character of others, from an

THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.

the material, so in the moral and political
world. Many a gorgeous ruin lies among
the wreck of time. It was for the world’s

along

been rashly condemned, and many
borhood and church have been ri
into confusion. Whenever we hastily de-

and ‘put not off from day to day.

can

not be shipwrecked. The bark may seem
lost amid the billows and the storm, but
| the richly-freighted ship Lattles with the
surges, and again
proudly rides the
foam.
We need not murmur.
The hand of
God is over
all, and he doeth all things

examination, many ao innocent family has

the Sociely we feel sure woul! most
cheerfully do if encouraged by the churches. Let the collections be more liberal
and frequent and very soon the out-lying
and sunny plains of that far-off land shall
“rejoice to hear new voices telling the
good news to their dusky sons and
daughters,

dial. There is a glorious goal toward
which humanity is ceaselessly marching.

Though disasters thicken, humanity

cipitately taking up a report, without due

for us to show our faith in God by preparing at once to send more wen and
women into the great field. And this

breath and look squarely into the face of
thigh, met
> owned), oalled by the
successive blow dealt against it; and, at the dangers that threaten us, shall we
, on ‘this, the
P.M.
Members
Ppprose were
yo
at
last, towering in its majestic pride and grow. unthankful, and narrow our sphere,
yO
I PPERARE
§
TN ff EEE
| A
The
council
was
called
to
order
‘vigor, it subdues ils enemies, and on the withholding our offerings, avd fctenting
Chatfrmat,
| nd organized
arya oy
008 ag ns ihm Toh
ruins of erafty intrigue, selfish plottings, in 12 measure his eause ?
nd Agi
fpr Na
Prayer
was
offer
ed
By
e
r
and unholy worship establishes the prin
1s it for such purposes that God comes
The reading
of the records
he action of

ciples of a new church and a new creed.
The monarchs of Europe: may strive to:
repair and restore the forms of the old inlion’ "at éade, while covetonsness is his’ stitutions, with some apparent and. temmaster, or worldly company his delight. porary success; hut they ‘are building
If professors wee awake, they would see upon the alluvial deposits of a flood - that

injury to oth.

Moses, the meekest

of the human race, was

ing home any of our workers but sending
out new ones, It Is a good time even in
this depression of our business interests,

the

steps of God's justice be measured by
centuries?’ We must be patient. Idess
grow, and all history is a striking illustration of this truth. And though some-

ito

But, though checked,

do 3 .serigus

ers: Herod," Ak x. Baie on.
pelled to murder John the Baptist, whom

rere
here describe the #lgence, resis
N
:
:
Roe, Journey, A Gro
otherwise, is a worth
‘Those who would up!
es at home.
Is it not to be feared that the human advancement.
, and
pa corIuis
not
strange
if
‘at
such
a
time
the
Sally ommend he Yo he confidence of those with
glory: of Christ in the salvation: of the build barriers before it, must be swallow
| income of our Foreign Mission office whom h— may associate,
‘heathen is regarded as but of secondary ed up in its onward flow.
(
| ni tense Pastor,
should be reduced, and our good secretas
(Date.)
A Philip of Spain may league the naimportance, and that the filling of large
ry be puzzled to’ know how lo remit that
v. NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT.
and costly places of ‘worship at home by tions into an empire of the most despotic
which he has not.
At a meeting of the
Association, held
able and popular men has become the power and splendor, and strive with
, it was voted that A. B. be a delegate
It is even natural that now and then we
foremost consideration of many churches? Titanic strength to check the flow of freeshould hear whisperings about * narrow, Clerk.
Would that we could impress the church’ dom, yet the puny power of a Nether(Date.)
ing
the
sphere
of
operations,”—**
cuitingat home with the fact that if the best’ men lands will withstand the tyrant, and the
CALL FOR A COUNCIL,
VI.
down the’ expenses,”—* calling home a
are wanted there in Christian Britain, they end will be but a repetition of the scene
Rev.
part
of
the
force,”
&c.
But
can
we
afford
. Dear Brother:
are far more imperatively wanted here in in the Valley of Socoh—a giant slain by a
to do any of these things? How would it |
It is a painful truth that difficulties in the
heathen Indial
But, the best men failing pebble.
The spirit of the Inquisition may
F..B. church in =
disturb its peace,
look
?
Shall
this
touch
of
God's
hand
which
and
threaten
more serious consequences, if not
ue, let us at least have the men that are create a power, dark, subtle, and potent,
adjusted. Personal efforts
liave thus far been un
is'in very kindness,—checking our head- successful,
and the aid of a mutual gountil.je now * |
sent'as thoroughly furnished as they can and array all itsterrors against the adlong
‘methods
in
'business,—restraining
luyoked, Which will meet at
be before being sent; and let it be re-. vance of the Reformation. The cross,
P.M. The persons’ invited to 4
docks are
membered that climatical conditions and the scaffold, or the aufo-da-fe may devour us from that dangerous ground where vb in the welost
. Your presence is most
speculation: would swallow us body and
earnestly solicited.
| the present condition of the Indian people its victims by the thousands, and terrible
sonl;showing us that stocks and bonds are
order of the church.
and of the Indian church unite to demand persecution and bitter strife be tpn,
ya
——
Clerk.
not our best treasures, and gold and sdver
(Date.)
|
this.
with all their stréngth, against the tide has other and better uses than *‘ shaving

of poplar feeling.

10d

sand. Perhaps we are but living in one ‘that shall seem to make by. 4 sophistries the displeasure of God, and was not per.
touch of God's mitted to enter the promised land: * Jeph.
of the seéd times of the ages, and ‘the true Nay, rather let this
harvest will be better
than we can hand bring us nearer to him, make us thah, whom Paul .veckoned wmong the
tenderer of heart and more responsive to’ faithful, being too anxious for success,
think.
every worthy call,—aund so more liberal made anu
Yet good men murmur at these times,
ded vow. And who has
and complain
impatiently of the slow in our plans, and more generous in our not, in like manner, suffered from giving
hasty vent to his feelings?
workings of God's providence,
They provision of means.
By being too hasty in judging and cenfail to see the hand of the Almighty in|. Let us not think of curtailing, but of
the moral whirlpool and storm.
They enlarging,—not cutting down expenses, suring, before we are properly informed
forget that whateveris, is right.
It is the —unless it can be down on this side of of the circumstances, we may also injure
old, bitter cry of human impatience: ‘Our the water, but increasing them,—not call- the character of our best friend. By pre.

the Papal anathemas were destroyed;
and the people of the Continent, though
neither ripe for civil liberty nor worthy
of it, have been roused from their deathly
lethargy. If they have not come to be men,
they have ceased to be children.
The

all,

on.

i's vitals, the nation’

care;

above

us

all this wass of rotténness preying dpon

- With

the nations in intellectual bopdage. The good they fell. The world’s history is
convents were dissolved: the spells of full of such ruins. They lie scattered all

where,

‘was read and appro
roved.
of ‘the
0 business was
en considered, whic,

pastors; of the annual reporis, and all
other business. transactions of ‘the
olitirch.

cleansing,

comparatively cheap, and a young man
may spend bis time without household

into private life. He will move among thing to nourish and develop spirituality,
them under the name perchance of a good instead of the deadening influecces of
and kind man, but he will fail (o influence idolatry in this land,—where so many advantages are obtainable, surely the objectheir belief.
lion we are now considering can count for
To take the place he ought, as one
Hittle, if for anything at all.
piring to be an instructor and a leader
It is urged again that better men do not
men, he must have large stores of general
knowledge, a mind enlarged by reading offer themselves, and so we must be conand observation, and stored. with illus- tent with those the Master gives us. Cer, -Arations,—able to meet at least on equal tainly. His way is right, and the men he
germs with the educated men

late,

the shattered striita ‘of the polities] struct- purifies gold.

grade, and where every branch of learning may be acquired atthe lowest possible

inthe political world, although the uncleanlinegs presents a hideous picture, it

the nation

he was only

building up the fortunes of his own glo-

machinery for

missionary staff told: off for the express
purpose of preparing a class of missionary students, something might be cogently

«course of training, that he has
surmountable

that there. is far better

vol onal exercises, the record

————

| ing to the surface, to

rious career, and widening the bdune)
aries of the Republic, when he led his
telligent knowledge of what they have
legions from victory to victory through
accomplished, and
ation and
Gaul, and carried the conquering eagles
ability to surmoun
"ethy~and when bis term of study is over,
piety should lea; not only to the senti- be may find himself physically unfit to of Rome into the isles of the Britons.
Augustus was impelled by no other prinmental desire to
me a missionary, so labor.
Surely, this is bad economy.
ciples than ambition fer his own prospericommon to new
ponverts, butalso prove
It is urged that at home there are means
its possessor to hake become one already for training missionaries for India. This is ty and pride in the aggrandizement and
from very love to Christ and to souls; and not true of all- denominations, and il is stability of his empire, when he rebuilt
it should lead him also to prepare himself, . wonderful that it should be true of ours— Rome with marble, and made her the
by self-denial, ““ good soldiering,” hard la- which should have been foremost in this store-house of the most splendid works of
boer—over his books, on his knees, and in most essential accompaniment of mission- -art plundered from the capitals of Egypt,
Napoleon's great
~soontact with men,—for the life he antici- ary enterprise. It is not necessary, how- Ionia, and the East.
pates abroad.
ever, that there should be entirely sepa- victories were achieved for the glory of
. For he should have,in the second place, rate machinery for the manufacture of his own land, and all the genius of his
@ clearly-defined impression, if not a dis- missionaries and for. that of ministers. stupendous mind labored but for the best
tinct call, indicative of the Master's will All that the former wantis something interests of France.
- that be should labor in India. This is more,—in other words they want a five
But did these actions accomplish nothvery essential. A man can never labor years' course, the fifth year to be devoted Ing but the successes of ambitions men ?
«with the assurance of success so long as to Indian studies entirely.
Cwmsar's triumphant march through Gaal
he doubts whether the Master would have
When all has been-said in favor ef this and Britain opened a broad road for the
him do the work he is at.
objection, however, the fact still remains entrance of civilization and the introdueSound

:

victims of

pleasing; but with

enough in time froth the center of strife,
we may see right ever triumphant, wrong
ever driven back discomfited from the

seven or more years, and all in a tropi-

royal

although its exterior might

The world has been full of the conflict
between right and wrong, between jas

immediately upon a course of hard study

the

will,

ties ave

associations

gotten, and old principles swallowed

stamp, and be sent out

and reading to fit him for bis work;

when old

broken, old habits ‘and

Li

popular | to turn him*back,—nor plant Israel's feet
the unfruitful deserts, pinching |
amid
Note. The record should not be crowd.
them
with
hunger, that they might yearn
There are times when all virtue and
ed,
but every disti t| item of buginess
good seem stagnated, anf evil, gathering for Egypt's flesh] pots, but to enrich their shoul
begin a new ine, and Standas 5
d
to a focus, spreads its corruption every- fuith by demonstrating to them his own
separate paragraph, Leave several blank
helpfulness
in
the
--hovr
of
emergency,
where.’ But like a physical body,” whose.
lings : between fhe /rétords’ ofl different
vitality and tone of system is capable of And so the present ** hard times" ave not
meeti
ngs. ; There should: be 1a recordof
throwing off the impurity that has long to turn vs back from one ol our religions
the ‘reception, , disfhission, and exclusion
beén preying inwardly, co at these {imes, enterprises, but to arouse us and stimuimpale

and immorality are sweeping
land; wasbing away the old
which have stood for ages to
mariner,over the tyoubléd sea

of the nafion’s life;

said that this preparation for

work in India should be made at home,
overlooked in the selection of men and women, before the missionary is sent out.
Alfor the foreign service,
Not only the home
«churches but their representatives abroad are ready I have put forth urgent reasons for
deeply interested in the right choice of the la- this. A man should not be lauded in this
borers for vur mission in India. |
country with a name—g@hat of Missionéry
Undoubtedly, the first requisite for can- of the Gospel—unless he have the ability
~didates for mission work in India is, piety. to sustain the name in its honorable repuOn this much need not be said, beyond tation. Without this he loses most desirindicating the dictions which such piety able irfluencé from the very first, ahd
his
as would |probably become fruitful in In- proper self-respect and reliance ean not
dia would take at home, It is not enough be maintained. Besides this, if he be a

:

Ps

able to ute it with aloety and

| down in the: depths of ‘basbarism.

One

and serene | public life, confessed Jately
that from early manhood he had felt that

_ % The phrase, and when we are isiformed th J ho could not afford:to get angry at an op-

he has united with some other evan,
Bonbetifrol,
Je shall consider him Hegulatl i
b Shel ” is practically a dead
Fr
io it
Pi oom

ponent, becausé| anger seemed | puch 2
disgrace to the soul. —Prof.

Bwing.
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THE MORNING STAR,

is love looks mighty

Its God}, His! than it seems!

»Tis our Father! und his fondness

Goes far out beyond our dreams.

Y
ideness in God’s mercy
Te the wideness of the seu;
There's a kindness in his justice,
Which is more than liberty.
no place where earth’s sorrows
elt than up in heaven;
Th 8
There is no place where earth’s filings
Have such kindly judgment given,
e is welcome for the sinner,
These more graces for the goods
There is mercy with the Saviour,

** Walking honestly as in

Own

men who have asd

"ITS RELATION TO THE

to

HOME.

You return from the out-of-door vexations, for peace, to your home. Bat re.
member that even home, where virtue

With faith that trusts more bravely

His large tenderness for us,

generally makes its last retreat, if with.

If our love were but more simple,

We should take him at his word;

And our lives would be all sunshine
In the sweetness of our Lord,

— Faber.

FEELING AND PRINCIPLE.
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THEM,
In almost any of our communities you
may Set ten personsio inquire into the
religious staté¢ of their neighbors, and

ques-

at
tion will be about feelings, not,
are your convictions of ‘truth, your principles uf ‘conduct, the root and ground

or in thé solid and

fixed facts of a revealed Gospel and historical kingdom of our Lord? ‘but, what
is yor feeling ? not, what are you stand-

me that I may hold out faithful until the

very

dry and tame, and as a certain quaint

out this Christian principle of right, is no
sifer than the exchauge or the street.
Marriage ‘loses its ‘sacredness, and alon
with its sanctity its joy. Domestic life
is tossed into a troubled, angry strife.
License and self-will, pagan deities, stalk
out of their old Pantheon, and become
the household gods of a degenerate and
heathevized Christendom. Men look at
women through a mist of passion, snd
women

look

at men

as

rival

claimants

for privilege and power. Who can marvel thity the fountains of yoanz fife are
poisoned, and that: the foundatinbs of social honor are loose? The relations of
man and woman will not grow healthier,

—they will be worse disordered, —till we

writer has said, “ About as much evidence

Our tendencies seem to be Towards Torn
and routine.
To avoid this, we must

keep faith alive, and love warm, by much
prayer and study of the word, wnd |by en~

The history of the world shows us that
men are not to be counted by their numbers, but by the fire and vigor of theie
passions, by their deep sense of injury;
y their memory of past glory ; by their
eagerness for fresh fame; by their clear

after the other, wound up in shrouds and

Huntington, D. D.
————

pears to me that, even | within

OHARLES KINGSLEY AND THE BOYS.
His sympathy with the sports of boys
was naturally strong and keen.
Oue
morning he told me that some ot his land
in Hampshire was within reach of the
boys of Wellington College when they
were abroad ¢ngaged in paper chases.
“Young rascalsI" he said, ** they played
the mischief with my fences, too.
One
day a great gw was pointed out to me in

‘the ‘reeol-

lection of Jirig men, the Christian: Faith

has come to be ess and less regarded asa
commanding and. mighty power from
Heaven, a voice of authority, a law of

holy: life; but more and more as an easy-

going guide to future enjoyment, to a

universal happiness and an indiscriminate
salvation.
ho can believe these horrible

‘ins
to morality
ults
would go on cursing
our cities, and corrupting our young men,

if the offenders
police, a venal
public opinion,
words, * Thou,
by no means

looked up above a hireling
judiciary, and a cowardly
and believed those simple
God, seest me, who wilt
clear the
guilty”? The

Cos el is a gift of grace;

but

if it does

not keep the disciple out of the schemes
of sharpers and liars, the grace has miscarried. The Gospel is love; but it has a
law-element in it, too, which the saintliest

Christian never outgrows. The Old Testament goes ‘into the New. The Saviour
says explicitly, he came not to destroy the
law, but to’ fil it full, and that he is com~

one of my

fences, and

and rationalism will pick the fragments t¢
pieces at its leisure. We ‘want that elder
and eternal Testament which gives us the
lext—** Righteousness ‘and judgment are
the habitation of bis throne.” See how
that. word #¢ rightéous™ studs all the

Criptare-pages,

and

‘how

the glorious

reality it FohFesents is the steadfast foundation, of the welfare of souls, from the
first creation on to the new heavens and

the new earth.

.

!

I ‘was told that’it

was made by those young fellows. So I
got wind of their next paper chase in my
direction,

and I

went

out

to

read

my

friends a lesson respecting the property of
their neighbors.
Sure enough, before
long I saw the ‘hares’ coming straight
toward me and my gap, and I prepared
to meet them. But when they were close
upon me, the excitement of the chase,
which had been for some moments coming over me, got the better of my resolu-

tion; and if I did not throw

down my

stick, and tear off with them as fast as my

legs would carry

ing again to judge every follower by his" or so I was dead
deeds. If

you cut the New Testament
apart from HeUid; your one Bible is gone,

Are

can not conceive, and and
iui there no more sutcessful mode of
rea
such difficulties than that the | ite
principles of which teach the reducing

me!

In a hundred yards

beat ; and when the pack

came, a minate or two later, and set to
work

to break

down

my

fences worse

than ever, I had not the breath in me to
remonstrate with them, even if I had had
the inclination."—Good Words,

JOHN BUNYAN'S INDIOTMENT.

plorable indeed.
But, lady sufferers,
there is a better and far more successful

North-Western

4

gressive. The publication offices are Boston and:

Chicago,

and

steady resolution

of ceasing

to live,

or of achieving a particular object, which,

when it is once tormed, strikes off a load
of manacles and chains, and gives free
space to all heavenly and heroic feelings.
All great and extraordinary actions come
from the heart. There are seasons in huwan affairs, when. qualities fit enough to
conduct the commou business of life are
feeble and useless; and when men mast
trust to emotion for that safety which reason at such. times cant never give,— Sydney. Smith.
9

ST. ANTHONY AND THE SHOEMAKER.

stimulate faith, O ‘my soul,
for the Lord will
give strength to thine
heart.” He is invoking for himself hope

and faith, not prayer and effort.
The beauty of the verse lies in the
words “ wait? and’ “Jehovah.” The

latier

word,

in

our

version

for the Deity, brie God near as bound

by covenant to ve fy’ his promises to those
who trust in Bim.
Very unfortunately the word ** Lord," our translation of this
word in the Old Testament, conveys sim-

ply the idea of Ruler or Governor.

With

these explanations let me paraphrase this
verse, and see if in suggestiveness it does
not convey a more pregnant thought. than

that usually found init:

hovah;

be of good

sharp

crises of life,

subdued by a

* Cling

to Je-

which

Rail

persevering

in
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THE GREAT OVERLAND

engaged,

As the denominational organ, the Stur
will aim to be the fair and impartial champion of all our interests, to uphold our
faith without being dogmatic, to give the
latest news from all the churches, and
also to include whatever may be of current interest among all denominations.

‘Wide

‘rates

Book

tham.

only a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.00.
The Tribute of Praise

Kenosha,

Omaha

Gen. Pgss Ag't, Chicago.
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popular

Street;

W. H. Stennett,

Washington during the session of Congress, and in Philadelphia next summer
to picture the great Centennial Exhibi-

and

The

Wells and Kinzie Streets.

We shall aim to have correspondence
fresh and timely. This will include letters from the principal centers in this
conntry, and from foreign lands. We
shall have a special correspondent in

STAR

5 State

your home ticket agents, apply to

paper, The paper will have more unity,
but every locality, East, West and South,
will be fully represented.
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Sterling,

and tinted

Morocco, $1.10 ;-

The Choralist
v
is a larger book of hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 11 cts.

via Clin-

Street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Streef,
under Sherman House; corner Canal and Madison Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kinzie and Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corer

a part of the whole

$2.00 each, strictly in advance.

points in

ton, Two I hrough Trains daily, with Pullman
Cars on night train to McGregor. fowa.
For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two
Trains daily, Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley
Junction.
:
dig
;
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.

Rockford,

Book, extem-

Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.40. - Postage,

daily, with: Pull
”

and La Crosse,

Hymn

16 cents each, Small, Morocco;
85 cts; postage;T
cents,
:
.
The Nacred Melody
.
is a small book ‘of 226 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
35
cents; postage, 4 cents.

For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through

be
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and
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under a separate head,

We offer the following

ie the

trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.

fice, No.

LING, not so much

tion.

Lake

and Winona,

Minnesota, One Through
man Sleepers vo Winona.

A. H. Hu-

Editorial assistance is now
ample and competent. {rs

and

95 cents.

sively used, printdd on both white

}

Two Traing daily~with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and running through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee,
Four Through Trains
daily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair
Cars on day trains.
.

Morning Star now enters upon its second
Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose full of hope.
in charge of Rev.

Bay

.

of our benevolent societies, an account of oux
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased mine
isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 =
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage, 2 cents per COPY.
The Pralmedy

Cali-

:

.

ministers and their post-ofiice addresses, officers.

Janesville, and other points, yon can have from
two to ten trains daily.
:
SF
i
New York Office No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of

the exer-

Jehovah.” Psalm 87:84, is a gnonymous text.—Rcv. 0. 8. Stearns, D. D,

attached on both trains,

Alter fifty years of efficient service, the

continued

and

-

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar; .
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
meetings, with their statistics; the names of all

For St, Paul and Minneapolis, Two
through trains daily, with Pollman
Palace Cars

The Morning Star.
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Blufis, Omaha

dressjeach,-

Payment always in advance, and no commissions»
allowedon money sent.
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly,at the rate of. .
100 copiesto one address for $7.50. If the order:
is for lessthan four monthsat a time, the charge
will
be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred. Payyment in advance. Sample copies gent Trees
The Register

Sleepers conneet with the Over

Council

For

DEPARTMENT

-

fornia, Two Through Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Drawing
Room and
Sleeping Cars
through to Council Bluffs.
:

ous disease that should not ‘be’ neglected,
readily yield.to it, and if its nse be kept
up for a reasonable len
of tiwe, the
special causeof these pains is permanently removed. Further light on these subjects may be obtained from ** The People’s
Common - Sense Medical ' Adviser,”
in
which I have devoted a large space to the
consideration of all forms of diseases peculiar to your sex., This work - will . be
sent (post-paid) to any address on receipt
of $1.50. My Favorite Prescription is
sold by druggists. =

in the
I repeat, to per wherever it is not taken.

Cling,

For

$4.56

are Sabbath School papers jprinted alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully Mustrated..
Both papers are of the same size, but the Lrrrrs
STAR Lis for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
,
Terms: single copy, each, «
30 cents. .
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

“and Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
points
West of the Missouri Kiver.
On the arrival of the trains from the East or
South, the trains of the Chicago & North-West.
ern Railway LEAVE CHICAGO
as follows:

use of that mar-

dispensed with,and we appeal to you, sercise'of your hope and faith; for he will
vants
of the Master, to introduce the paalways give strength to thine heart
courage

At Omaha our

-

Clubs of six or more, one-third new subsoribers, each
.
- $2.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle

are run oh all through trains of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE Fanning these cars between C|
and St. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicago
and Winona.
;

ence of which is a sure inaication of seri-
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Salt Lake City, Cheyenne
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save
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~Termsperyear «
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#%.
inadvance,
se
aL
8pecial offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid :

or North-West ?

; Omat op fn
Gounell Hinge:
x
City,
Dubuque, Winona, 8t. Paul
uetoty Green Bay, Oshk

has

velons remedy. Irregularities and obstructions to the proper working
of your
system are relieved by, this mild and safe
means, while periodical pains, the exist-

translated

Lord, conveys a very different idea from
the word m the original. The word translated *‘ wait" signifies in the Hebrew
*‘ to twist,” as the strands of a rope, and
the Hebrew conception in the word is that
of'one Slinging £0 a strong rope for safety.
The noun derived from it is usually trang,
lated ** hope.”
The word ** Jehovah,”

Prescription,

achieved ie highest praise from thousands
of your sex.
Those languid, tiresome
sensations, causing you to feel scarcely
able to be on your feet orascend a flight
of stairs; that continual drain that is sapping from your system all your former
elasticity, and driving the ‘bloom from
your cheek ; that continual strain upon
your vital forces that renders you irritable
and fretful,—may all be overcome and

but all communications,

Western Department, should be addressedto Do---

t to show you
et agents can
‘by this route.
A
8 via the Chicago & North Westwav for the West and North-west, and for

Den
ton, |
Nh,

lan of treatuent for you; one more in

Favorite

MOEA

The Morning Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in itefifty- first volume.
It is able, literary] and pro-

You 730 going Wa © best routes to take ?
The shortest, safest,
quickest and most com.
treatment, - Of anything more discourag- fortable
router ‘are toss owned by the Chicago
ing, we certainly

in my

3
A

PUBLICATIONS.

rmony with the laws and requirements Ne
best traveling
nu
velin, accommodati ons
gaging actively in some work for
Christ of your system. A harsh, irritat ng caustic you Will buy your tickets by this route, and will
and our lellows. ‘To speak fresh and liv- treatment Sud strong pedicles will never
This
r route is un
for
ing words, we necd a fresh and living ex- cure you. If you would use rational means,
safety. The EmOOth, ” ia Reted ‘|
track of Steel Rails, Wes
perience, Withsthis, the most set phrases such as common-sense should dictate ‘to | 33%
Miller's 8,
Plattorm and Gouplers,
of Christian conversation become instinct every inte'ligent lady, take such medicines | Afr
¢ he
n
loping
ars, the
with life, and pregnant with meaning, as embody the very best Invigorating
egrap
Systemof Moving
the
regularity
they run, the admirable arand there will constantly be something tonics and 'mervines, compounded wit
ran, gement
h Cars from Chinew to add to the “old, old story.”
Spedgal reference to your delicate system. | cago
PAP
a.
uch
a happy combination you will find

‘hear less about “rights” and more of
That is ** a pretty story”—as, indeed,
ing ou? mot ‘whether a holy Christ has what is right; less ot the clashing of their grod old Bishop Latimer calls it, quoting
spheres,
and
more
of
their
mutual
oblis
t from one of the old Fathers of the
your loyal and unflinching obedience;
ifot how far you are practically pledged to gations. Were every * combatible” huss Church—of St Anthony, that when he
a righteons Master,—which are certainly band and wife to take at once the sim- was living a very hard and severe life in
the chief matters now, as they were in the ple spirit of duty for their réconciliat'on, the wilderness, there came to him one
resolved to do what is nobly aud tender day a voice from heaven
days and the preaching of the Apostles,
, saying, ‘ An—but rather whether the sensibilities are ly right, in the mutual bond that has thony, thou alt not so perfectas a cobbler
divinely and indissolubly that, dwelleth at
lively, and the devout emotions enthusi- boand them
Alexandria,”
Hearing
astic. Religious feeling is one of the logethet, a new age would begin in the this, Anthony forthwith rose, ‘took his
soiled
history
of
American
families,
and
. fruits of the spirit; it has much to do
staff, and uaveled to Alexandria, where
in kindling and sustaining religious ex- cleaner blood would run in the veins of he found the cobbler, ‘who was greatly
the
generations
coming.
We
need
Aposastonished to see so reverend a faher
ertion.
But feeling is cer.ainly the most
irregular element in our eo. position, and tolic households, no }¢ss than an Aposto'- come to his house. Then spake Anthony
it sofar depends on outward conditions ic church; and it is an Apostle who, to him, saying, ‘* Come hp tell me th
when be has said, ‘* Wires obey your hus- whole conversation,
that it makes one of the least trustworthy
and how thou ins
tests of the actual fr.me of a Christian bands,” says with equal emphasis, ** Hus- est thy time.” *¢ Sir,” said the cobbler,
soul before God. Feeling belongs to the bands, love your wives, and be not bii- + As for me, good works have 1 none; my
passive part of our nature; principle to ter against them,”—and what gentleness life is but simple and slender, seeing that
the active part. Feeling depends on a in his reason,—for ‘‘the husbazd is the I am but a poor cobbler.
“In the mornsensitive surface ; Principle on the depths head of the wife, as Christ of the church.” ing, when [rise, I pray for the whole
of moral purity, We feel spontaneously,
city wherein I dwell, especially for all
BEGIN WITH THE CHILDREN.
and often whether we would or noi;
such neighbors and poor friends as I
Begin
with. your children.
Speak
there is no principle and no duty without cheerfully, but reverently and solemnly, have; after thatI sit me down to my la.
bor, where I spend the whole day in
a direct exertion of the will. Feelin
to them of the righteousness: of God.
getway be sudden ; duty is deliberate. Feel- Tell them he is their father, and tell ting my living; and Ikeep me from all
ing may be transient; duty is constant. them he is their judge.
so much as
"Show them his falsehood, for I hate nothing
Feeling changes with temperament, with face of compassion ; show them his throne I do deceitfulness; wherefore, when I
states of health and nerves, with a thou- of retribution. Teach them that he loves make any man a promise I keep it, and
sand fickle external influences, Princi- the good ; teach them that he hates lying perform it truly; and thus I spend my
ple is independent of all physical or al- and lust; and all iniquity, and that, for time poorly with my wife and children,
terable circumstances, moves straight on his goodness’s sake, he will sweep those whom Iteach and instruer, so far as my
through all the moods and climates, sails who do not hate them finally into tribu- wit will serve me, to fear and dread God;
by fixed stars, and is the same secure and lation. Take care, yourself, to tonch not and this is the sum of my simple life.”
alorions thing through all the shifting the unclean thing, so that your counsel to
seasons, though the mountains of ‘pros- your sons and daughters be not a mockWAITING.
‘perity were torn up and cast into the ery. Shake off the first dishonest penny
on the Lord; be of goad courage,
sea.
from your fingers, as the Apostle shook and“ Wait
He shall strengthen thine
STRENGTH OF EMOTIONAL PIE(Y.
off the venomous viper into the fire. say, on the Lord.”—Psa, 27:14. heart; wait, I
1t deserves to be considered, therefore, Stand in awe of your conscience; stand
This is generally quotel as an exhor(aExpect and tion to persistent
whether the emotional type of piety is, on io awe of the King of kings.
Christian activity, acwelcome,
from
the
ministry
of
Carist,
the whole, the only or the strongest type,
tivity in its objective sense. We are told to
or is calculated to carry a man bravely searching messages. Pray for prophets ewphasize the little word * on.” ¢ It is
and uprightly through all the temprations who will rebuke you, as their ancient not, you see,” says the preacher, ‘ wait
of the market and society, of public and predecessors did Israel, for roobing man for the Lord, but wait on the Lord, press
private life. Let us hope that the sturdy by any fraud, for robbing God by keap- your petitions and show vour zeal by
common-sense of this people will repu- ing back the offerings at his altar which corresponding service; be in season and
And when out of season,
diate any ministration that addresses itself he requires at your hands.
in urging your pleas to the
chiefly to a sentimental fancy, whether in we, your ministers, are weak, when our throne of grace, and pressing the claims
the gusty appealsof open-air conventicles, lips stammer, or our courage falters, or of the goapel upon men; be bold
and unin sensational pulpirs, or in the scenery of our poor lives seem to empty our words
tiring, and you will derive strength from
church-chancels. Is it not likely that of power, turn to old Isaiah, and listen to activity. Christian life, like the muscles
some part of the loose dealings, and false the burden of his Advent vision: * Hear, of the
y,.becomes strong by exercise.”
give ear, O Earth, for The exhortation
accounts, and violated covenants, which O Heaven, and
is good, and scriptural,
the
Lord
hath
spoken.
I
have
nourished
have frightened the Pepriety and shocked
but it is not contdined in the verse now
and
brought
up
children,
and
they
have
the better sense of all Christian bodies, are
under consideration. The entire thought
Wash
you; make of the Psalm
traceable to this idea: that religion is con- rebelled against me.
is expedtaut. ' This verse is
cerned entirely with emotions,and not with you clean. Cease to do evil; learn to do the crowning one; or rather it and the
character? Ananias and his wife had just well. Seek judgment; releive the op- first verse clasp together the ruling ideas
come futo the Church, been baptized joined pressed; right the fatherless; plead for of the Psalm. The Psalmist starts with
the Christian community,
and their feelings the widow. Zion shall be redeemed with the exclamation, * The Lord is my light
were so far wrought upon, that they judgment, and her converts with right. and my salvation; whom shall I fear?”
wanted to follow where the popalar cur- eousness. Say ye to. the righteous, It and after detailing the dangers to which
rent was then setting, and to throw their shall be well with them, for they shall eat he was exposed, concludes with the
reprivate estate into the common treasury, the fruits of their doings. Woe nnto the frain, “ wait towards or for the Lord;
be ill with him, for the
though that was no part of the Christian wicked : it shall
be
iu
a
watchful,
attitude, gnd
obligation, as St. Peter taught then. reward of his hand shall be given him. he will appear in listening
due time and prove
What was their sentimental ardor worth? The mouth of the Lord hath spoken it."— himself equal to the emergency.
Keep
Rev. F. D. up hope
It did not save them from being both, one From a Sermon by the Rt.
and

carried out to a dishonored burial. « It ap-

pr

very commonly hear in such meelings ings ended than to live and suffer as they
something like the following: “I think I bave. . They say they are worn out by
love Jesus, and I hope you will pray for sufferfog,
and are only made worse by
end, and at )ast meet you all ir heaven.”
Very good words indeed ; but, by reason
of a too frequent and formal repetition,

aur

and depleting of the vital forces of the
the that a man is a disciple of Jesus, as look- system, when the indications dictate a
day.” Admit, frankly, that enterprise ing out of the east window in the morn- treatment directly the reverse of the one
and commerce have been living, these last ing is that he is a Persian fire-worshiper.” adopted for them, their case would be de- Sacrapento
Epistle:

ve trusted when there was
ng to
trust,—men shocked at no duplicity,
sticking at no excess, ashamed of no dishonor ! How can Hoy financial philosophy
or turn of politica
rties repair ruins
wrought by sins like these?
:

uls! come nearer Jesus;
oh come not doubting thus;

of your faith io God,

disaster and review the current maxims
of trade by the rule of this Suess

places of honor

In the sorrows of the Head.

in nine cases out of the ten the first

Look at the

years, too much on false pretenses.

love of God is broader
gh
the measures of man’s mind ;
And the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind.
But we make his love too narrow,
By false limits of our own;
And we magnify his strictness
With a zeal he will not own.
is plentiful redemption
ol 404 lood that has been shed :
There is joy for all the members

But

your uccount book.

that where business professed that it was
done on solid capital, it has been done
on bubbles of air; that you have walked
in vain shadows,and called those shadows
property; that
you have promoted to

There is heating in his blood.

B An

with

He was convicted, and imprison-

=

his feet?

Fr

laws of our sovereign

EEEESEENES

,
Var ” gentle, hall so sweethave us
As the Saviour, who woud

se i
Ry
lord the who dm daily consulted by scores of your I
sex, desire 10 say
to
that I am con- | fh
)
8 never been known to failin a
ed twelve years and six months.—7he stantly meeting withyou, those
who have
Book of Notable Things.
been treated for their ailments for months for Circulars Ti
evide roe
088 Anamp
:
" DR.B. A
OND,
without being benefited in the least, until
STEREOTYPED.
they have become perfectly discouraged
Too much of the religious conversation and have almost made .up their mind
in prayer and conference meetings, is never to take another dose of medicine,
stereotyped and stale, lacking in Hoste or be tortured by any further treatment,
ness, originality, and interest, You will They bad rather die and have their sufferthe

king."

Fre =e
SEEE EEE EBEE

From a love so true and
re ever kindest shepherd,

mg commercial reverses of- the time, if
we could come to look at these problems
more in the daylight of duty, and less under the delusive glamor of speculation !
When markets are overloaded, and the
wheels of industry hang idle; when merchants go to their coanting-rooms in the
morning, not to see how much money they
can make, but how little they. can lose;
when the charities of the. church are
shriveled, and hope dies gut of the hearts
of the poor, not for the want ot . bounty
but for the want of work; do not imagine you
can go to the bottom of the mat~
ter by some
disputed theory of currency,
or Jolisioal ‘economy. Take God's law

;

(&~Samaritan

and the lon er itis neglected the more you

to the disturbance and * distraction of the have to en ure and the more difficult of
good subjects of this: kingdom, contrar Yy | cure your case becomes, 1, as a physician,
to

-

f men, why will ye scatter,
Like. a crowd of frighiened sheep?
wander
. Foolish hearts, why will ye deep?
€

ni

eral unlawful meetings and conventicles,

wise it would be, too, in the disor-

| ganizing social quesiions and the depress-
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~Come and gather round
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1. A, Chicago.

WM, B, STRONG,
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(Supt, Chicago.

at 20 per cent, discount, for cash with the order,
or on receiving the books.
Send your orders to

I.D.
STEWART, Dover, N. H...
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in the earnest
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fectionately:
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All

communications

“My son.”

He sustains us

like a divine, almighty Father, and loves

—

us like a heavenly Father. He finds us
exposed to evils, and warns us against
them ; he covers nothing—!
us, plain-

Editor.

Editor.
a

designed

entreaties, the loving per-

ly the nature and result shins him,
the deceptiveness and ruin of sin. No

for publica.

“tion should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
detters on business, remittances of money, &c.,

word

is spoken which

can

possibly de:

ceive a soul ; he keeps back ho warning,
no story of peril. All this seems like a
gracious Father. Speculate as men may
upon God's dealings, chide him, find fault

of the converts during this past winter
had sought religion simply as a preparaition for death. The great thing is‘to
have religion as a preparation for life.
~ No one who truly and honestly lives,

with

him

as

they

please,

there

is

one

statement that should stop every specula-

tion, chiding and accusation:

* God so

loved the world that he gave his only be-

with a fitting sense of his duties to God 1 gotten Son,” at thé very time when there
and man, and in
nl effort to dis- was an acknowledgment on his part that
-

nprepared to die.

«charge them, is ev

p

‘the world did not love him, but hated his

government,

—

that we choose to believe

All this is done like “a wondrously lov-

the truth. For our beliefs make us what
we are, and determine not only our use-

ing Father.

the perdon who allows himself to believe
a lie. We.may sometimes try to persuade
+ ourselves that it is not quite clear what
the truth is in these matters. But no
‘honest, sincere seeker will be likely to
remain long in doubt. He will make
Christ the center and basis of his hope,
“his refuge and defense in every struggle
«with doubt.
“Without Me ye can do
+ nothing.” -Let us fix our faith on him.

nothing can

.

are abu;

Squaliy

ng
Aer own . irtues
* their opponents’ vices.
-enough,

within

in

and
This

proper

God

7

|

id:.

o

?

E |

-

i

1

For one man

of

using

ern intellectual and theological

fulness is induced in great measure by
the indications of both
system and
thoroughness everywhere apparent in the
class room and in the general management of the college: ~It would be very
difficult to find a corps of professors in
any institution more active and self-sacrificing, sor more keenly alive to the importance of doing good, solid work. The
President is clearly a man with a purpose,
and that purpose is gradually unfolding
and recording itself in the higher stand-ard which measures the college curriculum.

in struggle and

It is difficult for

He

its many

«gift of his Son. The almighty Father
pleads with straying, sinful men for their
: love! We behold the strange spectacle
« of God calling and man refusing.
The complaint from on high is that we |
our

own

hands.

The

not

coming

in

embarrassments and

the great

disadvantages under which its managers
labor. Praise is usually considered to be

pressive and attractive forms, proves his
dove by all gifts of Providence and the

lives into

those

actual contact with the inner life and
movement of the college to understand

in the

sets forth his character in the most im-

of our

insti-

tution haye its prospects been more hopeful than at the present time.
This hope-

“So amid all dar gers, every one is prom-

‘donot acknowledge him; that, as far as
possible, we'attempt to take the direction

our

ourselves

time, perhaps, in the history of the

~« Give me thy heart;” ¢ Seek me early.”

Bible as soliciting the love of men.

that

and faithful in our stewardship, for its
present status is such as to give the largest promise of future success.
At no

Amid many directions for youthful life,
~and warnings against evil, in the book of
KProverbs, there are earnest pleadings:

guidance amid perplexity.
God is constantly represented

care

own stand abreast of the very foremost.
And this will be found no difficult task

THE HEART.

a deliverer, a help

and

between higher “education by the State,
with God taken out, and an education vitalized in the atmosphere of Christianity,
will be more clearly drawn.
In the hour
when Christian colleges are to be called

praising:and admiring the statue that had

ised

life,

is fast hastening the time when the lines

in

well deserved where men reach success
by the judicious wielding of circumstances,

all of which, in themselves, are favorable
to success.

When, however,
men succeed

where many of the conditions

of success

are wanting, and others but half d eveloped,

success

The pressing

is

more

need

commendable.

of

Hillsdale

col-

great charge against men is that they do lege, let it be understood, is money,
mot have confidence in God. The unre- ‘money for the speedy completion of the
mewed man believes that God, as revealed buildings; money for the increase of the
in the Bible, is worthyto be the ruler of the endowment fund, money for, library and
money for apparatus. The blood around
universe ; that his government is unfair,

and his terms of salvation arbitrary.
/As in family and in national government, the

lack

of confidence works

the

greatest disasters, so the cause of all our
misery is the lack of confidence in God.
‘There

is

no real

love where

.»idoes not prevail.

The

confidence

giving

of - the

itheartis the giving of confidence to God—
« confiding

in

his word, his

: . his:way-ef salvation.

government,

Jt-is.
not. unusual that men love to cher-

# ish hard thoughts of God, and to say that

our heart warms perceptibly as we think
of what an additional hundred thousand
dollars might do if once turned into the
college treasury.
!
:

And we have faith that in good time

calamity of two

; years ago made difficult to exercise, has
it stands

to-

day embodied in brick and mortar, ‘the
substantial guarantee of that completed

instrumentin direct Christian work. ; It

Aleserving any such treatment, but,charg-

jing him

"Mow,

is.a thought of overshadowing importance
to parents that the sons and daughters

hardness and severity, fol- who go out from the safe shelter of home

own hearts ; are to be met at the college threshold not
the imaginations of their
they wjl ‘not look at the descriptionsof only by the graceful forms which represent science and art, but by warm hearts,
and at theirill desert.
«their
throbbing
with Christian love and guiding
of
proofs
cing
convin
more
_ But what

God's interest and love can we have than

has

been

inaugurated and continued with marked
success.
:
The Theological department has made

a good beginning, and, considering the
means at its disposal, presents

for the

past year a most creditable record.

That

which it so urgently needs—an angmented treasury—we trust it may not be compelled long to wait for.

The central building and two of the
group are now tp and work commenced
on the western building, to’ be known as

Centennial year.

el

——————
pf
Ap

me

to

retain

language

The

elements of terrible

cruelty to the insurrection that is now

The determiChris-

fight their oppressors.

tinetion on the judicial

be

em-

as well to leave

him to his fate and his.own reflections,

Let us not judge them too harshly.
——THE ENGLISH Mission.
The resignation of the English Mission by Mr.

—— SuxpAY IN DerrOIT.
For some
months past the most desperate efforts
have been made by the saloon keepers of
Detroit to secure the consent of the city

Schenck is strongly against that gentleman, all things considered.
What an-

open on Sunday afternoons, notwithstand-

made, and his acceptance of the
would give great satisfaction.

office

helpful hands to work in the spirit of the

authorities to the keeping of their places
ing the general statute known as the Sunday law, which prohibits their being
opened at all on that day. At last the

common council has been so manipulated
that

enough

votes were

forthcoming

to

pass the coveted ordinance.
Fortunately,
however, Detroit has a mayor who is true

to the law, to public order and to an enlightened conscience. He has promptly
vetoed the ordinance, which effectually
kills it, as the requisite two-thirds can not
be found to pass the law over his veto.

Among other reasons given for his action,
——No BACKWARD STEPS. It is encouraging to observe that there are not yet
any signs of tender feeling towards Belknap. The only way now open for him
to escape is through the flight of the chief
witness against him. The committee for

some reason allowed him to escape to
Canada. The whole affair fills the heart
f every true citizen with pain.
A ruingd man is of all objects the saddest to
contemplate.
But this man is ruined

through his own folly,and now he should
take the consequence of it.
—
!
——PINCHBACK Disposep Or. The case
of P. B. S. Pinchback, who has been before every session of Congress since the
spring of 1873, claiming a seat in that
body as ‘Senator

from

Louisiana,

is at

length disposed of by refusing him a geat.

The legality of his election was the main
point at issue, and the history of the case
has been so confused by official admissions, recognitions and precedents that it

puzzles all the wiseacres to state just
why they believe either with or against
the claimant. But the verdict in the Senate is probably fair enough.
——THE

NEW

SECRETARY.

General

Grant has done well in going outside of
the politicians for a successor of Belknap.
He has appointed Judge Alfonso B.
Taft, of Ohio, to the War Secretaryship,
and the appointment is accepted. Judge
Taft, but for an honorable part that he

bore in the last State campaign

in Ohio,

would now "be almost unknown to the
country. It is sufficient at present to say
that he is a gentleman of acknowledged
ability, of unquestioned integrity, with

ouf bad alliances, and every way worthy
of the appointment.

Mayor Lewis says he vetoes the arrangement because * it is opposed to American
usages.” It is refreshing in these times,
when Americans are supposed, especially
in the West, to have no rights which foreigners are bound to respect, to have the
mayor of a city with a large German
population, remind the public that this is

an American country after all, and that the
customs of its people-ure-entitled to some
consideration.

EXHIBITION.
THE
PRESS AT THE
George P. Rowell, that prince of systematic

business

men,

has

undertaken to

make a‘tomplete exhibitioh of American
newspapers at the Philadelphia Exposition. Every religious and secular paper
will be on file in a building especially
erected for that purpose, and a catalogue
will be issued giving any items of importance connected with the history of
| these papers, or with the

they issue.

towns

whence

one,

but

Mr. Rowell is

BRIEF

so far dissatisfied with 'Co

tionalism as

illustrated by the Brooklyn

will Teave the denomination.

Cotincil,

that he

* He could do

much better than that.

:

EX-COMMISSIONER SMITH,

late of the In-

dian Bureau, seems to be proof against all investigations. The House
con
on Indian
affairs have abandoned the in
on set on
foot lately,admitting that no evidence has been
found reflecting on his official integrity.
Congregational

ministerial

Bureau in

The terms are one per cent, on

salary for the first year, for permanent
pects for spring trade in that city, and the
places, and five per cent, on receipts for supfinds that there is’ good reason to be, plies. An annual
fée of five dollars entitles

hopeful, although business is generally
dull, and but little immediate relief is expected. But we are probably getting to the

open,

will

natur-

ally have a reviving effect. And then
we are daily getting nearer the solution
of the next Presidential question, and of

all the questions that await an answer in
it. So there
far off,

must be brighter days
tush

——CuiNesE STupeNTs,

The

not

Chinese

Government,
has at present in this country

120 boys, whom it is causing to be educaled for ‘positions: in its’ army and in its
foreign service.
They are under . the
especial care of three Chinese Commissioners who reside in Washington, two
of whom have themselves been educated

in American colleges.

It is inténded that

the young men shall remain 15 jrears, and

subscribers to all the information the Bureau
can give.

:

.

i

SENATOR WADLEIGH said the other evening
that ¢ the political party
that hides away cor-

ruption is as surbly doomed
to déath as the

man that swallows

strychnine.” | Hence, he

would'huht down and expose every’ person
who was using ‘government patronage fo

wrong purposes.

That is-safe ground, and the

party that stands on it is most. likely to

AX interesting case under the new constitu:
tion of Missouri has just been. decided by the
courts. The provision of 4 will bequeathing a

portion of the testatrix’s estate to the Roman

Catholic Archbishop was set aside, as the constitution expressly prohibits any ‘ gift, bequest
or device for the support, Uke’or benefit of any
minister, publi¢:
er or’
ther of the gos-

ing lips. The Sabbathis now observed, whers
a few weeks ago it was deseorated. Quite
a num.
ber of the 2nd Sparta’ church ‘were with me

during the meetings, Bro. Wilhelm, the des.
con, living in that vidginity, was very sotive in
| the cause,

the

addressed

dis-

The

here to save souls.

month—March

Private cards

19—and

to this

Let it

SuTrToN,N. H.

deep

and

in

churches,

do

not

fail us in this time of

term closes. ,
to this
them,
and so
Sec.

MALVERN

carries

with

or any religious

sect.”

As all

efforts of Solomon Cole, of Lebanon; although
he has been a
supported by Bro’s Jones
and Morison, of the ministry of our denomi-

nation. Also the Y. M. C. A. of Lebanon, has
assisted somewhat, and last but hot least, the

the esteem

young converts may be brought in to show
that the success has been due to a very great

and love of his church, and many

regrets that

the pastorate could not continue.

.

1

extent to * the simplicity that is in Christ,”
which often characterizes the young believer.
Bro. Cole has & happy faculty

REVS D. 8. Frost and D. Land are ministers in good and regular standing in the Hunt-

Their names were omitted in

the Register by
“ailing to report.

mistake, the

church

clerks

R. M. CARL, Q. M, Clerk,

BLOCK ISLAND, R.1.

of reaching

the

hearts of the common people, and of getting
new converts into the harness, His sermons
are practical, and abound in apt illustrations.
He has no sympathy with “a form of godliness,” having no power; but with the sharp
two-edged sword of the spirit he attacks the
kingdom of satan with no other purpose than

friends: to overturn it,

The personal

and counteract the formality
and worldliness everywhere visible. The work

Christ generally will be glad to learn that a revival is in progress at Block Island, On Feb.

still goes on,and at some future time we may be

verts,and on Feb. 27, seventeen more, and they
look for still further additions to their church.
Their house of worship is filled to overflowing,
and a fervent interest in religion is abroad.

that is, many had to return home, the schoolhouse being literally packed. We hope many

PARK ST. CHURCH, PROV.

R.

I.

On

day, Feb. 6, six were received to the. membership of this church, four by

baptism

and

two

by letter. On Sunday, March 5, eight were received, four by baptism and four by letter.
The growth of the S. school and congregation
is marked and encouraging.

J. M. B,

MoULTONBORO’, N. H." ‘We are greatly encouraged of late by the manifestations of the
power of God inour midst. Sinners are seeking Christ, and backsliders Are returning from
their wanderings.

We are without a minister

and would be glad to correspond with any one
desiring the pastorate of a small. but united
people. - Communication may be addressed to
D. A. Ambrose, Center Harbor,

N. H.

com,

SABATTISVILLE,

ME.

place of which notice was

The revival] in this
sent

to the

Star a

few weeks since, still continues with no abate
ment of interest, about fifteen more having: requested the prayers of Christians; making
dbout forty in all who have manifested an: interest in Christ during the past three months,
the most of whom give good
version, and all are hopeful.

evidence

of con-

mercy has deséended upon this place. God is
Between twenty nnd

thirty are now seeking the Saviour.

happy in his love.

ba

VETERAN CHURCH,N. Y,

rately. We have had overflowing méetings,

may be encouraged to go out and labor in the
school-houses all over our land.
/OBSERVER.

CANDIA, N, H. "There is at present
good religious interest in the Candia

church.

a very
Village

About 20 have expressed a desire to

live a Christian life, and most of them are rejoicing in Christ. Union meetings have been
held with the Methodist church, under the direction of ‘the two evangelists, James and John
Graham, of Lawrence, Mass. They were held

afternoon and evening for over three weeks,
during which time over 40 have started on

the

Christian life. The work has been quiet but
deep and thorough. The young and the old
have come to Jesus. In the Village whole
families have taken

the

vows

of Christ upon

themselves,
Since the year commenced, a great change
has taken place in our Village. The first Sabbath in Jan., & Reform Club was started by J.
K. Osgood, which has accomplished great good
in suppressing intemperance.

It was just

the

thing needed to prepare a ‘way for a religious
revival, Some of the hardest drinkers have
joined the army of the Lord and are going to
fight against rum, and for the blessed Master. ...
N. C. LoTHROP.

H. J. WHITE,

ALEXANDRIA;N. Hi 'The Lord has been
gracious tous. ‘A ‘précious shower of Divine

now reviving his"work.

able to decide the number of conversions ,accu- -.

Sun-

Bomé are

A. QuiMpy.

For a long time

this church has been tinder a cloud, and not a
few predicted thatit would have to lose its
visibility. But the cloud has been removed and

the sun is shining. We are enjoying a good
we believe, in the individual name of the Bish ‘revival intorest. Wanderers have returned,
op or Archbishop having jurisdiction, though
in trust for the sect, no other decision seems
possible. We beg leave, however, to doubt the
constitutional right of any ¢ constitution” to

J.D. WALDRON.

confined almost exclusively to what may be
called the ¢‘ outposts,” and is due mainly to the

him

Bristol

ington Q. M.

temperance

CANAAN, N. H.
Isend you a brief report
of the good work that has been in progress in
this town during the past year.
It has been

REV. B.S. MOODY has entered upon the
pastorate of the Corliss St. church, Bath, Me.
Louis

in the

Christ's love is, indeed, working a grgat reformation here. May it continue to spread.
Com.

‘WE understand that quite a religious interest
prevails in the church at North Anson Village,
,Me.

Rev.

is manifest

Up to the present time the number has increas.
ed to fifty; and the interest seems deepening.

Hlinisters ‘and Ghurches.

from his late pastorate at

interest

LOUDON CENTER,N. H. Tt may be interesting to the readers of the Star, to learn of the
revival interest in progress, under the labors of
Rev. John George, pastor of the church at
Loudon Center. At the close of the last ses
sion of the Belknap Q. M. convened at thjs
place, a protracted meeting of two days was
continued; the pastor being assisted by Rev's
A. D. Smith, J. M. Durgin aud A. Deering.
Thirty came forward, and expressed their determination to become followers of Christ,

the

special need.
All collections taken -the 19th inst.,
shouldbe forwarded to me, at Lewiston,
Maine, by the earliest mail possible, in
order to reach the students before this
Any delay or failure to respond
call, will be most seriously felt by
«Bear ye one another's burdens
fulfill the law of Christ.”
E. N. FERNALD, Cor.
Lewiston, Me.

Iam happy to report through

rumedrinker in Sutton.”

cating our young men can not go on.
ministry

Then the

reform. Within a few weeks past more than
two hundred have signed the pledge, taking
about all the hard drinkers in town. These
have all united with the Sons of Temperance and
good Templars. We are hoping and praying
this work will go on until there will not be one

not formerly, upon the generosity of the
churches for the means of educating our
rising ministry; in precisely the same
way, and to the same extent, that our
other benevolent causes do, and that if
collections for it fall off, the work of eduthe

of Prayer.

his work in Sutton,’ We commenced to hold
meetings the Week of Prayer,and it has pleased
the Lord to answer our prayers, Strong men
of sixty years that have lived all their days in
sin have been comverted, and now rejoice in
pardoning love. Others younger in years have
joined our number. There is a deep religious
feeling throughout the whole town; also, a

Education Society depends now, as it did

in

work of revival, com.

the Star, that the good Lord has been reviving *

be remembered that nearly all our New
England Yearly Meetings, and a large
number of the Quarterly Meetings have
voted unanimously to ‘recommend the
churches to give quarterly collections to
this cause, and that
now over four
months since a collection was called for.
Let it be further borpe in mind that the

Brethren

A

others came out for Christ, and several in
meetings since then, and still we are praying
for more. Our meetings are well attended,
sometimes over two hundred at a social meet.
ing in the evening. Pray for us that the work
may go on.
M. ATWOOD.

it is confi"

call will be general and hearty.

pas.

first of Feb. in a three days meeting ably as.
sisted by Rev. W, L. Noyes, of Lyndon,
some

fo every pastor in

dently expected that the response

After closing a six years

menced with the Week

New England, asking for collections in
all our churches on the third’ Sabbath in
this

Wu. Peck.

torate with our ehureh in Strafford, I find myself pleasantly settled with the F. B. church in
Sutton, a place memorable for the labors and
success of some of the fathers of the denomi.
nation, and the closing labors of the late Rey,
L. B. Tasker. I find this to be a live, working
church. They gave us a warm reception at
our *‘ own hired house” the day we arrived,
But the best of all is the Lord has been with us

necessities of our students are real and
urgent, and the demand for immediate
have been

Wk

SUTTON, VT.

meet

help was never greater.

We feel ke giviug God all the

lory,
gor)

chureh property in the Catholic church is held,

a
4

retain

public confidence and support.

pel,as such,

been reared. : Swearing lips have become pray.

13, Bro. Wheeler baptized eleven happy con-

NOTES.

Alas for the scareity”
Of political veracity
Under thé! Dome.
A VOTE that is bought disgraces both buyer
apd sellers 4
Libs Thin
It is rumored that Rev, Dr. R, 8. Storrs is

pay expenses,

N. Y., who

of Rev. Geo. Wheeler, as well as the friends of

"| Boston, whose work is to help unemployed
N. ministersto supplies and pastorates, doesn’t

—Tue
BusiNEss OutrLOOK.’
The
XY. Times has been looking up the pros-

to

The Lord is

house, ubout 11-2 miles northof the 2hd Spar.
ta church. It has continued a little ovey |
weeks, during. which time several have been

STUDENTS.

insufficient

blessed.

converted and quite a number reclaimed. The
interest has not yet ubated., Hends of families
are among the saved, Young men are intendst.
ed and even the youth. Family altars have

bursement at the close of the term.

The undertaking is a large

and important
equal to it.

Tae

are

signally

WEBSTER'S CROSSING, N.Y.

The Education Society appeals again to
our people in behalf of our young men
preparing for the ministry. Only two
weeks of the present term of the Theological School at Lewiston remain.
Our

leaves

kind in either case.

FOR

ave

reviving his work here. I have been holding
a series. of meetings at the Webster school.

EDUCATION SOCIETY.
AID

labors

:

Denominational Hetos.

| funds

and treachery thus far from their rulers

Falls,

Packard's

the good work go on, until it shall be far reach.
ing and much more glorious.
Com.

has lately advertised, stereoscopic views
and other pictures in this paper, is a fraundulent person and not to be trusted.

rather serious inferences to be drawn
against Babcock. Perhaps, as the latter
ployment, it would

8.

LR LORUN
ad
Wr have good reason to believe that the

J. C. Henry, of Glen's

The social

He is an earnest laborer, and we hope to see

in the Union

bly strive for them.

United States to assist them in learning
the ars of civilization, suggest the wisdom of such a foreign policy on the part
of the United States as will cherish trade
;and unrestricted intercourse
with the
Great Empire of the East,’ and certainly
ought to be fully considéred when any
legislation tending to discourage Chinese

has now retired from the President's

thirty have been brought to Christ.

the State of Ohio. ‘And he attributes a good
deal of his success in life tothe habits of industry and integrity that were formed under Mr.
Burr's influence. The lesson that we would
draw from it, especially for every young man,
is that honor and usefulness await every person
in this country who will diligently and honora-

and the fact that they continually turn tothe

letter

bench,

KETTLE,

meetings are lively and encouraging. - Bro, Ww,

army where he lost a limb, and as Governor of

of advancement on the partof thé Chiness,

cerned, but a portion of his

adds

Chris-

in the

fortune unmade.
He returns after twenty-five
years, having served with équal honor and dis-

for the education of Chinese youth,
though, on account of native prejudices,
its
managers are unable to introduce the
teaching of any scientific ‘subjects, with
which the young who are educated in this
country will become familiar. These signs

remains, and

persecute the

T™

of Ohio, who

faithful care he served his apprenticeship.
Gen, Noyes left Dover a young man with his

and one of them, it is-said, can no longer
either speak or understand the Japanese
tongue. The College at Peking, presided
over by an American, is also doing much

tians in Bosnia, eath week bringing reports of fresh outfages.
The animosity
that has always cllaracterized their treatment of their
istian ‘neighbors still

Turks still bitterly

Noyes,

Star oftice, referred ~in tender and grateful
words to the lamented Wm, Burr,under whose

and customs,

~———ATTORNEY - GENERAL PIERREPONT.
The charges against the Attorney-general
in connection with the whiskey-fraud trials
are pretty effectually answered by a letter
from the Attorney himself. He explains
matters satisfactorily, so far as he is con-

ExsGovernor

spent over. four years of his boyhood

their knowledge of the Chinese language,

immigration is proposed.

OURRENT TOPICS.
~——CHRISTIAN ~~ PERSECUTIONS.

tion, when it is fairly’

The faith

‘We hadin mind, however, as we took
up ‘our pen, to speak of the college as an
they are

meeting

be too long delayed, however.

future which present faith builds.

do not allow a supposition that

required

here seem to have forgotten to some ex-

prayer

bottom of the hard times. The currents
set in motion by the centennial exhibi-

not been disappointed, for

Nort SHAPLEIGH, ME. The religious in.
terest is still good at North. Shapleigh, About

are

tent their native

college

this and more will come. We indulge
the hope that the ‘‘ good time’ may not
‘of its friends, which the

evening,

time, they

ly prayer meeting of the students,a noon-

nominational sympathies, we are more
swer he can make to the charges against
than ever impressed with its in dispensable
-him does not appear. If, as now seems
importance to us as a people. We are also to be true, he has compromised and disquite as much impressed with the manigraced his country by attempts at specufest necessity of giving our sympathies
lation, no punishment is too severe for
for the college a practical direction, and, him. He is now on his wayto America,
by increasing its range of possibilities, where he will doubtless have something
making ofitan everincreasing embodiment to say about the matter.
The appointof power. It scarcely needs prophetic ment of R. H. Dana, Jr., to be his sucvision to discover that the logic of events cessor, is one of the best that could be

to

same

Having experienced nothing but deceit’ which can not be of the most comforting

one of the principal focal points of our de-

if we, as a people, are true

-every night. The Rev. Miss Brennen is a
ing us in the great and os Dem
8 wasish

day

with which they

which is at once the fountain of our West-

to the front, it must be our

prohibit people of sound mind from giving
their money to whomsoever they please.
IN an address delivered in Dover, Thursday

literature, and customs, so that, on their
return, they will be able to fill successfying results, religiously. A deep, strong fully the positions for which they have
In this respect the
and fervent spirit of revival has existed been prepared.
for some weeks, promoted greatly no Chinese Commissioners seem to have purdoubt by the church work, and quite a sued a wiser course than the Japanese
large number offthe students have been. authorities, for some of the young Japanconverted. In addition to the regular week- ese yyomen who are now being educated

tians are shown in the resistless energy

I heard, and will obey.
mere is love's offering tomy King,

—
———

that they shall be not only be trained in
science and letters, but shall deve te much
of their timeto technical study. At the

Hillsdale been fruitful of the most grati-

nation and almost despair of the

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
Since our recent visit to this institution,

not fallen.

THE Sir

find a place in the teaching no less than
language and philosophy and tathematics. Already has the past college term at

they now seek redress by the sword.

them-

time

Master, who went about ever to do good. |

devastating Herzegovina.

Here is my heart.”

even, who

one’s

We wish and

Which, a glad sacrifice, I bring.

his cups and establish himself in sobriety,
is of much greater practical worth than
for a much larger number to only wish
the cause well,or.even to conduct political
campaigns in its behalf. But that isn’t
- saying anything against such campaigns.
The thingto do is to save the drinkers
themselves, and the most direct way of
* . doing it, as-in this Reform movement, is
usually the best-way.
ais has now be- come a feature -of Mr
ody’s revival
« workin New “York. ‘We like it. It is
lifting the.statue that has fallen in the
instead

by all his

¢ Not to the world, my child, but unto me;

for

has been a confirmed drunkard, to forsake

mud,

and

I heard thee call and say,

selves with it. It has accomplished more
« for the temperance cause in New Hampshire “the past winter than all the
- other work in ifs behalf during the last
dozen years. Because it shows real and

~direct results.

us,

‘“Here is my heart! my God, I give it thee;

exposing
is well |

identifying

save

of undoubting love. It is God who pleads
still: “My son, give me thy heart.”

"THE cause of temperance is being greatly helped by the Reform movement now
going through the country. Originating
in a quiet way in Maine, it has rapidly
found its way into other States, and hosts

drinkers are

to

grace is trying to win us.

important interests are pending in: the
«election. The discussions and harangues
-8et men to thinking more earnestly, and
.dm proportion as men think are they in~e¢linedto act wisely. We can not clothe
“the ballot with too great sanctity. And
-in preportion as these campaigns help
-even the humblest voter to realize the responsibility that he is under, in that proportionis the country likely to be most
«really served.

- of hard

wishes

Believe it; believe it!

long, perchance, for heaven, but heaven
isthe home of confidence supreme, and

extoll

limits,

blight affection, nor tear up

fied in returning.

Hamp-

.

engaged

STAR, - MARCH (15, 1876.

wg

All heart-hunger, all soul-thirst, is satis-

shire is charged with political enthusiasm.
" The-party papers are wholly devoted to
themselves

How have

the grounds of confidence. Let the wanderer come home to the Father's house.

—

+ the contest, while the parties

MORNING

Griffin Hall, and devoted to the Commeranswered him cial department.
y
back?
What are we doing in the light of
It woud be a most happy event could
such love? He is worthy of confidence ; the corresponding building on the east be
worthy of our love. Give the heart to his added to complete the group of rebuilt
keeping, repose éonfidence in. him, and Hillsdaleas the crowning work of the

The saddest of all fates awaits

Tue very atmosphere in New

But are we acting like lov-

ing sons?

fulness in this world, but our condition in

© the next.

And even when that gift is

not accepted, lie pleads with: the reluctance of men ; calls the rebellious one by
this tender, endearifrg time: *‘ My son.”

S0 far as we can exercise“ any choice
* in our moral beliefs, it is of the highest

« consequence

"THE

suasions addressed
‘to ‘our, hearts P- He Holiness of heart and: purity of life after
speaks as a Father, addressing each af-’ the model of the great Example are to

"

A. Hi. Huling, Western
aal
r—

—

AA

and between thirty and forty have been for.
ward for prayer, some of whom are hopefully
converted, and the work is going on, fresh
ones presenting themselves at the anxious seat,

GREAT FALLS, N, H, Rey. G. P., Ramsey,
‘whom we are glad tp hear from after a pro:
tracted illness, sends a communication describ-

ing a Sabbath that, he. recently . spent, at Gt.

Falls, where thereig so. precious, a work of
grace. ‘The sermons. by, Brethren, Perry and
Waterman were spiritual #nd refreshing, the
prayer meetings Ware full of - inspiration, and
the whole oceasion, to one debarred from such
privileges so.long as Bro//

Ramsey

had

been,

ly gratifying. Some features of the
was
cially interested him, He says:
wo!
The work is carried on by the church with
but little foreign help, The idea is so previlentrthat a Moody and Sanky are indispensable
to a revival, that many of our churches sit

down and do nothing, They are unable to pay
an evangelist a hundred dollars a month, and

15, q

R CH
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A” N G “STAR,
B "MORNI

of TH
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PYLE’S DIETETIO BALERATUS. Universally ac.

of

Songs

Dea, John

Mr.

Edw:

and Mrs,

Burns,

ontgomery,

bride's fiber

. Tattle,

er, Mr, Alexa

ger,

Mr,

8.

D.

Webster and

kart

her

and

Let no one neglect the early symptoms of
when an agent is thus at hand which will
all complaints of the Chest; Lungs, or
Manufactured only by A.B. WILBOR,
Boston, Sold by all drnggists, .

unies

iy

“TALKS WITH GIRLS"

I shall look for stability among

IN A uirTLE Book, gratuitously distributed by:
Walter Baker & Co., the great cocoa and chocolate

these

‘others may

ce.

Let them

come

Let*the ministers preach for a
gevival

your

petitioners will ever

BP

Donations.

eB

pray.

Tug friends in Poland, N. Y., and vicinity,
will accept our thanks, for a donation amounting to $135.00. Also the friends in Grant, N.4

.

4

J. M. CRANDALL,

com

their friends in Sabattusville, Me., who made
them a visit on the evening of Feb. 22, and left
a donation of $60.00 in cash and $40.00 in use-

eR

PECK

would: return

thanks

friends in Webster's crossing, N. Y,, for a
nation of nearly $100.00.

e

—

BERWICK, O. There has been a great and
glorious revival at Berwick, under the labors
of Rev. W. Whitacre, the efficient and faithful
pastor of the church there, We learn that
eighty-six persons have been converted and
enough reclaimed to make the subjects of the
work amount to a hundred, thus making the
work an appropriate centennial offering to the
Master, a far better thank offering than can be
found among a display of temporal wealth and

K.J.P,:

progress.

Rev. THOMAS E. PEDEN writes that i]
Lord has heard the prayer of his people and

The

M.

Q.

revived his work in the Jackson

Milton church, mainly under the labors of
brethren Ira Hooper and J. Masters, has re-

ceived between thirty and forty additions. The
Wellston church recently received four members and Petrea five. The Ewington church in
the Athens Q. M. has been much refreshed,
five thus far having
united with the church.
There is a prospect

of other

additions

at

baptized five happy converts, also on

Feb.

of the

meeting,

others will soon present themselyes.

encouraged, many

who

somewhat cold were quickened

and were converted.

Storer

church

during

the

the churches

this ‘section,

through

1%0.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00

-

/

ae

Rev E P Prescott,"

'notwith-

satisfactory

work

on

the

;

subject I

(ry

thanks

to the Freewill ‘Baptist church, of

Brockway, Mich.,' together With many. other
friends, for a 'donation of $106:50,"on Wednesday, March 1, at'the house of Bro. D. Middle-

ton, in Brockway.

+107
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Ordination, 1 00 lb
A councilbeing ealled by the churél'at White
Rock, Kan., Bro, E, E.

Harvey," was’ publicly

set apart to the work of the gospel ministry, on

Feb. 20, accordingto the following
‘exercises ;
i
pt
i

“order

of

Sermon, Rev. J. ' Palmer; = Consecrating

prayer, Rev. I. T. Bradbury; Charge, Rev. R.

.D. Preston;

oy Wing he)

Hand of fellowship,

Rev.

Bradbury; Benediction by the eandidate.

I. 'T.

R. Dy PRESTON, Clerk of Council.
o

G 3

2.00

Mass

QM,

N

ot

§

Su

1.69

dwards

2.58

Waterville & Sydiey, Me. per Blaisdell]
er J

Krs

N

J Hort Orchard, Towa,
RE
v 8 H Dav y Perry, Mich,
‘Wheelock
Q M, Vt, per 8 § Nickerson,

A

Cra Exons

a Ihe

Nathan Rackley. Malde

i

Ye

Rev G0 Libby, Dover

N . to con, Mary
’

nN,

400

\

000

Curtis, ||| Loy

ley and Susie Cluka Goodwin I, Mos,

Main Jb

'

E Wile

Lewiston, Me, Phillips’ lecture,per W H

50.00

-

2°

20.00
00

Leighton, Mich, per J A James
i@ ¥ Mosher,
Yor, NH,
0h

00
19

Fuosburg

yo

hd Vi,per RJ Russell

i Busts, Me, per Albee Parsons,

Dover, N. H,

anti

10.30

Lo) 0 LIBBY, PR
dn

!

'

2eow

Tninse Success 40,0000 me Genuine
IFE

AND

STO

OF

LIVINGSTONE
already sold, and

demand

inéreasing. The only
new li 2 0rthe flea
HERO
LO”
thrilling
interest and spirited
illustrations of thi
Jo
strange adventures
0
the CURIOSI1
and
WONDERS of a
VELOUS country ; the millions are
to getbhaad more geod Agents are n
at once

FITS are SPLENDID.

2

Debility,

other Rromising

|

Ii
tf 4

I

§

i
:

8w

z

proch address HUBBARD
ey St., Boston, Mass.

I

For particulars and.

BROS.

and

30

Pubs., 31 Haw1y

cent.

R.

d

spring.

BERRY

BASKETS

Largest assort-

HAINES,

,

Malden-on-Hudson,

9,000
and

AGENTS
splendid

N,

Y,

WANTED

on our

combination

of 150

Fast Se
on our M

Complet®

N E.

s.
Also
cent Family
clopedia

Bible

full information,

Comniissiener,

M

Male or Female.

poe

i

0 N EY

Send

our ade

Hg ra LL

dress

and

get

someth

that

over

wich

Street, ON,

6ml

Wall St. Caricatures.

thing,

do"... 195
do
. 125

Pioneers of

do

vs

198

Sold’rs & Patriots of the Revolution, dp
veo 1.23
Historicals for the Young Folks. Oro Noque ... 1.25
Life of Benjamin Franklin. Chaplin........... 1.50
D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston, Publishers.
S77 A WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it,
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Maine.
1v35
TE AS

~The choicest in the world-—Import« ers’ prices— Largest Lompany in
America—staple articlo—please éverybody--Trade
continually increasing. A gets wanted
everywhere—best

inducements—don’t waste time—send

Sms

43 Vesey St, N.Y. P.0.Box 1287

ROBT

WELLS

Wendell’s

The

OF

DovER, N. H., Nov. 1873,
I have accepted the Agency
of all the Fire Insurance
Companies
recently represented by
Messrs. BENN & WILSON, which, in addition to
my own. companies, include nearly all the Old
Ameviotn {Companies of large assets, affording
We Dusiness facilities second to no Agency in this
Thanking my former customers for their liberal Jairouage in the past, I would respectfully
soHeft their business 1n the future, and also that of
Messrs. Benn & Wilson, and all others wanting in.
surance.
All business will receive my personal attention
and care.
MotoOl Companies of large assets and fair
rates.

.

REW.ARD!

More than three thousand dollars’ worth of Notes,
Organs, and other property belonging to said estate, has been stolen, embezzled, or otherwise
withheld from the administrator. I will pay three
hundred dollars for the
very of said Property,
and two hundred dollars for proof that will
con.
viot the villain who has stolen or embezzled said
property.
To an
person indebted to said estate, and not
having
been called on by me, or some one author
ized by me, I will make a discount of 25 per cent,
if he will pay promptly.
U. J. HOAG, Administraior,
Center Sandwich, N, H., Dec. 20, 1875.
623

©

Insurance Notice.
We have this day. transferred all our Fire Insurance Companies to D. H. Wendell, of this city
and recommend all wanting reliable insurance a
fir rates, to call on him.
BENN & WILSON.
Dover, N. H,,Nov.12, 1873.

coupon Acquaintance

Prize picture sent
free. An ingen.

MESERVEY'S

BOOK-KEEPING
WITHOUT 4 MASTER.

For Common Schools and Academies. Now in
Suscesaful use in many schools of this and other
‘The verdict of all who
best in use.”

havewsed it:

“It is the

TESTIMONIALS.

From the Superintendent of Public Instruction of
New Hampshire.
N. H., Aug. 26,

187).

I have the satisfaction of carefully examini
Meservey’s Book-keeping,
and am fully convince
thatit is a book prepared
with care, properly ar.
ranged, and is well

52

fitted to supply the

ace of a

text-book wanted In our public and private schools.
A knowledge of som
telligivle and systematic
method ot eepiiig bfisiness accounts is needed
by every child
in the State. I
recoms
mend it to school officers for examination, and for
use, to the school teachers and scholars of the
State. Respectfully
yours

7. W. RIMONDS, Sunt. Publie Instruction §

‘I shall heartily recommend it as the best that

has come

to my notice.

the work.

Every one should have

T. W. H. HUSSEY, formerly Prineipal
;
Nashua High
Sehool.
TILDEN LADIES’ SEMINARY,
,
West Lebanon, N. H., Dec. 15, 18/5.
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY :

ragh yous Bricuoat Hook Seen wud rea

ook-kee)
a
that t am decidedly
leased With % . "The. book
works well in the school room, the only place
where any school book can be tested.
>
HIRAM ORCUTT.
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 20, 1875.
Ihave given Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keeping without a Master, a thorough teést in the classroom. Its clearness meets the design exactly, for
an elementary
work, and it comprises everything
Dochesary to
known to the book-keeper, short
banking.

TI bespeak for

A set of seven

it unqualified

success

teacher.
»
. 8. BROWN, A. M.,
#
Principal Lyndon Institute.
Blanks has been pre
ex.

pressly to accompany

the text-book.

The retail

rice of the Book-keeping will be $1.10. Blanks,
1. Books.and Blanks may be obtained at whole«
sale, of the Publiéher, ‘at New Hampton. or of

Tho

on,

will!
cat.
the
sold

pack

TOLL-GATE!

in the hands of any

Main and School Streets.

No.9.

One

ions gem! 50 objects
to find. Address, with
stamp, E.C, ABBEY, Buffalo N. Y.
21y

of

INSURANCE - AGENCY,
CORNER

15 cents.

cards, 15 cents. Send stamp for samples to M. W.
itil
:
Dowd & Co., Bristol, Conn,

America, Banvard....$1.50

Plymouth and the Pilgrims,
Southern Explorers and Colonists,

Me.

Augusta,

Assorted Visiting Cards with fame for 15
cents.
One pack 25 Rooster cards, new

CONCORD,

CENTENNIAL BOOKS.
Maryland,

A WEEK to Male
asd Female
Agents, in their locality. Costs
NOTHANG to try
it. Particulars
FREE.
P,O.VICKERY & CO.,

PROF. A. B. MESERVEY, New HAMPTON:

A new book,48 Pages, containing 14 engraved
illustrations, with information for stock speculators. Price, cloth covers, 10 cents; paper covers,
free, by mail. TUMBRIDGE & CO.,
Bankers and
Brokers, 2 Wall Street, New York.
lyw

First Explorers of North

50
'M

& CO., Publishers,
hiladelphia, Pa.

St. Lous, Mo.

septl-ly

of Land.

IER

A MONTH-—Agents wanted everywhere. Business honorable and first
class. Particulars sent free. Address
J. WORTH & CO.0.

36637

Refunded

6yl

DO YO

ORGAN,”

H.

4tlleow

Discount

Cleveland, 0.

very soon.

$500

per

CATARRII.
DEAFNESS,
CONSUMPTION
positively cured by
DR. KECK’S new method.
Consultation iree b
mail, Address Dr. 8. P.
Stoddard, Medical Director, 8 West 14th street, New York,
524

a

*“ WOOD'S

this

Albany, only $253 per 10,

in

lustrated, with choice
Moss-rose Cross, 10 cents.
J. LATHAM & Co., 419 Washington street, Boston,

ORGANS
other

Lands

Mass.

Both are good and new, and either of them
1 be sold for Sim Jotiars less than the regular
alogue
price.
This is property belonging to
estateof the late A, B Hoag, and must be

for

Strawberries,

DY, Ganargua,
Norwood, &c., Raspberties. Currants, Fruit Trees. New Grapes.—Brighton, Wor-

beautitul Cot-

any caseof the

To Sabbath Schools and Y, M. C: A's.

No. 19, and the

0t2

1.25

1,00
25

Yh

Er Jeipe las,

1 have on hand four Organs, which I will sell
very low for cash. One is an “ ESTEY ORGAN.”

X00
Wo

vejoy,

\pullipe rriradAunth
.

For Circulars or Territory apply to

13.16

Roker,

Tr

arles St, Dover N
Chautanque

3.78

u

i a. Wis, pos 3. Westlak

t Vernon Lowel,
i

tanconta, N

UR) 1]

per A H Morrell,

olfboro 3 M, RE

and- Agricultural

Topeka, Kansas.
Our new method
W or
all
0Nev. ofintroducingthe
HOME GUEST carries everything before it. Our
remiums beat the world. Don’t be idle a day.
articulars free. Sample of paper superbly
il-

Another card, “To the Thoughtless,”(a companion

A. H, MORRELL,

8S, Winchester, Va,

twenty

13t1

in and near the

Acting Land

k

tothe one above) is also ready. Sent to any address, postage-paid, for $1.25 per thousand. Address all orders to
Sm6
W. G. HAGAR, Dover, N. H.

240.50

Nobth St, Bath, be, Jr NF Duntony

many.

years, offered for

licants, his new descrip-

novelties

and CRATES, improved styles,
ment in America, Address

in the West.”

Purchasers

4t9

The card, of which this is a fac-simile, is printed on heavy tinted paper, and ‘is well adapted to
meet the long-felt wants ot Christians, and will
be found very useful for.
general distribution.

Harper's Ferry, W. Va., March 6, 1876,

Donation.

E.'J." Doylé express

Many

den, Walter, &c., &. Also

A. S. JOHNSON,

for Cireular to

- Foreign Mission,

Mr. & MgrS.

for three

:

tive price list of HUDSON RIVER Fao

|J. E. Ditson & Cos,
Successors to Lee &
Walker, Philadelphia.

AaCirculars, with map. giving
sent free. Address

purifies the

NOTICE

of facts is wide in its Sur-2

5.00
'

situated

cent. Interest,

in existence for
Appetite, Sourness

26t1

YORK.
«6 1

3.00
2.00

ha

to all a

GARDENS.

KANSAS.

Of the beat Farming
America,

Chronic Diarrhcea,
Jaundice, Consump-

Rheumatism,

Enesland Street, “Raden:

Will send free

tonwood and Upper Arkansas Valleys, the garden
of the West, on 11 Years’ Credit, with 7 per

above diseases which could nét be eured by Clark’s
Anti-Bilious Compound.
It is sold by nearly grey druggist in the United
States. Price $1 per bottle.
R. C. & C. S. CLARK

;

NEW

Catarrh,

Moth, Tan
8m?

2.00

JB
Thing. ing,
N Hampton,
N " H,
Nore 8
*

standing the fact: that the weather and the roads
. have been more unfavorable for meetings than
for many years previous.
J. B. LAsH.

was,

'orms of Ex.

ption.

It

e,

, 30 Rooms

aek,39

‘2,600,000 ACRES

making from

Salt Rheum, Fever and Ague, General
Nervous Headache, and Female Diseases.
A REWARD

PRAYER

7.00

AM

is
of

removes

Lave ever read.”—Rev.
#, A. Bartlett,Chicago.
“The book will be a powerful incentive to special
prayer.”’—Zion’s Herald, Boston.

1:00

J A Emery, Bath, Me, .
Friend,
’
Thomas Clough, Canterbury, N H,
Revd
B
Ua ns; vn note,**
Martha
P
dwin, N Sharon, Me,

Rev 8 Curtis,

and some 12 or 15 were, as we trust, hopefully

¢ This compendium

Bo
100.00
1.50

are

give a good Appesiie.

tion, Scrofula

Dover, N, H.

vey, wonderful in its results.”—New York Observer,

¥ E Fiskey,
hi
id
Mrs Mary A Franklin, Olneyville, R I,
Mrs P Curtis, int. on note, Concord, N H,

fleld

of Stomach, Sick Headache,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness,

Rapid Sales, Good Profits.

50

in the

Snowe)

with 3,000 superb illustrations. Particulars free.

ow

FASTENERS.

and vigor.
It1s the best remedy
the cure of Dyspepsia, Loss of

Complaint, Drop-

——

10.00

TIDY

Faryle

~~ R. H. HAINES

WANTED to sell

§{Sson’s

blood, and restores tothe Liver its primitive health

tie

Acorns WANTED. “68

“The most

now

Never fails to

The Best Patterns made. Send Sct, for Catalogue.

Treas.

“

200 pages,

ATCHISON,TOPEKA & SANTAFER.R.

To

Address DOMESTIO SEWING MACHINE CO.

College’

Rev G W Gould,

month of Feb: The church;which had become
somewhat, discouraged, was greatly revived
converted. ‘To God be all the - glory. God
pouring out his spirit upon a ‘great many

CURTIS,

Claremont, N. H.

Tyl

2

BOSTOIY,

Fare

“DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS.

Prof J Y Stanton, Lewiston, Me,

grown

Liver

]

Co, Ill, to con,

26

OLIVER DITSON & CO.

for improvements.

Book to our Stores in
8t1l

F. RACKLEY,

N H.

¢ M Bangs, Nortliwood, N H,

A series of meetings was

also held with the Lykins

B.

:

SILAS
.

Agents

78 Chatham

Ellenburgh oh, N Y per 8 W Cowell,

ALL RAC PAPER,
which works better, and wears better than any
other kind. But do not take our word for it, but
look over your exchanges. and write to the best
looking Papers for information.
ours truly,

3

180 pages.

‘The Best Thing

ON.

1 cards for
cents and 23 cent
stamp; 5
of 35, 5
nai
to one address,
for 50
Boys and Girls now is your time |
Samples of my
styles of
, and a list of
my 70 kinds of cards,
139 styles in all combined,
sent with each new list. 70 cards,—no two alike,
proba]
the nicest
in the world,—for
. W.C.
ON, 46 Kneeland Street,

Either book sent,post-free,for Retail Price.

3 90
B80 a week. A prominent writer says:
“I
deem
this the most useful household article ever invented.” All the ladies pronounce it ‘ perSend
25
fectly splendid.”
No capital required,
cents for samples and full in
ctions. A. C.
LANDERS & COQ., Box 749, Newport, R. I.
8t4

UNITED

Electric Pills

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,

Home Mission.

Concord, N H,

of the

‘DOMESTIC’

B Stinchfield, Bedford, N H,

READ

We claim that we are supplying quite a large
proportion of the best looking papers in Vermont
and New Hampshire with

Rep an Damask, with your name
beautifully printed on
sentb,
return iy
i
y

mental musie,
cost per book
ards, $2.50; in Cloth, $3.00.
Sold everywhere.

.

unless yon
d

Glass,

216 pages.

C. H. Ditson & Co.,
711 Broadway,
New York.

work will not look well

paper?

Of the meatest Visiting Cards
.you ever saw, including samples of

Ee
usie size, i
very dense! arid.
with the most valuable instru-

COCOA.

Homais Persian Wash
and Freckles. Never fails.

A Friend, Laconia, N H
\
F Mosher, Dover, N H,
ewell Tyler,
Worcester, Mass, for freedmen,
Col Enosburg Q M, Vt, por R J Russell,
© Newman, As!
ala, O,

use good

Part Vocal Music,
The above are all uniform in

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DODD.
WILLIAM 8. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY 8. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A. SM TH.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

.

‘MR. PRINTER,
That Jour

sas

Home Circle. Vol. I. 216 pages.
Home Circle. Vol. II. 250 pages.
Musical Treasure.

Plvliehea by

RE

Claremont M'f'g Co.,

Gems of Strauss. 250 pages.
Pianist’s Album. 220 pages,
Piano at Home,
250 pages.
Piano Duets.

Organ at Home.

SCHOOLS

on't You Know,

March 14th, 1876,

The Best Pieces in Existence
For Piano. For
Organ.
All of moderate difficulty.
Bound in convenient form.
Sold at a low price.

Pinnoforte Gems.

WY

CONCERTS.

$7.50 a dozen;by mail, 75 cents,

| Dor a

Books of Plano & Organ Music.

SPECIALTY

EXPRESS.

Nathan Racklev, Malden, Bureau
himself & wife L M's,

IMPROVED

ok Costiveness,
Headache, Heartburn, Indiges.
tion, Kidney Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Scrofa, &c.
They purify the blood, and stimulate the system
thereby curing many complaints caused by bad
blood, such as Neuralgia,
eumatism, &e., &c,
One single box will convince the most skeptical of
their remedial properties for the cure of the above
named complaints. Sent poste d to any address,
by mail, on receipt of fifty cents. Address

Forwarded.

Rev J W Scribner, Lake Village,
**. W H Bowen, Lewiston,
Me.

7p,

000 LADIES

in LONDON,

and at LOCAL EX-

all parts

Rev E W Porter, Lowell, Masa.
** KE B Fuller, Dickenson Center, N Y.
jt 18 Puttar N Sandwich, N H.

three

life

VIENNA,
in

i

For the Cure of

BY MAIL.

27,

new

PARIS, and

Rackley’s

horn—A Wheeler—J) Westlake—Mrs 8 G_ Whitman—N
Wood—8 C Whitcomb—~H F Wood—W H Yeoman—E
Crosby—L C Chase-C Campbell,

Bro. C.

had

into

EXHIBITIONS

& Send for Centennial
Boston and New York.

Smith—J N Sanborn—E H Searles—J Small—L G Van-

street.

AND

G. M, BODGE, A. M., Principal,
STEVENS PLAINS, Me,

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-Pres'r,

received at INTER-

BREAKFAST

DrEJ Horgais Sitined
Y.
I Budlons
l e,
N Y.
Mrs Clara Parker, Worcester, Mass,

Sankey,

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.

Commerce.

MEDALS

NEW

Mann—H Murey--Macy
orse—A
Noyes—No Fayet!
e~J Nason—B_Minard
orton—J Q
H_L Preston—G Plummer—R D
ton—S8 Roper» B Rife-W Reed—G A Spinney—
H H Smith—H
BSears—T A Stevens—J A Snide!
B

Books

TO

STATES.

D Allen—J Adams—Jennie Bradford—C Bean—EM
Benedict—J Bickford—L A Bonedict—F L Brackett—L
Blood—D M Buffum—Miss 8 P Blanchard—L A Ball—
Mrs R W Barnum-L 8 Bosworth—L Capwell—J A
Carter—W Campbell—-P Cummings—W H
Cutting—N
A Cobb—A H
Chase (2)~J Clark—L Counce—Mrs D
W Chesley—A J Day—S M Dexter—S B Dyer—Mrs D
Davis—F Clapp—Mrs M A Dart—H C Eddy—W T Fuller—C Ford-C
Farnsworth—Mrs M H
French—T
Flinn—A L Gerrish—Mrs J Greenman—G_H Hubbard
~G Huff—Mrs 8S Ha

all

KNOWN

NATIONAL
HIBITIONS

Letters Received.

has accepted a call to become their pastor, and
their futare prospects are good,
VENICE AND LYKINS,. O,, The writer, n
connection with ministers : of the Methodist
and United brethren churches, held a series of
meetings at Venice, and as a result the church
mugh

HIGHEST

HARRISBURG Q. M. will be held with the lst Free
Baptist church of Harrisburg, April 1, commencing at
w a, AM,
A.F.BRYANT, Clerk.

About thirty have started heaven-

ward during the course

and

pies;

* By MCGRANAHAN AND CASE.
A Wide Awake Book for Wide Awake
Teachers. Contains a novel Sle
course
and a Grand Collection of Music.
HOICE
is the workof experienced men, and is the most
successful Convention
Book in
1d.
Price,

Bibles

The MINISTERS’ INSTITUTEof the R. I. and Mass.
Y. M. will be held with the church in Pawtucket. Rev.
D. Rod
r, March 21 and 22, convening on Tuesday. the
21st, at 10 o'clock, A. M,, and closing on
Wednesday even'ny, the 22d.
J. M. BREWSTER, for Com.

or four of whom were backsliders, Already
there are four more candidates for baptism,and

was

Modern

0.T. MOULTON, Clerk.

these points. These churéhes are young and
weak, but we trust they are destined to become
strong in numbers, and in moral and spiritual
power and do a great work for Christ in the
very inviting field they occupy.
TOLEDO, O. Rev. O./T, Clark writes that he
commenced a series of meetings with the Otter
Creek church, in Toledo, the last of Jan. He
found only about seven working members.
The church has been nearly destitute of preaching for about three years. Soon after Bro.
Clark commenced to labor with them, a deep
religious interest sprang up, and on Feb, 12 he.

eight more.
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gigls; Fvery department kept up to the highest
standard, under first-class teachers, The discipline of the School is mild but firm. Special encouragement to those students whose advantages
for school have been limited. Every branch of
useful and popular education is represented in the
school.
Board, Fuel, Light, for $3.50 per week.
Tuition, $5.50 to $7.50 per term.
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have one.
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For Sundayy Schools,
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FIRWEIN is the na
f anew remedy meetioned in the Journal
for January, as particularly valuable in Cutarrh, Broghitis
and all affections of throat and lungs—those of
public speakers, and gives several cases of lity

in Great Britain and America. By an Eminent Di.
vine. Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.
Garter” by Ed«
Price $2. Best book to sell. No other complete.
300 Agents made first month. Selling by the thou
Bayard Taylor,
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We commend this work to every home and every

OLAS as
above, and both the bound volumes,
the full price of which is $11,
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Hotices and Jppointments.

do-

Ten miles west of White Rock, another
church has been formed under the labors of
Rev. I. T. Bradbury, consisting of twenty-two

4

whieh is

')

Sunday School in the nnd:

$5, we will send

the twelve numbers of 8ST.

no less than fifty jars or pitchers being prepared
for his own daily consumption. Two thousand
more were allowed for that of his household.’ ”

to

both of whom are well known
as specially fitted for the task.

Songs forihe Kindergarten, =
Songs adapted for little ones on all occasions and. from
the best sources,
*
‘

year, beginning with
November, 1875, and
eitherof the splendid bound volumesof ST.
NICHOLAS for 1874 or 1875, the full price of

y

REV. WM.

WHITE
Rock is
brethren
added on
increase.

over the question of issuing his reserves forthe
purpose of moving the crops; the currency and
crops went together, and financiering was a com.
paratively simple problem.”
‘
“In describing the domestic establishment of
Montezuma, Prescott,in his Conguest of Mexieo,
says: ‘The Emperor took no other beverage than
chocolati, a potation of chocolate, flavored with
vanilla and other spices, and so prepared as
to be
reduced to a froth of the consistency of honey,
which gradually dissolved in the mouth.
This
beverage,
if so it could be called, was served in
golden goblets, with spoons of the same metal or

of tortoise shell finely wrought. The Emperor
was
exceedingly fond of it, to judge from the quantity,

Bro. H. J. WHITE and wife wish to thank

ful articles,

Until July 4, 1876, for only

5

Sent by mail on receipt

For Sale also at the Music Stores.

Songs for the Day School,

Great Reduction in Prices.
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Y., for a donation of $40.00.

names

.

Biglow & Main 76 East Oth St., N. Y.

the Home.

of the interest of a single number of any perial.
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HERP

© earnest petition to Heaven for help, and close
“80

P. Hale—surely these

period was not called upon to exercise his mind

and the God of revivals will regard their works
with pleasure. Instead of being very anxious
to secure foreign’ human help, send a joint

by saying,

Charles Dudley Warner, Mrs.
M. Alcott, Rebecca Hurding

historian who accompanied Core
Diag, the figh
tes, the seeds were made up into parcels of eight
thousand, callell
‘Xiquipiles,” which were used as
a measure of the value of other commodities. The
Mexican Secretary of the Treasury at that happy

evangelist, before you expect to see the salva-

gives an interesting account
the Castle, and the institu-

tion of the “Knights of the
ward ILI.
5
John Greenleaf Whitlier,

s formed the médtum of exchange,

not to wait till you can secure the help of some
revival, and let the church pray for a

The first article
of the building
of

of the country,—and in respect of
it had the advantage over some
tenders. According to Bernal

with

equal boldness ¥ the throne of
, and they
shall obtain mercy and find
to help in
time of need. Brethren, let me exhort you

tion of God.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.

“When that famous Spanish adventurer, Hernando Cortes, made the conquett of Mexico, he
found that ome of the principal ‘articles of food
used
by the natives was the product of the cacao

Spirit has done its work, and souls are saved.
What these
‘churches have experienced

y

Windsor Castle, and its Royal Inmates,

manufacturers, we find the following items :

Truth has been presented, the Holy

process.

lustrations):

of the Ninety-and-nine.”

and

Songs for the Infant or Primary Cjass,

“Talks with Boys.”

£5 p3s5EE

selves,

converts, - They have been approached through
their reason, and ‘not their passions, They
have not been put’ through any but the best

Miss J. B, MERRILL,

In the MARCH NUMBER also begins a series
of Hisyrical Papers
(with numerous le

g

St

Ea.

the converts, if there be any, and ofttimes,
when the foreign hélp goes away the revival
goes with it,
Bro. PARKER and his church at No. Berwick are also enjoying a good work within them-

lowed by a similar series,

disease,
alleviate
Throat.
Chemist,
y

compiled by
Mrs, WM, ¥. CRAFTS

SANKEY,

of 85 cents,

carefully

9yv] J0U JOYS NOY]5s

between

heen

¥

sympathy

GOSPEL SONGS BE. 1. BS,

.

D.

CONTAINS:

has travailed, and cohsgquently loves them and
Leading American Authors.
WILBOR'S Con LIVER OL AND LiME,
The
will exercise over them a mother’s care and
81. NicmoLAs ¥OR MARCH containg the
watehfulness, - In too many cases where a pro- great popularity of this safe and efficacious prepa~ Opening
Paper of a valuable and entertaining
fessional revivalist is called in he does the most ration is alone attributable to its. intrinsic worth. series, under the above title.
In
the
bure
of
Coughs,
Colds,
Asthma,
Broneliitis,
|
of the work. The church never takes the Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all con.
The first of these, “HELPING ALONG,”
burden for souls upon her heart, and hence sumptive symptoms, it has no saperior, ir equal. is by LOUISA M. ALCOTT,. It will be folthere is but little

y

work has

yoy?

For their spiritual birth she

L

The

Rev, L. W. Gowen, Mr,
Me., and Miss Emma

fh Bicetsgments, 0

tions, stand first in public favor and confidence;
this result has been acquired: by a test of many’
years.
Nv

" S

for the little ones, we

SONGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS

Fleckinger and Miss Molly Dellin-

ie

Troches" for Coughs, Colds, and Bronchial Affec-

The church feels as though these

5

FOL

th

Mis Laura

Feb. 34, at the residence of the bride's moth~

n Efingham, N.
H.. by
Lowi ah
on, oe
L. Bean, of Effingham,

Bronchial

adapted;

Te;

Francis A,

residence of the

Mary J.

especially

B, In Crawford Co.,0. Feb.10,at the residenceof

the

ili
at

*Brown’s

bride’ fath r,

M. G. Pett,
f

In response to repeated; oalis for a Look of

an.

A. Burns; o

ayy sof ‘urna ud

Bee

Be

Wm, T,
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REMEDY.

Button

tina. By Rogers, both of

Miss

In Crawford
Co., O.

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in oné minute,
A UNIVERSAL

Mary
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NSC,

ings that were unutterable. Then were the
golden vials filled with odors, a sweet smelling
savor to God. Bro. Perry told me,that as near as
they can judge; about one hundred are “hoping
in Christ for the first time, and rejolelhg in par-

d

JO

bride's father, b Rov, I. Lah, My. 5B Gibson and
Miss Libby Grlbich, ‘In. Bloomville, O., Jan, 1 , Mr.

Lung Diseases are pouring in from all partsof the
country,

the

March 2, by Rev,

Jur or and

Volumes of testimony in favor of Hale’s Honey
of Horehound and Tar, as a specific for Throat and

those cries, and regard those tears and groan-

hy

residence of

Rogers,

I.

or both of N.' 1

Sawyer, of 8., and Miss
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Arranged with accompaniment for the Piano
and Organ. This beautiful sacred solo has been
wonderfully blessed, and thousands will be glad
to getit in this form. Ask for * Author’s Edition
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a good

This solves the mystéfy, and we may’ cease to
wonder.” We might expect God would’ answer

are her children.

At the

i
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Newport, Canata”

genuine without

If you want good employment and large profits
send stamp to H. B. BENNETT & CO., 218 Federal street, Porllanl, Me., for list of Beonett’s
Colored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents, 13t4
Ra,

dozen present, and yet there were a good many
fervent prayers offered.” Here lids the secret.

doned sin.

None

L

Mr, G. T,

Mr.

~owoyy Surya) yove wo oy perraddu Apu

it,

and such has been the case in this instance.
Some one of the sisters said to me, “I have
than

Pyle,

.

“Miss waren
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Waldron,
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the name of James

prayer may be necessary fo secure the blessing,

many times, when there were not more

the best in ise.
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. Business Fotices,

the result of this state of things is death to the

her duty)

Fe

son, Brown & Co.; 25 and 20 Cornhill, Bos:

Mass.

smi

C. D. THYNG,

GILES’
ININENT

\ODIDE

OF

Publisher,

AMMONIA

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal,
% We sell more of GILES” LINIMENT IODIDE OF
MMONIA; it gives better sati
than any
iniment we ever saw: It isa pleasure to have
something that a druggist can conscientiously re-

comment:
©)

.

¥. & E. Apothecaries,
BAILEY & CO.,
Lowell,

I!

Mass.

Soid by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Avs
New York. Only 6u cents and $1 per bottle.
;
aud
enue,

Poetry.
SILLY

OLD

HEN.

Cluck, cluek, cluck!
Something is the matter!

Run, little feet,
Fast as you can patter,
Search in the hay,

know about it. If I'd gi'm him a lite

presence, passed on their way .1o

logs and pile timber, but you may have a

For a pudding to-day.
There is the nest!
And oh, do you see,

The pretty white eggs?

. We will have our fill ;

Now don’t you wish
That you had kept still?

|

WILD ROSES.

Your sleek patrician sisters dwell
On lawns where gleams the shrub's

trim

bosk,

;

In terraced gardens, tended well,

Near pebbled walk and quaint kiosk.

are in the

street beside

Scarce heeded save by breeze or bee;
You know what spléndor, pomp, and pride
Full oft your brilliant sisters see;
:

the

crystal

for heaven to let things

‘What mad farewells and hopeless tears!

file the earth.”

How-some are kept in'old, dear bool # i,
That once inbridsl-wreaths were

jo

How some are kissed; with tender

1doks, |

And later tossed aside with seorn; -

uf

How some their taintless petals lay

On icy foreheads pald
as they!
Abloom in many ‘a 10uésome spot,
Shy roadside roses, may you bless

>

Below the ladies of their land?

=

— Atlantic.

1igtit.

Ek.

ua

Circle.

# BY ADDIE L. WYMAN,

CHAPTER II.
I
Sol Plansaw’s name must live again in
the ton;

but from the time when,

a

boy,

Basil Plansaw had sat astride, the ridgepole of the country school-house ‘in thé

quiet summer nooti-time and watehed the

white clouds sailing away through the
blue air and wondered if it would be in
such clouds that Christ would some time

come, he bad gotten a-top of the natiiral
way of things and watched the whiteness
shining above and beyond him instead of
playing in the wayside mud.

The history of the years that preceded:
his arrival to man’s estate is written, —ev-

ery act, every word, every blow, every
night of bitter cold, every day of cruel
conflict, every ery of pain,

every

tear

of

* . anguish, every. sin sorely provoked and
deeply repented, every reaching out after
wisdom, every sunny hope, every firm
resolve—all, all is written in the books
which have not yet been opened nor

shall be until the time when
together

every work

with every secret thing shall be

brought inte judgment ; but the history
théy had stamped
npon his face was one
of bitterness

ing.

bravely

molded into bless-

He wasas a man might be whose

days weng
its most

spentin a conflict with fafe in
pitiless fury, and his nights on

said

eye,”

the

than

“W.

y

.

you

gan,”

said

the

will not live Jong.”

te”

wx

|
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A
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8. PAVE crogked creatures}.
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bend without breaking.”

exh

SIF pA y bur liead off'if You iHdiri: ae |

again.”

T2I03THI

ATH puLiyddueyeiout ifyon towel
ade J
remdmber yourtdife thnogs THY; i: shigle
thread,” said the pin.

ALAN

the
sew
and
the

“Well, here we are,” said the needles. :
‘ We have nothing to fight about now;

said the pin. “It seems misfortune has
brought usto our senses.”
>
‘‘ A pity we-had not come to themsooner,” said the needle.

“ How much we resemble human

be-

quarrel about their blessings

until they lose them, and

never

tind

out

that they are brothers till they lie down/in
the dust
Record.

together

as

we

do.”

Madison

Crime runs against

indeed!” ' cried: he,

danger,

and punishment, in all sorts

with the oaths which fell where he breath-

defection,

of unlikely

so

the youth,

with sullen impertinence.
““ Well, sir, it won't be for the first
time, and you may follow or leave,” and

the master-builder sprang up the jadder,
The wind blew bigh. Angry g¢xcitement
joined with age does not tend to steadiness of balance.
He reached the foot

On one occasion, he jumped

upon

the

—

plank only to fall upon the roeks below] broad-brimmed hat of 3 Quakes who came
to the nearest into the shop.” He made friends with all
the bosom of Jesus, with his hands close and was borne senseless
his master’s acquaintances, bat if anybody
hoe:
"
|
wou
ent
folded in the wounded ones of the Elder
teased him; he could show that he knew
On being apprised of the catas
Brother,
= u
how
to bite.
:
It was a white soul that harbored the Basil hastened to his father’s bedside.
As the winter came on, he was in the

thoughts of Basil Plansaw, and his hands, The words which the doctor: prenonuced,
a grave shake of the head, senta
however rough ,to. man’s sight, were with

habitof building himself a nest of any

the brave, sweet manliness, rather Jet me
say Christliness, with which they had

master’s eoat. When, io ‘thé evening,
the coat was taken off and bung upon a

tow he wight find about, and used to
precious to the Master’s more because of shuddering chillness through the frame of choose for his residence the pocket of his
the strong man who bent above the dy-

taken up every day burdess than because
of ithe quiet sanctity with which the weak-

est saint like him could take the bread and
wine of the Sabbath sacrament, when, as
installed pastor, he extended them in
benediction over (he congregation that
gathered week after- week

in the spired

edifice, fromi its. foundation dedicated to
the service
of the one God.
¢ The grace
of the Lord

and the loyeof God and

= =.
|
Jesus Christ

the communion

ing carpenter,—*‘‘ Out

hore

(YOM

of his

mind—no

FALAVI
JTVVi
EVI
44

body.

What of the soul?

weakly with his hand.

g

“1 don’t know what I should do there.

1 don’t know what they could do with ie.

ly, self-complacent men, who view in con-

fident congratulation the
breadth
and richness of what
so long called their own that
seems almostas almighty as

son. He’s goin there, He'd know. He
could tell me; but I can’t see him,”
Basil Plansaw caught the feebly mov-

be with

them all”—

with the shrewd, practical men, who feel
with wary, well-skilled fingers along the
edge of business policy till it almost
seems conscience to them; with the port-

as iwmortal

as their souls;

length and
‘they have
the dollar
the donor,
with

the

wives and mothers and the gay-plumed

maidens; with the.a
so soon fol w the
Sunset. b

em

there.

Where's Basil?

Basil’s my

ing band and held it in both his own.
‘ God so loved the world that he gave
his only begotten Son that whosoever—"

nail,

the squirrel

would climb

door on which the nail

slood,

:

up

run’

the
down

boy

Bla

OR

* Pull,

Works have just been commenced

brings

La Fontaine, which, with the lapee of
years, had fallen into a most deplorable

Some months since

a sum of 3,500 francs was allotted by the
Ministry of Fine Arts for the execution of
the repairs necessary, sud the moupments
will ere long have assumed a ‘more cred
itable appearance.
J
eggs home
* Did you

The word.
camference, circuit

“ fetch a com
go round,
mon use.

** meant to make a circuit, to
e phrase was formerly in com1
:

For tis his custom, like a Heaking fool,
To fetch a compass of 4 mile about,
And creep where he would
~—Heywoo\’s Fair Maid of the Exchange.

EAR, verb, Exring.
the young

The oxen likewise

asses that

ear

and

the ground shall eat

clean provender,~l1sa. 30:24,
Used as a verb, the term, ear is more likely
to be misunde
han
almost suy other
word in our version of the Holy Scriptures, It
means to plough.
It is derived from the Latin
arare, to plough. The term is now wholly obsolete. “The noun earing means ploughing.

“

"And let themgo ,

To ear the land that hath some hope to grow.
{
Shakespeare
FLOOD. Your fathers dwelt on the other side
of the flood in old time, ~Josh. 24:2,
In‘olden times the word flood was applied to
any stream, not merely to an overflow.
‘With

these came

they, who

ood

from the bord’ring
Mi ton,

Bi

explainéd to Childeen.
“

Peep

of

Duy.”

or, the

Precept,”

B. A-S
Lake,

New

York:

Robert

No large body of watetin the
as salt as the water in this lake

It has always been said

upon

Line,” huve

béen re-

that

87

wething

could live iu it, bui recently some of the
lower order of animals have been found
there. The very sprays of its waves crys.

tallize In various beautiful forms as they
dash against the sage bushes and grasses
along its shore.
Great Salt Lake is about 70 miles long
and 30 broad. In a large portion of the
lake the water is shallow and is not more
than 2 or 3 feet deep; and in the deepest
parts is said not to exceed 30 feet. It contains 9 islands, several of which rise over
3000 feet above the level of the walter;

and the water itself is 4200 feet above the
Some of the islands are

12 and 16 miles in length, and mines of
silver, copper, lead and fine roofing slate
are found on one or another of them.

"Tt is constantly receiving fresh water

from this lake, is situated 20 miles south.

SAGACITY OF GOLDFINCHES.

* Line

ceived promises success for the present volifume. The author is singularly fortunate in
world if \ attaining that simplicity of style which tells
the story so the youngest reader can underin Utah.

ge pF

A pair of

stand

it,

and

nacrative.

yet

excites

It is like

his interest

a. teacher

in

talking

the

to a

class at'reGess. ' But we'noticed an instance of
ambiguity.

When

Paul was in prison at Ce:a-

rea, Felix allowed him to see his friends. The
author says:
This was a great delight to Paul. His friends
were very dear to him.

who lived

He might

in Cmsarea.

see Philip,

His daughters might

come and bring. him auy food or clothes that
he might want.
The question arises, whose daughters are
meant?
Bince itis the general opinion that

Paul

was

unmarried,

we

suppose the refer-

ence must begto the daughters of Philip, and
yet the construction of the sentence would
very properly lead to the other inference. A
very pleasant way to use this book, would be
to introduce it into ‘a Sunday school class of

children and let them take a chapter

for
a les-

son, then tell the story in their own words
and answer
such
questions as the teacher
might choose to ask.
LIFE AND LABORS OF DUNCAN MATHESON,
the Scottish Evangelist.
By the Rev. John
Macpherson.
Same publishers. 16mo. pp.
4

This

true story

eminent

Scotch

of the life and labors of

evangelist will

an

find a hearty

welcome among those striving to live a similar
life of Jove.
Duncan Matheson was born at
Huntley, in Aberdeenshire, Nov. 22, 1824. He
was early interested in religion, and« when he

the

weight o the

wing

amily would

soon be too
r the strength of the
branch whic supported the nest ; im fact,
it was begginving ‘lo give away.
Something shouldbe done or the nest would
fall-1hihis was en
helio Mers—a nd
equally so to
idfinches
; according-

ly, they were observed to fasten, by a
small string they had picked np,the bending twig, to a stronger and higher branch

of the tree,
and then their nest was saved.

cirenlatehe procured

asmall

printing press,

and began the work of publishing them, doing
everything himself.
In a short time, by his

own unaided efforts he had thrown off and put
into circulation a hundred thousand of these
*‘little gospel messengers.” He had thought
of going to China

as &

miseionary, but becom.

a way

to be

opened, a letter ad-

dressed to another D, Matheson, fell accidentally into his hands, and the result was that he
received a commission as

Scripture

reader to

the East from the Free Church Colonial Committee in 1834, His missionary labors, both
among the soldiers and after his retarn to Scot-

land, were blessed with wondrous success,
Some of the conversions seemed like the direct
interposition of God. He labored constantly
and faithfully till 1869, when he was released
from his labors on earth to enter into the rest

in the

ting in through the window of the apothe-

where he

cary’s little back room behind the shop,
with, as you may imagine, no good end
in view.
He knew that the apothecary kept no
dog ; he could easily guess where his coat
was likely to be hanging up. He soon.

perfect one is soon

found the pocket, and was just about

lighten it ‘of purse,

pocket-book and keys,

when a misfortune totally unexpectd

fell him,

to

be-

was

Tr

©!

‘in 1565. Cham

{

Ir the eyeof the newt is pitoutanotior

growth.

ang

supplied by
pa

rapid

a

THE words * selfish” aud ** selfishness”

are not to be found in Shakespeare.

LaoY MoraAx first wrote the word
* talented,”
which Coleridge
stigmatiz

as vile and vulgar,

Ad

iH

Tae word ‘“satellites” had not been
| naturalized

in Pope's time, but was pronounced by him in four syllibles instead

of three.

ih

y

[Answers requested from younger readers.)

soll

RATE IN.CHARGE, by Mrs, Oliphant; Paus,.
NIAS THE SPARTAN, by the late
Ad.yiton;

and His NATURAL LIFE, by Mn
Jlarke,
all paper octavos, and published by Harper &

American readers, will not fail on that account

fory of past colonial days in Australia,and tims
to set forth the working and the resultsof an
English system of criminal transportation, care.
fully considered and carried out under official
supervision; and to illustrate the inexpediency
of again wllowing offenders against the law to
be herded together im places remote from the
wholesome influence of public opinion, and to
be submitted 6 a discipline which must neces.
sarily depend for its just administration upon
the personal character and temper of their Jail.
ers. Hence the work is partly philosopbical,and
merits study, which can mot be said of al
books of its class, The British Government

have ceased to deport the criminals of Eng.
land; but the method of punishment of which
thut

deportation

was

a part

is still

in exist.

ence. As the author says: * Port Blair isa
Port Arthur filled with the Indisn-men instead
of Euglishmen ; and withiu the last year France

has established, at New Caledovis, a penal set.
tlemeat which

will, in the matural courseof

things, repeat in its annals the histor§of Mue-

quarie Harbor and, of Norfolk Island.” The
revelations of the volume are at least horrible
enough to startle one by the bare thought of a
possibility of their truthiulness.~The

volume

by Lord Lytton is an

unfinished historieal ro-

occupied the ‘author

in *‘ Athens, its Rise and

mance, dealing with questions like those that
Fall”

It was found. among: the

late Lord's

evidently

a

lt was

destined

to be

work

turn.

Mr.

Then the

Bennett failed and lost his health.

three girls went about the house-

‘work with, an earnest will, leaving their moth.

] er free to care for their father. .Their grandfather was wealthy, buthe died leaving all the
property to Barbara's uncle. The girls found

4

-

of

rare and clussic interest. The history of Paus
sanlas, the Spartan sscendency over Hellas,
its decline and fall, the commencement of * the
brief and glorious sovereigniy of Athens,” and

subjects like these, are dealt with, and
intelligent

ind

reliable

way.

Ancient

in an
well

known Greek and Spartan heroes figure in the
tule, which is enriched and fortified by quoting
Plutarch, and developed by a master’s hand,
It seems to have been the author's aim to have
made three volumes of the work, but death interposed.

The portion published is, however,

sufficiently full to merit a sepatate issue, it be- '

ing nearly a complete narrative of itself.
Itis
published both in paper and cloth, and sells at
50 cts. and $1.

E. J. Hale & Son, New York, are about to
issue a biographical sketeh of Moody and San
key, with portraits,and a history of their work,
prepared by a gentleman intimately scquaint-

ed with both

of them.

and reliable.

Paper, 50 ets. Cloth

-volume

of

£1.00).

The

sixth

It promises to be full

(12mo.

* MeClintoek

and

Strong's Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological and
Ecclesiastical Literature” is now ready, and

can be had of Harper & Brothers, New

York.

The work 1s one of the best and most comprehensive, of its kind, in the English language.

THE TRIBUNE ALMANAC for 1876, lately
publisked, contains the official vote of each

county in New York

-

for Governor for the Jast

three years, and of each Congressional district
for the last three bienmiul elections, with the
political division of the Legislature avd much
other useful information of the same sort. In
addition there is a great store of statistics about
the votes of other States, and the trade and ins

says,“ The

cents by the

Tribune

Almanac

Tribune, New

is the

largest

York.

PAP
SPY
>

Notes.
The Congregational Publishing Society wil)
hereafter cull itself the Boston Publishing Society.

The Harper Brothers, New York,have made
the stereotype plates from which a number of
books have been printed in England.
The Methodist Book Concern is to publish an
eseay written by the Rev. W. B. Slaughter in
opposition to thé nebular hvpotheésis. He calls
the volume, with a touch of satire, *‘ The
Modern Genesis.”
}
Miss Wood, who translated ** The Dead Cities

of the

Zuyder

Zee,” is writing

a

life of

Haus Christian Andersen,
Tue first edition of the poems of George D.
Prentice, edited by Mr. Platt, was exhausted’
at once by the local

demand, and

the publish-

ers, Robert Clark & Co., of Cincinnati, are
now printing a second edition.
The works of Charles Dickens are about to
be translated into Portuguese and published in

?

Lisbon, with a view of ** imparting a healthier

tone to the light literature of Portugal.”
Harper & Brothers publish George Eliot's,
Edward Jenkins’s, and Wilkie Collins’s new
works as “Copyright, 1876,by Harper & Bros.”
The claim ig that since the firm have purchased the MSS.by payment to the English authors, they are owners
of the property, and entitled as citizens of the WU. 8. to copyright
protection. The law,as amended some time ago,

permits either authors or owners to claim copyright: As the office of the Librarian of Oongress Is in this

matter purely

clerical, the va-

ity of this claim can ‘be tested only in the
courts, If it sbould be upheld, the present ‘

a more.recent will which left a large farm to
Mr. Benuett, so. Barbara takes a journey to
her uncle’s to demand the farm. While there
the will is stolen from her. She returns and
while the family are in sorrow over the loss +|
the long absent son appears, He was enticed

tional copyright, for the English author or
owner would simply be obliged to. sell his

en thousand dollars “stolen from him. His
turn lifted all the shadows, ' He bought the

dummy,or obtain gopyright through a rember

copyright law would virtually permit

interna.

property to an American citizen to obtain the

advantage of full rights. The purpose of the

into a liquor saloon, on his way from the bimk, larger publishing houses. to. prevent English
and the money was stolen from bim. In his
grief and mortification he shipped for Califor publishers holding. this market against them
would not be fulfilled by this construction, be
nia and went into the mines, where he worked
cause
an English house could nominally transuntil he was able to bring back three times the
old farm for the family, Mr, Bennett regained
his health, and pence reigned over the any

homestead.

‘

hele

n)

fer ownership to apy American citizen as a

of their house naturalized;as an American’
cit»
zen,
\
hapa
A work by Gen. Francis A. Walker, on
‘‘ Wages and the Wages Class,” is promised for
publication this spring by’ Henry Holt & Co.

Robert Carter & Brothers issue another of
the works of Rev. Dr. Madunff, that ' volumi- Gen, Walker has aléo prepared ‘mapd showing
‘mous writer of spiritual and devotional books, population, growth, &eq; for the Metis “ HistoIt {s’entitied THE GATES OF PRATSE, and conry of the United States,” it Freeniuws' Histor
tains about. seventy brief poems, songs, and fecal Course.
\ Cw embarnd JC1
/

4

;

In the line of fiction We have also Tre Cy.

book of its size in the language.” It will be
sent, postpaid, to any address,on receipt of 25

praying for

and, after batch-

.

re

Sheldon &

menced evangelizing, and wishing for tracts to

ing their oroad lhe

pi fants perooived that

York:

dustry of the world—In shortas an Ohio paper

ing interested in the Crimean war he felt that
there lay his path of duty. While he was

of wind

himself a)

NeW

was twenty-two determined to devote himself
to winning souls to Christ. He at once com-

goldfinches had built their nest on a small

branch

page of it, for ‘he will find

resistibly held to it.
Co.
;

author of» papers after his death, and is edited by bis son,

By the

ete.

Acts

Caster & Brothers. 16mo. pp. 226. ($1.00).
The great favor with which those excellent
little books, ‘‘ Peep of Day,” * Precept upon

FACTS.
Great-Salt

We make

#8 a noun, meant cir
(Ex, 27:5; 83:4); and to

low; * but the shells came
---0-b
TT
3
’

dullness in it. If one doesn’t wish to read it ho
should guard hgainst letting his eye fullioh o

of a favored reception. It has
to do with thé bs.

A weekly lesson of six worlfs would

THE STORYOF THE APOSTLES;

idl

lished in book form, and makes one of the
noticeable novels of the season. There jis po

classes.

Of old Euphrates, etc.

off ‘some of

He

peitred as a serial in the Galaxy, is now pubs

Brothers, Mrs, Oliphant has a reputation a
a story writer that will sufficiently sttract read.
ers to ber latest novel. That by Mr. Clarke,
although he. is comparatively a new writer to

break any?” ‘asked his mother, when he
told her ofit.. **No,” said the little fel
em.”

DEAR LADY DISDAIN, Justin McCarthy

thoroughly readable story which has lately aps

and the endorsement by Dr, Conant Is sufficientto ‘recommend it to any of our schools.
We can but repeat
ish of the author in
the preface, that it
might be studied generally
in Sunday schools and Bible classes. At least
it would be a profitable exercise for teachers’

at

the Pere-Lachaise Cemetery with the object of restoring the tombs of Moliere and

A‘litdle boy carrying some
from the shop dropped them.

tempted in the Bible Word-Book,

book :
,
Compass,
And from thence we fetched n
compass and came to Rhegium.—Acts 28:13.

;

bd
ore

has at-

several quotations, taken at random, which
will show in some measure the value of the

:

his future greatness.

This is the

wolk which Prof. Swinton successfully

carry a scholar through in a year.

Upon this the master said he would not
do for a linen’ manafacturer.
But that boy became the Rev. Dr, Adam
Clarke, and the strict principle of honesty
of his youthful age laid the foundation of

.

in the midst of other work, and that sufficient.
1y accounts for a lack of fivish thut now ang
o- them appears in them. ($1.00),

to this effort a rich experience among the idioms and grammar of the Evglish language,

Adan,

baring when a bypuh

a

Edited by Prof. T.J.

translation, removes all difficulty.

the

“Yes,” interrupted the dying man in a
In rummaging for keys and purse he
RoGER always accented ‘‘ balcony” on
weak, quavering voice and with eyes that had struck the sleeping squirrel, of whose the second syllable.
‘
bad fixed for a ‘moment on the speaker strange habits with regard to’ his bed- | A MODERATE wind blows 7 miles per.
low | aad then resumed their restless wander- room he had not been aware, Not liking to hour. A ‘storm moves 86; a hurricane
Doing. ‘Yes (catching at the word that be thus suddenly ‘woke up, the little ani- 10.
rh
ELAS
(LW
8 ol Ra
"was strongest in. his own
delirious mal gave the thief 50 sharp a bite on his
ng love.
thoughts) my son.
Basil's my
son. thumb that he could not forbear yelling
|
[Answers in two weeks.) . ..
He got money himself—by hard work— with pain, and the master of the house, |
A
rw
U6 0 | we B00 LG
brute beast ever see ab angel?
to save walking the money enough to go-to college. I don’t alarmed at the unusual sound, came into Be1. Rida
the wods,
yugh
i
t was the first prophecy of the
Jongeér’ distance which an angle in the s'pose he is riclr. “He got prayers himself the room armed with the poker, just as |
13...
Who
‘took Judas's place among “the
—enough
for
himself
and
to
spare
for
cotbrown
the {hief was escaping through the win¢ |
highway made between the‘under
gwelved: i
Leia
si
suRIE elu
his
other
folks,
T
Wish
I
could
see
him,
He'd
building
barn
Gow
on
tr
Sama
a
ATW
the
and
| tage
:

Sol

Swinton,

iid

:
:
THE great storm which carried away above. ,
Minot’s
Ledge light house, on the coast
pocket; carrying always in his ‘mouth a of Mass.,. in 1851, washed: a- block of: BARBARA. By the author of * Silent Tom.”
rN
D. Lothrop & Co. 16mo. pp. 861.
good supply of the tow, which he had pre- granite wéighing
L seven “tons, be
‘tween
400
and
500
feet
towards
the
shore.
pared and rolled (ogether beforehand, and
Barbara is a story which girls will enjoy.
The three sisters, who represent the leading
“with which he contrived to make in the This shows whut the waves can do.
THE common house plant, fuchsia,is al- characters, are sensible, wide-awake girls,who
pocket the cosiest night's lodgings in the
most - universally mispronounced, The seem to have stepped into the story from ev
correct pronunciation is not as if spelled ery-day life. Their father, Mr. Bennett, long
Great results followed from this habit Juzhia but fooksia. The plant
was named
.of the squirrel’s, as you shall hear. A in honor of Leonkard Fuchs, one of the before the opening of the story, was wealthy
and ‘prosperous, but at a time of financial emhouse-breaker, watching his opportunity, Fathers. fo Sem botany, who was born barrassment he sent his son to get a ten thouin
Swabia,
1601,
and
died
at
Tubingen,
selected an especially dark night for getsand dollar check cashed. The boy did not rethe coat, and take up bis quarters

:

He was growing weaker, the delirium
less wild, ~ His incoherent mutterings
became more intelligible.
He groped

I s’pose there a'n’t but two places for Him
to choose between. 1 s'pose hell's the
place where they curse and swear. I've
allus done so. May he I should forget
and do so if I found myself in the good
place. I don’t know what's ‘expected ot

of the Holy Ghost

}

Souls do not dié. ‘His mind would
come back again ‘somewhere.
Where
‘would it be?‘ No ‘hope”’—out’ of the

the

from the Utah Lake (which is 100 above
when or where it may be bitten, nor by the level of the Great Salt Lake) on the
what kind of teeth. ' The following story south, through the river Jordan, and the
is translated from the German of Agnes Wear river on the north, besides other
streams. . There is no known outlet, yet
Stein :
“
.
:
‘
An apothecary had a tame squirrel, the water does not appear to become any
which he was in the frequent habit of re- less salt. The water is said to have been
galing with nuts, and which he used to gradually rising for many years past, and
keep in his own private room adjoining is now from 10 to 15 feet higher than in
his shop. The little fellow was allowed 1850.
plentyof liberty, for the door of his cage | Colonel Fremont first explored and
was frequently left open, and used to described this lake in 1843. It was surclimb up doors and windows, and spring veyed by Capt. Stansbury in 1849.
Salt Lake City, which takes: its name
thence upon his master’s hand.
;

:

or

chunged, Li Jo

of the meaning of the words at the time of

there-

he refused to pull.

BY

from a heart greatly enriched by the presence
of the Holy Spirit. They were mostly written

and peculiar Bible terms. There often occur
in a Sunday school lesson difficult passages
which neither the inquiring student nor careful teacher can answer, when an explanation

pull I”
The boy said, * I can’t.”
* Why not P” said the master,
‘“ Because it is wrong,” said Adam, and

state of dilapidation.

Dave

memorial odes, such as could only have come

.

ers, 16mo. pp. 106. ($1.00).
Prof.
Swinton has
rendered the Sunday
school a valuable service in publishing this lit

was

places, and a dishonest hand never knows

ed. ¢ Be a man, sir, and go up.. Do you
g'pose I've worked ‘round bnildings for
sixty years and don’t know yet how a
staging ought to look, Go up, or go off,
sir;
we
don’t want
puling babies

meaning,

other, He then said, “Pull, Adam, pull!”

level of thé sea.

A SQUIRREL AND A BURGLAR.

coat.

He

and

said,

v

Conant, D. D, New York: Harper & Broth-

upon unrolled thé cloth, taking hold of

The Master again

which

By. Willlat

the master thought that it might be made

3

neck of the “pin, ‘and,’ attempting to
with'it; she soon pulled its head off;
threw it'into the dirt by ‘the side of
broken needle.
3 ARS

ings, who

who

longer by a little stretching.

3TAT23

Whil they, wee thus conyersing
» ite
girl entered, and," Biettaking, 10, 861
she very soon broké off fhe
|fh Ayh
eye. Then she tied the thread afound

perienced and fearful workman declaring
the stagings ‘afforded too precarious a
footing, and that unless they were broadened by the addition of another plank, he
should not trust himself to their holding ;
while the others, employing in his behalf
such nursery rhetoric -as ‘ his mother’s
precious darling,” stood under the cespised stagings with suspended hammers,
Sol Plansaw thrust his pipe into the
ragged pocket of his coarse, brown

nice, and prove it;” answered

have no eye?”
*‘ What is the use of an

“ Yes, We

away

staging’s

“if you

I

‘His employes—an' inex-

‘“ Go up yourself if the

plied the needle, rather sharply,

more work
needle.

instead of

merit. ' If Christ

here.”

re-

“I am more active, and can go through

not smoothen and had not left with the
Peace-giver, had gathered there.
He reached the site of the barn to find

carpenter,

head,”

pin, * if there is always something in it?”

all the knots of his life, which he could

*¢ Nice

of your

property

he was at work there, a piece of cloth was
wanted to be sent out, which was short of
the length that it ought to have been ; but

‘but the boy stood still.

folded as it
eternity—un-

¥

tle volume of about three hundred obsolete

Ireland,

ter-builder of Vinton was
went into the unknown

headP”
“ What is the use

Terms

ANEODOTE.
There was a lad, in

rod

BIBLE WORD-BOOK : A Glossary of Scripture

No creature is too small sooner or later
to be of use.— Universalist.

one end of it himself,

“ what you are good for, and how you expect to get through the world without a

different person from Sol Plansaw hugging his sins here in’ the ‘woods. The
whitest soul that lives is so by grace and

disorder among

squirrel had saved his: master’s
by lodging in his coat-pocket.

as that in which the soul of the aged mas-

¢ 1 should like to know," said the pin,

on his rugged face as grim and hard as if

HIGHTS AND HOLLOWS OF VINTON.

The dying

to quarrel, as idle folks are apt to do.

from him and rustling the dry '1éavés rendered the reply of Dea. Phatis 'anintélligible to the old° man on the log, and a
turn in the road carried them qnite beyond further hearing, leaving So! Plansaw apparently as before, with the kuots

The fate that rules your ‘modest lot,

Like rustic maids that meekly stand

to

a work basket, and both being idle, began

even if

blowing

LR

‘The put to work at a linen factory, and while

"A pin and a needle, being neighbors in

“ You forget, Brother Bee, that Sol
Plansaw at the feet of Christ would Lea

A sudden gust of wind

1 want

THE PIN AND THE NEEDLE.

is able to save unto the uttermost™—

So, while these truths you vaguely guess,

He a'n’t here.

Where—when—if—."

and best. Thank God, the One to whom
it is not unknown is the Christ.

into it that de-

faith, and not of its own

afire.

known;to Basil, unknown to earth”s wisest

coming down into this muddy hollow? It
would be injustice to them thal Rive lived

‘What sorrow, too, aud bitter fess;

set nothin’

man could not recognize him, could not

enjoyment of

sea,

back—

understand his words. '
;
In all his struggling life never before
had Basil Plansaw knelt before the merciful Father with such anguished pleading

you'd got rid of your earthly vexations
and could do it standing ona golden

But you in lowly calm abide,

to

come

words were again incoherent,

worldly prosperity would be vastly better
off here, since here they can take the law
of offenders against law, and keep out of
the way of offenders against taste.
* Would you be as happy as yoy expect
to be in the other world, Dea, Pharis,
shaking hands with Sol Plansaw,

In costliest urns their colors rest;
They beam on beauty’s fragrant breast!

oui not

let me into it?

er Bee. With him all things are possible.”
*“ And with him all things are reasonable, or the weary and the heavy laden
would be as badly off in ano r world as

righteous who

In tangled hedge or leafy lane,
Fair wild rose thickets, youn unfold
Those pale pink stars with hearts of gold!

louk

ask him.

have faith that it is only for a little time,
while there it would be forever—and the

How sweetly, by dim woodland ways,

Family

only

they are here—worse, because’ now they

On long, serene midsammer days.
Of ripening fruit and yellowed grain,

Witernry Bebreto,

the capital by their cackling, so the little

Does Latin tell about heaven? Should I
spoil heaven for you, Basil, if God should

* We mast nt limit God's mercy, Broth-

There are three times three.

Silly old hen,

4

candle iu the attic if you'll

years. The frost is as white in his heart
as it is on his head,
The eleventh hour
is always a dim one, and out of his own
mouth have come the plagues that multiply thick darkness between him and every star of hope.”

‘We want some new eggs

“F don’t

see how Latin’s goin" to help you to split

solicit

IN“ Too much to hope fer, after all these

And feels very vain.
Little Blue-eyes,
Look sharp in the hay;

+L 4 —+

I'll get a new grammer for you.

“Very, very. Yet by the grace of God
@yh a son may reclaim even such a fa
peher."”

To tell it so plain;
She's laid a new egg,

The watchman happened to be passing,
the unwelcome guest was given into cns-

Come back, Basil; I'm soreyI burned. it. tody; and as the geese ai Rome had saved

see such a father of such a son.”

Foolish old hen

i

more time to study "fore he ran away.—

Widow Aye to * open her house” for a
district meeting.
‘ Basil Plansaw’s a man such as any
family might be proud to claim.
Sad to

Peep and peer about;
There is a secret,
Try and find it out.

«

pervision, was pausing to fili his smokestained : pipe, belore leaping the fence
which separated the woodland from the
road, when Dea. Pharis and a brother
pillar of Vinton church, unconscious of his

—
————

a
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stain
Whut looks to thy dim eyes a
re light may only be
jod’
field
A In Gods Dut ry some TL
vield,
and J Arie
faint hg
only An
‘Where thou worouldst fort

ce

A

When Capt. Collier, of Brooklyn, was
dage, whereas they ought to consist of converted, he knocked in the heads of his
146,096 days, 21 hours, 46 minutes, 40 ligoor casks, and emptied their contents
seconds, an error of about alday in 4,000 into the sewer, and absolutely refused to
ears
; hlarciysdbpno. the let the old liquor saloon, except with a
|
ng
throwi
balloon
a
like
is
man
The dying
a en hE i ulely perfect,
The Julian covenant that it should not be used in the

out ballast.

The absence of great vices is the small virtue
of many.
The mind grows narrow in’ proportion as the
soul grows corrupt.~ Rousseau.
_ It is a common law of'vature, which no time
will ever change, that superiors shall rule
their inferiors —IDionysins.
attr
1D
yr:

dd

:

The oid man looks down and thinks of the
everywhere

looks

~The child

a

are

And there
thinks of nothing,
many children in the world,

of

thinks

The young man looks up and

past.

the future.

and

great

There are not a few muladies of mind and
body which would rapidly disappear on ém-~

barking in a successful

i

or on being promoted, to a
distinction and power.—Dr.

position 0
'W,

res

of ease,
all.

It is thie characteristic .of intense passion Jn
many natures not to calculate.
* Anger, for
example, does not ask for satisfaction in gold
or silver; iL feels and resents a wrong that is
infinite. Love demands the etérnal
blessed.
ness of the thing loved; it. feels, and delights
to feel, that it is itself infinite, and cin never
end;”

and so these

passions

of

ours,

are, as

Frederick Robertson has finely said,
‘‘.outTws of tini@ and space,” uncaiculating, disdaining the bounds of the world.—Prof. Edward Dowd
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1 PHIS YEAR?
“

TTY

!

$41]

*

:

Some of our readers will reply, because
it is * Leap Year.” The answer is gaite

right as to the faet, but it doh riot gi
1

The

late

Rev.

Dr.

the lengthof this period and

called it 365

days. This was donk in the following
manner: They observed that as the sun
rose earlier or later -he appeared at differeny points in the horizon. Let us Shp

pose that on a certain day

in March t

sun rose just opposite a certain tree in the
horizon. Every day thereafter he would
rise at a pointa little to the north of the
tree for about ninety days; then his place
ofrising would for other ninety days gradually approach the place in the horizon
where the tree stood. It would then pass
“that point, rising daily more and more to
the south of the point where the tree
stood, till in ninety days more the sun
would reach its most southerly
rising-

point on the horizon. Then % would
begin to retrograde, and in 365 days from
the time when the first observation

was

just

had

made the sun wonld again appear to rise

marked

opposite

on

the

tree

which

the horizon.

we

This method

was no doubt sufficiently rude, but it
gave the approximate length of the year.
As more accarate methods
be
to
employed by the Greeks they found that
365 days did not really express the correct length of the year,
y found that
on the
365th day the sun fell a little short

of rising at the place he had risen at 365

days previously, and that on the 366th day
he rose at a point beyond it. In fact,
that on the 365th day the year was not
quite done, and that on the 366th day it
was more than done. They also observed that the point at which the sun appeared to rise on the 866th day was
about three times as far distant from. the
standard-paint on the horizon as the
point at which he had risen on the 865th
day ; hence they concluded that 365 1-4
days was the correct length of the year.
Nature's

year,

then,

consisted,

it" was

seen, of days and parts of a day, while
our year must consist of whole
days. If
we call our year 365 days, then it will be
six hours too short; and if we call it 366

days, it will be eighteen hours too long,
In the former case we should gain on

Nature ong

latter wa

day in

id

1

four,

years... In the

i

As

lh

r

years.
ld either
it ‘wou
ne
pass that January - would: ‘By-and-by

0
be

the mid-summer mapth, and June fot
mid-winter
; but as this would evidently
be ABOVE and perplexing,

gradually

: and

shift everything

would

from its’ true

anniversary, the Romans fell on the "ex-

pedient of making thvee short years
one long one, then three shot years

and
and

a long one, and so;on, that is three years

of 865 days and one of 366 days.”
4 years x 365 1-4 days

865 ® 365 M 365 M 366 days
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= 148 1
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1

dn
r

time of Julins
Cesar as the
oning, under the name of

Calendar,”

days.

correct reckFe Jian

To dispose of the odd.

ihe 24th of Febru

ourth

yf!

== 1461 days.

year, and the.

was

day,

doubled’ every

d

was cailed bissextile. ny

rok

t

orpose

star,

EO
REPS JETT

Hon the dalbdar nS
ept somewhat

in

ruary every fourth

intervening years +

y ‘whereas

nary

liament. enacted that 11 days shouldbe Lord: Anditis as certain as the unomitted after the 2d of September, 1752; ehangeableness of God, that they will not
and that the 8d day shoud be the 14th; succeed any better than did Ananias and
in other words, that the ** Gregorian Cal- Sapphira—certainly not with the Lord,

though they ‘may

endar,” or New Style, should. be adopted.
If it be asked why the month of February
the

Roman

year

that

they had

BE

tr

A

eH

PSP AM; LP. PSH.

MONT ST. MIOHEL.
And what is St, Michel ? A sanctuary

anciently - be-

appropripted too

deceive Peter.—ZRev,

Lyman Abbott in the Congregationalist.

should have at best fewer days than any
other month, the reason appears to be

from time immemorial. Its rocky summit rising into the air—first crowned
with Druidical remains, later with a Roman temple, and lastly with a Christian
church—has been in turn the shrine of

many

days for the preceding
months, and thus
the last one was deprived of its proper
share. We earnestly hope that those poor

rens, made by the lineal descendants, no
doubt, of the old -forest rabbits of the
Philadelpbia has a population of near mainland. As we look up at the wonly 800,000, and it lives in an area of 129 drous pile from the sands, and note the
1-8 square miles. The city bas 1,000 mighty walls and towers bebind which
miles of streets and toads opened for use, nestles for protection the little town, the
and over five hundred of these are paved. eye measures those ancient granite massThe earth beneath conceals and is pene- es, as solid and colossalas the rock on
trated by 134 miles of sewers, over 600 which they stand, and is fairly bewildermiles of gas mains, and 546 miles of ed at the adrupt elevation, one above the
water pipes. It has over 212 miles .of other, of castle and monastery, until, on
city rays and nearly 1,794 city rail- the summit of the whole, a vast cathedral,
roads daily ; 2025 boilers; over 400 pub- wonderful to behold even in its decabutlic schools, with suitable buildings, and dence, leaps into the air with flying
And
who
over 1,600 teachers, and over 80,000 pu- tress, pinnacle, and spire.
pils.
‘It has
over 84,000 bath-rooms, built it, and how was it built? We know
most of which are supplied with hot where the granite came from; but how
water, and for the use of the water at low were the immense blocks floated over from
rates the citizens pay more than a half the neighboring Rochers de Cuncales,
million dollars; it has over 400 places of hardly visible in the remote distance ?
publie worship, and accommodations in How were they got across that shallow,
them for 800,
parsons; it bas nearly treacherous tide, or how, when the sea
prevented from
9,000 manufactories, with a capital of went ‘out, were they
$185,000,000, employing
145,000 hands, sinking into the Sands? These are light
the annual product of whose labor is over matters, as the student of St. Michel's
Was not the
$384,000,000.
It exported in 1873 in Mount will soon learn.
over the desvalue over $24,000,
and imported in -great Archangel watching
value. over $26,000,000; the amount for tinies of his shrine ? A string of miracles,
duties in goid was nearly $8,500,000; a group of shining legends, light up the
the real estateas assessed
for taxation, pages of its eventful history. As we
was over $158,000,000 and there was read far back in the past, the colors seem |
all fresh, like the gold and azure of the
collected nearly $9,000,000 for taxes.
ancient missals on the yellow - parchment
of the monastery itself. Thejgood BishMUSIO IN SCHOOLS.
Professor W. L. Smith in a paper on op St. Paterne, of Avranches, (sixth
century,) sent through
the forest of
a ** Plea for Music in Schools” says:
Quoquelund his band of pious workmen,
Another claim that we make for the who cleared part of the rock, and foundstudy of music is that it promotes instead ed two churches to Sts. Symphorien and
of retards advavcement im other studies; Stephen, and a monastery.
St Scubilion
and that pupils in schools where vocal was the first abbot, but the Christian legmusic. is carefully and
systematically end begins only after the washing away
taught, are found, as a rule, to be more of the forest in the seventh century.
proficient in their other studies than in Then it was that St. Michel twice visited
schools where its study is neglected. This St. Aubert, (A. D. 708,) Bishop of Avisin
a great measure owing to the fact ranches, and pointed to the isolated rock
that habits of close atlention, quick per- as his chosen sanetuary. The holy man,
ception, and analylies! thought are re- mistrusting such visions, opened his Bible
quired in the study of music, and be- and meditated on St. John's words, ‘‘ Because of iis attractive and pleasing char- loved, believe not every spirit, but try
acter, they are quite easily secured. Pu- the spirits.” "Again he fell asleep, and
pils who have formed such habits are this time ' St. Miehiel pushed him rough:
always found to be the béstin all their ly with one finger onthe side of his head,
studies.
Another reason is that an occa- (pulsatur
austerius,)
upbraiding him
sional song or exercise in sloging in the with his sluggish. ineredulity ; and the
schookroom relieves the mind from wea- Bishop arose to found a
church endowed
riness, and in'its stead imparts new vig- with his own lands; and destined to be‘Or.
:
‘come one of the most famous pilgrimages
We next. come to coiisider one of tte’) in Christendom.—Good Words.
toe following
statistics of Philadelphia
bis commercial reports:

in

most important features of our. subject,

0
*+ro

namely, that music, asa means of mental Sicipiime, stands unequalled, . This
arises ofrom the fact, which has. already

measurement of time than had, formerly
been
possible, and these were meg
used
which

is

absolutely’

‘eorrect,”

and

that on a ‘certdin day in March
we observed that the’ sun Tbse exactly. at six
o'clock. ' If we notethe time of its’ rising
365 days thereafter, we shall find that

rises a little after six, and that on the
366th day It Head Alitde fore that hour,
and caledlating exactly we shall find. the
true'l
of the Jo to ‘be 865 ‘days, &

hours 48 tines, B2 seconds. Oyr yeur,
then, is too long by eleven minutes, eight
seconds, or about three-quarters ‘of ‘an
hour in four yéars, or about one. day. in
80 years,

How, then, shall we

proceed

‘to make a correution or this difference

Tetween ji hi
Jeng oo
year?’
, we, call the years
1700,
1800, 1900, oi ought te: be leapy oa

common

years,

a century Cain

oof SOR: Soman A and twentyfour leap years,
MALT
IN. oF

i

¥

n

Wightman,

oh
Com.
of ‘the late Timothy
died

Feb,

22,

A

He

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
LAY Torm w ill open'Mareh
!
4.05
2, 15, ; and close

one

Worthley, of Avon, Maine,

Saiy

The

Summer

close

at

Term

will open

tember 2d.

Jane 15th, and

:

Te November
hal
‘ermih:
will o al Septembe
8
clges

the residence of her niece, Mrs. Phebe A. Sanborn, in Lowell, Muss,, aged T5 years, “Aunt
Sally” was converted and united
with the Free
Baptist church in Phillips, Me., 56 years ago,

‘or

Catalogue, address

the

'

WAL

7th, and
v

iL D,

dgeville, Ind.

and an entreaty for the keyas it, was wash- fuitafu luborer in the cause of Christ. He was » Winter Term | ns, November 8; 1875.
arg
ns Tite
in e
ng and
ing day. This was enough. He arose and the
Spring Termby
'eD. 7, 1816
A
F. B, mee RR ROUSE ‘in’ OE an. Baring:
0
handed out the key, saying, ¢ Go and his long
Christian
life he held many meetings
KINGSBURY
X
B
A ah
i
a
Principal
ol)
let the man out.”
ry’s sweetheart had in bis own and many adjoining towus, and of Latin Greek and Chemistry,
!
p
CYRUS JORDAN; A. M.,
pal of Normal
been imprisoned all night in the coal ¢los- through his labors many have been led to seek

et, as the minister shrewdl7 suspected,
where Pyramus and Thisbe-like, thoy had
‘breathed their love through-the key-hole.
This story comes from Iowa, and is
about a young farmer who a ‘number of
years ago dislocated his limb, which was
not
properly reduced, and left his leg two
inch€8 short, which was lengthened out
with cork sole and heel, A few days ago

®@brtwaries,

PARTICULAR NOTICE!.
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany
them with cash equal to ten cents a line, to
insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially

important, Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary,

Verses are

inadmissible.

Christ,

Though

yet he was patient.

told of that peace of mind

of lungs,
43
years,

He was a son of

Eld.

minister among the Freewill Baptists of Ohio.
Among the many he baptized and received

into: the church, was his sun Silas, who embraced Christ at the early age of about thirteen

years, and united withthe

F.

church,

a

Lizzie Thomas, in

West Woodville,

place, Nov. 28, 1861.

worthy

B.

which he remained

Dudley

was

He

Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral

severe,

Science.

hé

felt within,

Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

Geometry and Botany,
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies,
Board for clubs, either for
és or gentlemen,
from
1. to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
including’
, ete, from
$2.50to $3.50 per week.
For further
particulars, a
8 the

he

deeply feels her affliction, has lost an affectionate husband, the children a kind father, the
meetings at this place their maiv support, and
the town one of its most honored

ed citizens.

and

PER PARNELL: Pikteterd, Me.

(\

respect-

Ob, may all those who mourn his

death, try to be reconciled with this thought,
that their loss is to him eternal gain.

v

MISS LIZZIE
assistants,

GEO. PLUMMER.

.

Mrs. EL1za, wife of 'M. F. Champlin and
daughter of William and Aun Hills, died at
Elwood, Feb.

Aug. 6, 1807.

15.

She

Being

was

born

at

atan

early age she gave her heart to God,but never

fully united with any church till Sept. 3, 1849,
when she and her husband were baptized by
Elder
Nichols and united with the Free Baptist church at Ames, to which

she

was

A fond and loving mother, a

W}

husband and

two sons who

member

foreed; into those

habits

which

*

form the

:

AMERIOAN SAULS,

I read not

Jong since

the story

Spans
poems who accumulated
immenge fortune by his profession.

of

He was about to die,

was ill at ease,

He summoned

129

ent in 140

plants,

for teas

Tannin

is

pres.

caoutchouc in 96, gutta

of

J

Spring Term

kind,

14th,

a soap; 260 contain weaving
fibers; 44
fibers used. iin - paper: making; 48 give
roofing materials; and 100, are. employed

into mer-

Order, who bore him to his last resting place.
A large
concourse of friends assembled to pay
their last tribute of respect to one whom they
loved. Bro. Dudley
was a kind and affectionate husband, and
a loving father.
Ina
word, he was much devoted to his family, and
respected and esteemed by many.
He was a
quiet, energetic and enterprising citizen; an
active, prompt and obliging business man; and
as a Christian,
alive to the interests of the
cause. Though a man of few words, yet willling to bear his share of the burdens and re-

sponsibilities of the church.- Our last conversa-

tion withhhim was in reference to the intérests
of the church.
We were not with him in his
last sickness, but were informed that he said,
* I donot know how this will terminate, but
all is well.” The deceased leaves a companion,
two daughters, two brothers, one of whom is a
Freewill
Baptist minister, three sisters, an
aged mother anda large circle of relatives.
The family, together with the church, feel that
they sustain a great loss in his death, but believe it to be his eternal gain.
May the bereaved prove God’s grace sufficient, and realize the consoling promises of the gospel,in this

unexpected hour of deep afiliction.
A. M. SIMONTON.

He

a friend

for hurdles and cORgES. Jn; building, 740
plants are used, and there are 615 known

W.

CHASE,

pronounced on him the blessing of the
church, and I supposélie died in peace;

at least fu such pence as it~ was possible
for the church to bestow upon him.
He
wag a Spanish Saul,

WARE

Buu I think I have met Sauls, and vary

church,

He professed religion at
and lived a consistent

poisorious plants.

Odé of ‘the most grat-

yet be¢n discovered.

Ledger.

to mourn.

Etva, Me.,

Dec. 8,

W. ANDREWS,

PERRY SELBY died in Lodi, ‘O., Noy, 13,
1875, aged 51 years, 7 months and 8 days.
He
experienced religion about eighteen years ago.
but never puited with suy, church,
Thelast

year of his

life

he was

much

afflicted,

was finally strickén ‘down with a
paralysis. He was much esteemed as

but

stroke of
a. neighs

| bor and citizen. Toward the close of his life
he delightedin going to church; and was often
Mr. Donald Gv Mitehéll had * an! amus- “heard
to say that he enjoyed himselt well. He
ing encounter witha snobbish Yale stu- leaves a wile with other distaht relatives to
‘dent recently.
A correspondent of Zhe mourn their loss, which is bis gain,
vB. VJ. TEWKSBURY.
‘Springfield Dgpudlican § ves it ‘as fol-

The Americ n Sal pays. wash | lows: *“ A'Yale student, riding out to

ORTHWOOD

SEMINARY

woop, N. H.

Miss HANNAH GRANT, daughter of Harthe, icoips., their icall ' lately” on the" charming bevy’ of’ ley-and Jemima Grant, died ‘in Dyer Brook,
Mes Feb, 16,
aged 19, years, and 11 months.
y'and puts the re- daughters’ that cheer the heart nnd home
embraced Chri in youth and united with
sults of thie octible wiint ato. his, own Lof the farmer of Edgewood; found a man She
the F. B. church’ in Dyer Brook, Of SX uieh ghe
dressed in rough clothes at work near the

posed. gardener. 4 Well, then, .hove's a,
His clerks scowl at dime for Lig said Yalengian, "remount-

and generous to subscription-papers,

contribution-boxes.

the mention-of bis name;
|

but it figures

ing.

The money was declined,

and the

augls

SRING TERM of 1876 begins February 22.

F. L. EVANS,

or further

.—NORTH-

A. B,, Prinsipal.

\

“bring
Term
of ‘eleven weeks,
Wednesday, February 24, 1876.

CHAIoN

ATES

remained a worthy member 6ill death, In her
sickness she
yet felt to murmur, . Our sister is the second
that has been dismissed by
ideath from our clitirch.
We feel to mourn
our loss. ; She leaves a large circle ol Wisniin.

COLLEGE

Faculty :
A, M., Principal.

Miss LILLIAN S. ABBOTT, Precepiress.
Miss S. ALMA PENDEXTER, Associate,

Fullonton, Lewiston,

Miss LELIA E. FOLSOM, Teacher of Music.
Mg. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship.
With a full complement of competent assistants.

TERM

begins

Tuesaay,

10 PER

Aa-Clergymen’s

children

and students

relyin,

on their own exertions for an education, receiv
at reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

families;

in

clubs

at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfboarding.

For full particulars
send for catalogue,

in regard to the School
I. W. SANBOKN,
Se¢’y. Board of Trustees.
Lvndonville, Vt.. 1875.
31
LATIN

CENT.

Improved Farm First Mortgage Seupon Bonds
Guaranteed. We loan not to exc
one-third of
the value ascertained by personal inspection. In
many years’ business have never lost a dollar, We
pay he interest promptly, semi-annually, in New
ork. No customer of ouys
ever waited a day for
interest, not even dypifig the hardest time that
Kansas is likely ever to see. Her
prosperity is
now certain, Send for particulars.
erencesin
every State in the Union.
o
J.B. WATKINS & CO.
Lawrence, Kansas.
Aa-Collections throughout the West a ispetiaity.

November
30,

begins Tuesday, March 8, 1876,

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Advgrtisgments.

study :—Classical,
School first class

ear, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.

SPRING TERM

Maine.

3

im every particular. Library and Reading Room
tree to students. School Building new and commodious.
INTER

THEOLOGICAL .

SCHOOL.,—FALL TERM, 1875.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Au
ust 2ith, For further information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney,
D. D., or Professor John

G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.

1875.

SEMINARY,

For circulars, address the Principal.
augll
eare, N. H,

1; YSpoN LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

School
FALL

the Principal,

Weaze, N. H.
Winter Term
Tuesday, Decemter 5, 875.
~H.S.COWELL, A. B., Principal.

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

Three
comiplete courses of
Scientific, and Ladies’ course,

address

GROVE

J

commences

For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.

J.S. BROWN,

information

or,
WARREN F088, Secretary.
Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.

‘Wanter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesday, December 1,

v4

MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,

SCHOOL.—FRITZ

A. M,, Principal, with

Teacher of Piano-Forte

three Assistants.

SILVER

MORNING

and Singing.

STREET.

SCHOOL

Dover, Dec. 15, 1875.

AS

USUAL.

:

51

SUI GENERIS.

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

CABINET .
NS.
UNEQUALED
Wei

TRVING B. SMITH,

APHAM INSTITUTE.—NORTH SCITUATE, R,I.—1lhis Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and
Ladies” Collegiate course of study.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
W. 8, Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
,
MissAbbie E.Jenness, Preceptress.
Lr
ASSISTANTS.
|.
A.T. Sally, A.B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold,
CALENDAR,
Fall Térm'begms Aug. 25, 1875,
Fall Term closes Nov, 29, 1875.
Winter Term begins Dec. 8, 1875,
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876,
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877,
For further particulars

North Scituate, R. I.

address

:

the

THRRR
A
G
H
S
T
AAAS
xo DIPLOMA OF HONOR =
VIENNA; 1873; PARIS, 1867.
UNL

ine

VER vate

in

Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both
hemispheres, to! be umrivaled.
See

Principal,

ttn9

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,~FLEM-

INGTON, TAYLOR

CO,, WEST VIRGINIA

INSIST

This Institution offers to students important
aud peeuliar advantages. For particular informs
ation send for a Circular to
REV, W, COLEGROVE, A, M., President.

ILLSDALE

COLLEGE.~~The

location

is

excellent,

and

with

the

MISSIONS

new

buildings, every facility for study and improves
4
JOM
men 3 futnished: Ex
ages Irth s1 A
rendere
ents’
| prep:
JOSEP INE Br, doi ber o Jonathan Y.
and. er.x) ie Oheiat an isMinistry.
:
ied
Hunna Ww. Wentworth died in Wotliaton
catalogues or other information, address
'‘Hights,
.5 Jan. 24,aged!26 yeurs,2 months, |D. For
W.
C.
DURGIN,
President,
or
L.
P.
REYNOLDS,
and 12 days, For years an invalid, but ever Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich,
hopetul and cheerful, she was the light of the
Hillsdale, Mich. une 22, 1875.

on having a Mason & Hamlin. Do not
takeany other,
for selling

tnferior

reason ofien ry very, hard
to sell something else,

N

Ww

So © an

next

term and year of this Institution will
commence Mar. 1%, 1876, with 4 Board of twenty
Prolessors and Instructors. There are eight de.
partments and courses of study, There are five
Yell Bastained Literary Societies, with libraries.
he College Library contains four thousand vol
ames, There 18 also a Theological Librask:
The

OMIM

fa Europe, or which present such ex
inary excellence as to command a wide sale there. ( »
S awarded highest premiums at IndusALW
trial Expositions,
in Americn
as well as.
Europe. . Out of hun
there have hot been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinionsof more
than One Thousand (sent free).
3

EST

es;

pocket.
Then he pays liberal donations
to religious enterprises, and satisfies. his entrance of the place. . * Here, old fellow,
own conseience and sometimes
the con: hold my hotrse,* cried “Yalensiaf, = + Are
sciénce of the modern Samuel, who is, the ladies ut’homie P” said he,’ a4 “the per
less exacting, or less. keen-sighted, than son-addressed took hold of the animal, as
his protege; * This . American’ Saul fs the nider : dismounted. ' ¢ No,’ Nir; you
will not find them, ab home,’ suid the suphard and exacting in his counting-roor

March

1876.

Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting ifistruction ina thor.
ough and practical manner, by the use ot the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons,

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Lebanon.

W. BALDWIN,

Her end was peaceful and triumH, E.

BEearaiM Loup died in

mmences

commen

For circulars write to the Presiden., Rev. Q, E.

The location of this school, near the college
and theological school, affords many advantages
in the 84th yeur of her age.. In early life she which
are very important to students during their
gave her heart to Christ and was baptized by preparatory
course.
The
special work of the
Eld. J. Bullock:
Through. her long life she school is to prepare students
for college, and
was a devoted, consistent Christian, a warm every effort is made to do this in as thorough a
friend to the benevolent and progressive moye- manner as possible. Expenses are moderate,
ments of the’denomination.
“The children, so Send for a catalogue,
Lewiston,
Me,
A.M, JONES, See.
; curly lefizh the widow’s eare, rise up and eall

1875, aged pT. yenrs.
vaged
phy .

co

of 12 weeks,

USTIN
ACADEMY .—-CENTER
STRAFFORD,
N.H.
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and
Professor of Latin and Greek. Competent teachers assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable
8. Board in
clubs $2. Apply early.
;
Aa+Free
tuition to students who have the minis.
try in view.
|

Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
Spring Term, of 10° weeks, begins Feb. 15, 1876.
For particulars, address the principal or

ICHOLS

MRS. BETSEY WALKER,
widow of Eben
Walker, died in Browatield, Me., Dec. 26,1875,

a great loss; he leaves five children

3

CoM.

A. M., Principal, with full board of teach-

ers.

Miss

cantile business in our place about three years
ago, and very successfully
prosecutéd the
same.
He and his wife returned from Cincinnati, where he had been to buy goods, the
evening he was taken ill. In one short week,
he
was called from his intense sufferings, to
that’home where there is no pain or
death.
He was an honored member of tbe Masonic

months and 10 days.
the age of eighteen

{ fy

BAKER, or to the Principal.

deeply mourn her

EBANON ACADEMY,~G,F.

his native

percha in 7, rosin and balsamic gums in, Christian life. His house was a home for
889, wax in 10, and grease and essential God’s servants anil’ with’ his substance minto their wants,
But few men have
oils, ‘in 830." 88 ‘plants contain potash, (istered
done moré to advance the cause
of Christ.
soda and iodine; 650 contain’ dyes, 47" TheF', B. church of Plymouth have sustained

an
At

lengthshis long and prosperous life drew

to a close.

coffee, and

Princi

with Soin

¥all Term of 12 weeks, begins August 318

Winter Term of 14 weeks,
ber 30th, 1875.

Goucational,

until

murried to

entered

with tour

LTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTI
TUTE-WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.

Vv.
Gr, S. S. BRADLEY, A.M,
IOWA
A.M.
G. 8. BRADLEY, P
88,
petent Assistants

affectionate companjon, a true Christian and a
holy woman has gone to her reward, leaving a

death,

Principal,

CALENDAR.
y
Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug. 81, 1875.

much

attached, and of which she remained a member till 1867, when _she removed to Elwood,
N. J. Here she was one of the number who
oined to organize the Free Baptist church.
he never desired to go around any Christian
duty, but ever maintained a consistent, godly
character.

COLLEY,

4

‘Winter Term of 12 weeks opens
Nov. 80, 1875,
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29, 1876.
Expenses moderate.
For further information address Rev. L, Sar.
hd Waterbury. Center, Vt., or the Principal,

Ames,

naturally good,

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY—
WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT,

A

Cyrus Dudley, who dieda
six years since.
Father Dudley was a very efficient and useful

Bro.

were

says: “Come,Lord Jesus,and take me,” and “I
am going home to die no more.” In the death
of this
aged Christian there are many who will
mourn their loss; the aged companion, who

.

death.

sufferings

And when death came to

:

S1LAs DUDLEY died of congestion
in Blanchester, Ohio, Jan. 20, aged

9 months and
20 days.

his

claim him, with a look on his countenance that

RN

her blessed.
phant.

>

to his bedside, ,made; confession, and
developments ‘is, ‘that: out of 278
to help in finding the correct
#igth of turned over nearly, or--quite, his whole ifying
known matural families of plants, there
year. Suppose that we have a chronom- fortuneto the chureh, ~The
' holy" father are but 18 species for | which no use: has
eter

o

.8.G

USEFUL PLANTS.
New York.
CARRIE MARIA, oldest daughter of Lizzie
ween CALENDAR.
A
German
author.
states
that
the
numF. and Geo. W. B. Jackson," died in Kittery,
been ‘referred to, that in reading music
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
ber
of
useful
plants:
has
risen
to
about
Me.,
of
ple
neumeonia,
aged:
12
years,
11
General Examinations, June 114, 20, 21, 1876.
the closest. attention, quickest perception,
12,000, but that others will no doubt Le months and 23 days. ‘Oné more has gone from
Anbpiversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.
and
greatest concentration of
active
us
forever,
Death
cluims
the
fairest,purest
and
discovered, as the researches yet made
(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
thought
is required, owing to the man
brightest as his. own.
Dear, patient Carrie,
have been completed only in portions of we
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
all loved her, child though she was, her
complex re
ns that notes bear to eac
(Vacation of two weeks.)
the earth. + Of these plants there are 1850 many virtues are deeply engraven on our own
other, as regards the length, pitch, powWinter Term begins December 5, 1876.
A few days and nights of indescribaer, and quality of the sounds they repre- varieties of edible fruits, berries and hearts,
This
School
was never in better condition for doble agony, and then her freed
spirit, borne on
thorough: work in Academic Instruction. No
sent, all calling into simultaneous activity seeds ; 103: cereals; 87 onions; 460 veg- angels’ wings, soared away to the ‘‘ Land of ing
primary
instrubtion.
carefully ar
so. mapy. distant ioeas. = While, unlike: étables and salads: 40 species of palms; the Blest.” The greatest memorial we can give ranged courses ot study,With ThethreeClassical,
Semi82
varieties
of
arrowroot,
and
381
different
her
is
to
say
that
she
lived
and
died
a
true
nary
and
English
Course.
We
are
prepared
to fit
other studies. that are used for purpos:s
kinds
of
sugars.
Vidous
drinks
are
obstudents for any college in the land, orto givea
Christian.
J.
HH.
M,
of mental culture, in which the greatest
thorough
Englich
and
Scientific
preparation
for
tained ‘from 200 plants, and aromatics
majority of pupils must be driven, music, from
EpPaRAIM LOUD died at his residence in the active duties of life. For full catalogue, ad266.
There
are
fifty
substitutes
for
|
Plymeuth,
Me., ; Feb. 15, aged 82 Soars, 9 dress the Principal,
being ‘so Plesant and attractive in its

has twenty-

therefore Bodulin alendqr ‘was defective, he Inter fon,
of ‘clocks and watches introduced greater’ acouracy in the

Opens

0

National Temper-

not till the year 1751 that the British Par-

‘in the] basis of all true knowledge.

-eight alone.”
In process of time, how-.
ever, it was discovered,
that the Jyear: had
not’ yet been correctly: tnéasured; and that

th sae Forma hoseri,Sind fo che
Spring

ance Society, and been accounted a mod-

ere | charucter, the child is naturally led, not
t

ony.

Academical Year.

i Term opens. ae 36th

>

hope

+

night, sitting later than. usual, ‘sunk into pearly gates, |
|
the Jrclundirios of a great folio tome,
Mgs. SALLY, widow
imagined he heard a sound in the kitchen

,

length for another period, to run the same
course as before.
The
ns noted

The trusting

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. B

nestiop is unfortunates who, like ourselves, happen- the legend, the romance, and the religion a wagon ran against him, the wheel-hub
—Why is'this'a
year
y should ed to have been born on the 29th of Feb- of at least twenty centuries. Though not striking him on the defective hip, and
February have a of added to it this ruary, and who consequently have but always isolated, it was always sacred. knocking him over. When he arose his
year ? and why should there be leap years one birthday, with its congratulations The remains of the vast forest of Quoque- leg was two inches too long, and he was
at all ? These are the questions
we now and presents, in four years, may this year lunde, as late as the sixth century, still
ed to remove his. cork exténsion, the
propose fo apswer as cloarly ‘and briefly have the hardship of their fate ameliorat- stretched from the mainland’ to the rocky wheel having reduced the dislocation.
as postfbje.L
rT
A
hie
4
ed and sweetened
by the warn wishes mount. Inthe seventh eentury the rem- He walked home immediately.
d before the inroads
n the ory earliest times it was ob- and ; munifieent presents which ‘their nants of it disa
on
served that during one period of the year Pies shall heap upon them.— Leisure of the rapid tide, but a wooded slope
the north-east side of the island
rethe days gradually
‘increased in len,
our.
calls the ancient ‘homes of the Druids
using day for the period during which
BI.
”es
and the earth, in many , is riddl
the sun remains above the horizon), and
_ THE OENTENNIAL OITY.
with countless warthat then they. ‘gradually
|
in
Mr. Kortright, the Rritish consul,
gives through and through
the reason of she

ier,

housekeeper began with“ 41 earnestness huving been buptized by Elder Hubbard Chane
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A,
During that long period of time'she bas
to cover the fire, as if preparing for bed. dler.
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight aserate man,
free. from all fanaticism, * You're up late to night, Mary,” I'm maintained a cousistent Christian life. One sociates,
;
Vr
Joat
since
she
transferred
her
membership
to
When
Zaccheus
was
gonivertad,
lie
vestor¢ Julian Calendar ” was ‘adopted by the
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
Jist
rakin’
the
five,
sir,
and
guanto
hed.”
ry
A
Romans (o the year 1582." Secondly,every ed four-fold to all whom he bad wronged: ** That's right, Mary;, I fike timeous became very ptrongly attached,and from which of ten weeks each,
I'l CALENDAR
i»
year whose number can be divided by by false accusations; and as he could not hours.” On his way back to the study he she was the first to depart to join the church
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
g ] pi dvak) ik
s#, which
4 without a remainder wasto be a leap keep the account perfectly, he gave balf passed the coal closet, and, turning triumphant, ;
Vacation one week,
was long and
erly cared
ear,and to contain 366 days. Tuirdivyiiie of his property to the poor. It is not the key, took it with him. Next morn- for
i
Sting
Jord begins Jlonday Jan. dig
by her sister,. niece und nephew, who |
probable
that
there
was
much
left.
rin
(0)
7
H
ast year of every century, although divising at an early hour; '(héreé was a rap at were solicitous that every want should be anPg OE bon
ros
sechih 482
Thereare noble men in our ‘American his bedroom door, ‘and a request for the ticipated. While we’
ible by 4, was not to be a leap year unless
moutn, Wé lire cognfortSummer
Teri
begins
Monday,
A
:
pried,
180,
for, *‘Blessed are the dead which diel{n the
it 'were also the last year of the period churches, and many of them, whose jou. key, lo put a fica. on.
Summer Term closes Thur
3 une 29 1876.
You're too soon ed,
Lord, for ay shall rest from their labors)
and
ir Wr Mary ; go. back.to your.
For turiner particulars, w Ri the Principal,
of four, centuries, :* By this réctification of erosity in public is transcended 'b
bed,
yet.”
their
works
do
follow
them.”
=~
"+"
CoM.
the calendar, ‘the maximum of error has private consideration and their unherald| ‘New Hamptott, N. f., ily 2 0
ek J.
alf an hour, Star there was auotber
But their knock,
ddd
5
TR
REET
been reduced to about .owe day in forty ed and unknown charities,
HENRY PLUMMER died in Durbam, Me., “
and a similar request, in order to
are'also
Sauls,
who
have
filled
their
cofFeb, 18, in the 80th year of hisage.
He éxpeINE
TRAL
| INSTIT
centuriés, ' For many Jonrs the Engli
B—prepare
breakfust.
““'I'don’t
want
breakreligion over sixty years ago,nnder
i
Ine
study
the MASSE
adhered to the * Julian "Calendar,” or fers with the fruits of their disobediénce, fast so soon, Mary; go Beek to your bed.” rienced
for
both
sexes,
formal,
labors
of
Rey..Geo.
Lamb,
"of
Brunswick,
and
«Old Style,” as if was called; and it was who hope to satisty God and their own Another half hour, and another knock, from that time until his death, he has been a Classical, Scientific.
conscience by
givinga part of it to the
Fall
begins Au;
thousand dollars to the

now use, ‘edlled ** The Gregorian Calendur.” First he dropped,
10 days which
had been
gained from the| time when the

n in March, and that February, being
en the Jast raonth of the year,they found

Ly

214

Fading slow! under the
power of (3oane ‘us
hor Id on life lessened pi
I fd ;

A LOVER'S LUCK.

with the quietude and secuAn ° American Saul “incopsistent
Calendar remnined
jo
till 1582, when | liquor business;
rity
of
a
house,
so, taking his candle,
Pope Grégory oe
and instituted would have sold out his’ stock, put two he proceeded toand investigate
the cause,
pocket, given one, His foot being heard in the lobby,
a new and improved one, which we now thousand dollars in his
the

that

WEY HAS! FEBRUARY
A DAY MORE

:
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, with most important improve,

om

nation

ever
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Stops.
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Superb
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GATES rio ies
and
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Adams

2
ne,

25 Unionnion

Squace, ;NEW YORK
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Jk

A
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(ar 80 1 &
:

A DAY at home. Agentswainted. Outfit
and terms free, ~TRUE & CO., Augusta,
nm

“ly.

WAT

ration that ‘‘ to obey is better than sacri-

four centaries, we shall be almost correct,
for 400 years will now consist of 808 common yeurs and 97 leap years, ov 146,097

: the workings of his brain
of hin heart thou canst not see ;

{ALS

oaent Aude AWAY. utterly IEaarnLof the

home 1ife, and the chertshed of loving hearts,

oui

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

J

oft in benevolent reports. His neighbor
is his hard-worked
-book-keeper ; his un-

clerk; his frosty-eared porter. which he afterward suspected, when he
The error mowis reduced to about a -der-p
r as himself ? learned that his conversation had heen
quarter of a day in a century,and our years Does he love his ne
are too short ; but if we add a day in every Doeshe know the meaning of the decla- with the author-farmer himself.”

T

‘

years
x 865
days
days5 hours 26

a

1

Lz

Witerary Wiscellany,

76 x 8656 M 24 x 860 == 36,624 days. 100
5 hours 48 minut
Fh
4 86,624
minutes
40 seco)
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tod

pir—————k
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question was

Monday,

discussed,

the

gate.

financial

ing the principal speech.
In the House,
the debate on the Hawaiian treaty was continued, no vote being reached,

£10, 812, 786.

A Liverpool firm proposes to establish a
fortnightly line of steamers between that

In the Senate, Tuesday, a bill was introduced vesting the appointment of post{re
in the generals commanding the deresolution for the admission of Mr.

“back as senator from

Louisiana,

h

port

and

Pinch-

dis-

statements

were fedponded

and

Gor-

the

accusations

16 by Messrs, Morton,

Sherman and Edmunds.
In the House,
several speeches were made in support of
the Hawaiian treaty. Various bills were
introduced and referred.
The bill for the admission of New

Mexi-

co into: the Union was passed by the Senate, Friday. In the House, several speech
es were made

on the financial duestion, the,

legislative appgopriation: bill being’ under
discussion.
planations regarding the
flight of Marsh from Washington were
made by the members of the war expenditures committee, each disclaiming personal
responsibility for his sudden exit.
li
>

DOMESTIC.

By an accident on the Valley

the

Baltimore

Branch

‘&’ Ohio’ Raflroad,

three miles from Harper's Ferry,

of

sixty

on

circuit court.

There are’ 3000 Chinese boys in California who will be voters when Shey: be-

“

There are now seven woolen mills in
Utah, capable of. working up over 1,000,000
pounds of wool per annum, while the en-

tire product of the Territory does not exceed 1,200,000 pounds.
There are in the State of Iowa 3,203
manufacturing -establishments, employing

18,845 hands, and 577 steam

engines,

pro-

ducing in 1875 a total value of $39,263,319,
against $7,100,465 in 1865.
The **
of the Centennial have

been

eh

an oth. ‘The publisher

of

the official catalogue pays $100,000; the
restaurant and beer rights pays $125,000;
soda water privileges, $52,000; tobacco,
$21,000; milk, bread, chocolate and candy,
$10,000. .
Miss Burritt has raised $1,000, to employ a lady to keep a kindergarten at the

Centennial Exposition.
A colossal statute of Bismarck
sent to/fhié feefiténnial.
;

will be

The cost .of Congress. is about, $20,000
per day.
Messrs. Cook & Cheek, of Atlanta, Ga.,
have failed. ‘Their liabilities are supposed
to be $300,000.
A heavy freshet, in. the Pisa river.is

reporteds’ |

heard to remark that she hadn't got anything new this winter, and didn’t expect to
get much ‘‘ until after father fails.”
A New Haven tailor called in to testify
in the City Court stated ‘‘fancy tailors gen-

#

thick-soled

shoes,

plain,

unpinned-back

dresses, and they are pictures of health.
‘¢ Oh, we. don’t mind the fourth story,”
said an Ohio Congressman’s wife in choosing Washington lodgings the other day;
“we can go upand down in the ventilator.”
A man recently applied for aid to the Relief Committee of Virginia City, Nevada,
who, a few years ago was the richest man
in “Nevada county, Cal.;” and worth about
The snow-plows used on the Union Pa.
cific Road to clear the tracks are about as
big as a two-story house, weighing 45,000

to 50,000 pounds.

With

‘six or eight pow-

erful engines behind if,"running at the rate
of forty miles an hour, when this enormous
plow dashes into a drift it ** makes the far
fly” gloriously.

The hogs slaughtered

by the

Chicago

packers this
season would,
if placed
in a close procession, extend to Boston.
Over a thousand miles of pork—just think
of it!
Chinese workinén have started a firecracker manufactory in .San Francisco.
This gives every American an opportunity
to patronize home industry, and the boys a
chance to burn their fingers and frighten
their grandmothers with intensified patriotism.

°

A good double pun has been made by a
clergyman.
He had just united in marriage
a couple whose Christian names were respectively Benjamin and Ann.
‘How did
they appear during the ceremony?” inquired a friend. ‘They appeared both Anniemated and Bennie-fited,” was the reply.
Wisconsin to the front.
The Green Bay
Light

Guards

propose

to

be

patriotic to

some purpose and march to the Centennial like true soldiers.
They propose to
make this march of over a thousand miles
to Philadelphia next summer, camping out
by the way, and while there going into
camp in regular military fashion.

The other day'a
transferred from

centennial

the town

elm ‘was

of Jefferson to

Washington Park, Chicago,

a distance of

seven miles. Twenty horses were employed in the work. The tree is a fine one and
measures nine feet in circumference and 60

feet in hight, and with its ball of earth
weighed twenty

tons.

The

transplanting

was the occasion for a general public dem.
The Indian affairs committee ave decid:
ed to récommend the transferof the Indian
bureau from the Interior to the War De+ partment.
The ice-men on the Kennebec are work-

onstration, the city officials being present.

|

wemmién.

The Empress. of Austria
England.
:

has

arrived

in

Intelligence has been received at Bombay, that the plague has appeared on

the

banks of the Euphrates.
The Queen of Greece has been delivered
of a daughter. =
Eight out of every ten. of the leading

journals
in the principal cities of England

air and at one stand new potatoes.

I mere-

ly mention these things to show my friends.

North what a contrast it presented to my
late Minnesota home.
This is my first winter in the South. I
have made my home here.. Here I expect

to spend the balance of my days, and there

ern man

can enjdy hs fwidé a’ liberty here

as in the

North,

His

the

to

ticians

the

declarations

of poli-

contrary, notwithstanding.

life and property are as

safe

as

here

The same course of conduct here
there.
as there, will make him a good citizen.
country,

The

now,

offers

ad-

peculiar

vantages to one who wishes to buy lands,
1 will cheeror engage in manufacturing.
fully answer, as far as possible, any letters.of i uiry, if addressed to Montgom-

err

Ne

W. T. Harcu.

TALKING AT TABLE.

fruit.

large

you prefer, before frying brown. To be
made in cakes not too thick.—N. Y.

Turkish

and: large French are pretty well sold
up, though enough are held in stock to
supply all current running requirements,
and to keep the price of. the former down
to an unusually low point, which must
serve to increase their popularityas an ar-

ticle of food.—2he Grocer.
are more

and

—

becoming

;

keeping

them

:

the mind run on business or previous mishaps, or past disappointments.
Never tell

bad news at the table, or fdr an hour before. Let everything you have to communicate, be, if possible,

of a gladsome,

joy-

ous, hilarious character, calculated to bring
out pleasant remarks or agreeable associations. On the other hand, never administer a reproof at the social board to
either servant or child; find fault with
nothing ; speak unkindly to no one, If remarks are made of the absent, let them

vented

Sa

. wood coals and ashes and giving copperas
in their drink in proportions of one-half
pound to ten hogs.
Farmers will find hogs
will leave any-feed to ‘eat coals* and ashes,

and when treated in this way can mingle

with cholera hogs without danger.
Tt will
be necessary to keep them from all drinks
until they partake of -the copperas water
freely. From an Ohio farmer, who speaks
contain
some
word of
commendation,
which; if repeated in their hearing after from experience.—Cor. St. Louis Republi3
.
wards, will kindle kindly feelings, and thus’ can.
———
Coe
will thoughts of the family table which come
across the memory in after years, when

we have been scattered and some laid in

their final resting-place,. bring with them
a sweetness of emotion which makes it a
pleasure to dwell upon them. — Hall's Jour‘nal of Health.

Frurr

Cake,

Two-thirds of a cup of

butter, one and one-half cups of sugar,
three cups of flour, one cup of raisins, one

cup of sweet milk, two eggs, one
spoonful

of

soda,

two

tea-

teaspoonfuls

PRUNES AS OHEAP FOOD.

. STEWED

PRUNES.

Wash

the fruit

in

warm water; for every pound allow half a
pound of loaf sugar and one pint of water;
not only among our foreign-born citizens | boil the sugar and water together. for ten
who acquired their fondness for this fruit ‘minutes, then put in the fruit, and let it boil
gently until perfectly tender, so that it win
at home, but also among active Americans,
who are now largely using prunes in pref- break if touched with the finger; drain the

erence to domestic dried fruits. They
have the advantage of being relatively
much cheaper than any of our native dried
fruits, and there are none of the latter that
are more wholesome or can be served more
palatably.
Our imports of Turkish prunes
come from Servia, Bosnia, and Trieste,

the fruit from the two former
mixed.

These ; prunes

come

now coming
in

casks

weighing from 1,300 to 1,400 lbs., and we
have received thus far in the trade year,
beginning September 1st, 1875, about 16,-

Ledger, ** not only are portions of the Douay Bible read, but the Catholic catechism is

French prunes generally are of much better quality than Turkish, and sell consider-

taught with ‘church prayers, kneeling, prostrations, crossings, etc., all under the di-

ably higher.

the East.

They are consumed chiefly at

French prunes come in kegs and.

140,000 cases. The large prunes, running’
from 40 to 45 to the pound, are the most

syrup from the prunes, and set them aside

whilst it is boiled until it becomes thick,
then pour it over the prunes, and let them
stand until the next day.
GRAHAM BRreap.
One coffee-cup flour,
two coffee-cups Graham flour,one cup warm

water,

one-half coffee-cup yeast,

MINUTE SPONGE CAKE, Beat
two
beat
with
beat
and

six

eggs

minutes; add three cups of sugar;
five minutes; add two cups of flour,
two teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar;
one minute; add one cup cold water
one teaspoonfuls soda; beat one min-
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In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy tet discovered for the above diseases, and oH the only
relidiie BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the
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DEAR S81R—This is to certify that I have sold at
retail 154 1-3 dozen (1862 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12,1870, Ad can truly say thatit has
given the best satisfaetion of any remed, for th e
complaints for which it is recommended,
that I
ever sold.
a day Raaties Mitton t some of
on
theme
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Why? Vegetine will Cure these Complaints:
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LEATHER.
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VEGETINE, for the complaints for which itis
recommended, is having a larger sale throughout
the United
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"complaints. In invigorates
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whole system, actsu
secretive
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the bowels.
For Catarrh, Dy.pp » Habitvar Cantivencss,
Palpitatio
a She |
Headache,
Piles,N
ousness
Prostration of the ra
System, no a
has ever given such perfect
satisfaction as the Vegetine. It purifies the blood,.
cleanses all of the gran, and possesses a con.
trolling power over the nervous
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetive have
indnced many physicians and apothecaries whom
we Khow, to prescribe and use it in their own
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ute; add four cups flour, juice and rind of
one lemon, and a pinch of salt.
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PurTING CREAM ON ONIONS instead of
CHEESE.
butter, (or even a little milk if one has no |
actor
Dairies good to
prime ,..... 18
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and again early in the morning. Once:
more change the water after breakfast, put

sugar.

powsemcs, | did 08:414: 1

a little | 8)

molasses, one teaspoonful salt,
one-half
teaspoonful of soda dissolved in the water;
make as stiff as it can be stirred with a
spoon ; let it rise over night,and bake about
an hour in a moderate
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The consumption of prunes in this country has very much increased of late years,
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Pies.
The Massachusetts State Board
of Health,-in their annual report for 1873,
assert as the result of the most careful investigation that pies are eaten twice a day
by most people iri Massachusestts above the

your columns of the ravages of the hog
The disease can be wholly precholera.
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in the East Indies, are turned to account
by being converted into a kind of wadding
which is’ used for ‘upholstering instead of
which
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This ‘makes branches stiffso that they do
not get down in the dirt, and are easily
passed among to get the fruit, and too, by
mulching the entire surface, the same
amount of mulch mulches a much larger
number of vines, , The roots of all kinds
of plants run much farther than most people have any idea of, and simply mulching
close around the plant does not answer the
purpose. The roots of a plantation of
raspberries and blackberries,or currants, or
even strawberries, run through the entire
surface, and hence to be properly benefit-

hair.
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For the week ending Mar. 15, 1876,

blackberries, grow

them close in a row,
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verted to the practice of close planting and close pruning.
Take, for instance,

black raspberries, or

—
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more

Porta Rico. ¥ au)
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Times.

‘0 OLOSE PLANTING AND PRUNING.

‘bakers often distribute more pies: than
they do loaves of bread. "On the diet list
of factory boarding-houses, pies occupy the
the kind calculated to promote hilarity and most
prominent and constant place. Pies
good feelirg generally.
Most parents are
are the most constantly recurring form of
prone to prohibit their children from laughfood to the traveler throughout the State.
ing and talking at the table; it is unphysiTo MAKE Boots DURABLE. ' The durabilological; it is a cruelty.
ity
of soles of boots may be greatly increasJoyousness promotes the circulation of
the blood, enlivens it, invigorates it, sends ed by coating them with gum copal varnish,
it tingling to the remotest part of the sys- which also has the effect of making them
Four or five coats should be
tem, carrying with it animation, vigor;and water proof.
given, allowing each coat of varnish to dry
life. The louder the little ones laugh, the
better; the faster they talk, the better, for before the succeeding one is applied. Soles
then they eat less in a given time, conse- thus treated possess twice the usual durability, and generally outlast the best upquently chew their food more thoroughly.
The leather uppers of boots or shoes
Discard controversy from the dining pers.
rendered soft and water proof by
be
may
table. Discourage all subjects which invite political or religious
radcor.
Let rubbing into them, while warm, before the
every topic introduced be calculated to in-' fire, a mixture composed of four ounces of
struct, to interest or amuse.
Do not let hog’s fat and one ounce of resin.

exist in the sophomore class.
The examination of the several classes in
the various grades of the Chicago public 000 casks, equal to 21,000,000 1bs., while
schools, the results of which are to be for- | our total receipts during the whole of last
warded to the educational department of year were only 8,906 casks, or about 12,
the centennial, has been completed, and 000,000 lbs. Turkish
prunes sell very
will make about a hundréd bound volumes.
largely at the West, their chief consumers
In the public schools of New Mexico,
being the foreign settlers, to whom their
says a correspondent of the Philadelphia cheapness is an important consideration,

| once tardy or absent.
Professor B. J, Radford has been elected

in the cus

French

It is one of the very best digesters; there
is no tonic known equal to it, as it is of

rection of Catholic priests.”
| cases, the latter containing’ from 30 to 60
« Clinton, Iowa, has the banner school Ibs. each, the average being about 501bs.
| girl. Miss Jessie Ramsey, only mine years We have received since September, 1st.,
old, has attended the public school for 775 128,000 casesof these goods, and our imconsecutive school days, without being ports for the year will probably reach

tern as,
shat he wil ai

small

age of five, and if a lunch is called for, it is
generally pie and nothing else.
Country

O-0-0-0-0
>

EDUCATIONAL.

any secret society hereafter be formed or

wind >

from the gardens the evening before. We
also saw green peas mhd strawberries, in
limited quantities, also grown in the open

of

cream of tartar, and one nutmeg.

Ohio will expend $8,000 in making an educational display at Philadelphia. One thousand of the amount will be spent in erecting day and night.
" A wholesale reduction has heen made in ing a model school building. Harvard College has an annual income of
the reduction of the Manchester, N. H,,
over $10,000, exclusively devoted to the
City officials, .
Three: additional Bath houses are Propos- purchase of books.
Dr. Williams, the eminent Chinese scholed, in Providence, R..
§ thf for Hie eoing
ar, is said to have been invited to a chair
summer.
Jl
in Yale College as Professor of Oriental
‘| Languages.
The faculty of Yale College has resolved:
The joint resolution providing for female
suffrage which passed the Iowa House, two that no member of the present freshman:
weeks ago, failed to pags the Senate by a class, shall become a member of the present sophomore secret societies; nor shall
vote of yeas 2, nays 24.
op
FR

greens of all kinds, gathered

the present stock is not excessively

excépt

are thousands in the North that are arranging to do the same.
This tide of immigration that has Just
erally put on about ten or fifteen dollars for
style.” He drew it mild.
:
begun to flow South, is to be the salvation
Santa Fe, the largest town in New Mexi- of this country.
Itis, indeed, the most ted the surface must be
mulched or kept
important movement now going on in this workéd by hoe
co, has a population of about 5,000, fiveor cultivator, and the part
country,
and is resulting in bringing about that mos t needs this, is
sixths of whom are natives, and thé balance
the extremities of
Americans, Israelites, and Germans.
The a fraternal feeling between the two sec- dhe root. Currants and gooseberries
must
tions.
The only barrier that has keptus have a cool,
Israelites carry on the largest business and
moist place to do well, and
separated is removed.
control the,
Three or four Mexican
The bitter feelings if planted on dry soil, this
is best securstores are the sole representatives in trade engendered by the war are rapidly disap- edby a heavy mulching
of the entire surpearing.
Northern people are welcomed
of the natives, who are an indolent race.
face.
So, if fruit, and that of the best
The South is receiving them quality, is what is
Dean Swift was one day accosted by a here, now.
sought for, plant. close,
with open. arms and . cordial , feelings.
drunken weaver, who, staggering against
prune close, and mulch heavy, is our adhim, said: “I have been spinning it out. J ‘They are more anxious, if “posdible,: than
vice.~—Small Fruit Recorder:
“Yes,” said the Dean, * And now you are those of the North to bury the past.'¥
*>+oO44
know this. I have traveled ( all over these |
reeling 1t home.”
THIS AND THAT.
states, ‘Tenn. Ala. and--Ga:;--and--know
The daughters of Sir Edward Thornton,
Leaves OF THE PINEAPPLE. Leaves of the
the English minister at Washington, wear whereof I affirm, and I know that a North-

Mon-

day evening, ten persons were killed and
several others injured.
‘The asylum for aged people at Williamsburg, N. Y., was burned at an early hour,
Tuesday morning, and it is supposed that
about thirty of the inmates perished in the
flames.
The publisher of the Detroit Evening
News has been mulcted in the sum of
$4,500 for libeling Judge Rielly, of the

"come of age.

es, onions,

A fashionable young lady of Chicago was

present system of collecting the whiskey
tax, taking considerable latitude in his reHis

bles of all kinds, which I afterwards saw at
the market, which was well supplied with
cabbages, beets, carrots, parsnips, radish-

the band-box.

ber.

marks.

London, has cona noiseless pave-

the god of soft weather is Thor.
Four boxes govern the world—the cartridge-box,
the ballot-box, the jury-box, and

an epilepthe cham-

on

of this lovely climate and Jts products,
that I wantto tell the thousands of my

Northern friends about some of the things

Corea,

The New York Graphic wants to know if

Wolf, the recusant witness, was arraigned
for contempt, and, while attempting to re-

-Senator

After returning from a walk through the
city of Montgomery, and a visit to the
market, I am so filled with admiration

1 saw,
I first visited some of the flower and vegetable gardens.
I found a great variety
of the most beautiful flowers, in full bloom,

in

MISCELLANEOUS.

a law in its present form, it will effect a
saving of
over $10,000,000
per
year.

at length

Feb. 29,1876.
THE SUNNY SOUTIH.

and

war

Paragraphs.

Wednesday, the Senate took final action
on the claim of P, B. 8. Pinchback to a
seat in that body, rejecting it by a vote of
82t0 29. In the House, the legislative appropriation bill was reported.
The committee claims that if the measure becomes

spoke

and the consumption has never before been
4 been on so liberal a scale or so general.
Notwithstanding the very liberal receipts,
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first steamer
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of the committee on war expenditures tes-

In the Senate,

declared
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tributed £1000 toward

occupied in a heated debate on the question

don, of Georgia,

The

has already blockaded her ports.

cussed at some length, without, however,
reaching a vote.
The memorial
of the
Boston board of trade favoring a resumption of specie payments was presented in
the House.
The rest of the session was

late the facts in the case, fell in
tic fit, and was. removed from

Boston.

left Liverpool on the 11th.
Japan has

The

was
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Egypt's total expenditure during the past
year was
£10,796,386, and its revenue

Mr. Sherman mak-

partments wherein they are situated.

;

Coy

and other unmatured fruit,~ahd their sale
“is small.
The quality of our impoyts this
year has for the most part been very good,
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improvements in Quebec by presenting the
city with $50,000 for the construction of
one of the proposed city gates, the one for
which itis used to be called the Kent
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